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Samuel Beckett is considered to be one of the greatest authors and playwrights of the twentieth century and this thesis will focus on an analysis and a translation of one of his most well-known plays, Waiting for Godot, which was first performed in 1953, and is, as indicated by Martin Esslin, one of the works that has “become the foundation of Beckett’s reputation as one of the major literary forces and influences of his time” (28). The play was originally written in French, like most of his work written in the period surrounding its publication, even though Beckett was born and raised in Ireland. He translated many of his French works to English himself, including Waiting for Godot, originally titled En Attendant Godot. Esslin explains why Beckett chose to write mostly in French:
[W]hile in his own language a writer might be tempted to indulge in virtuosity of style for its own sake, the use of another language may force him to divert the ingenuity that might be expended on mere embellishments of style in his own idiom to the utmost clarity and economy of expression. (29)
Beckett used the advantage of writing in French to create the language that shapes the themes of existence and ‘being’ in Waiting for Godot, but this will be examined in greater detail in the following chapters.
The play mainly revolves around two characters, Vladimir and Estragon, who are waiting for the arrival of Godot, who never comes, which results in two acts of waiting and doing nothing. In each act, they are joined by another duo, Pozzo and Lucky, and a messenger boy who tells them Godot will not arrive that day, after which night falls and the curtain drops. Estragon presents the reader with his own interpretation of the play: “Nothing happens, nobody comes, nobody goes, it’s awful!” (34). The plot outline can be accurately summed up in a single sentence: “Two men are waiting for someone who does not arrive and in the meantime nothing happens,” and the most well-known description of the plot comes from the critic Vivian Mercier, who, in the Irish Times, famously wrote that Waiting for Godot is “a play in which nothing happens, twice” (18-02-1956, p. 6). Despite these plot summaries, it would be very inaccurate to say that nothing actually happens on stage.

















The Translation of Drama

The Dramatic Text
A dramatic text, at first glance, seems to have many similarities to a ‘regular’ literary text (for example, a novel or short story). It can be read like any other text and, despite the fact that a dramatic text can be performed on stage, does not always need to be performed in order to be understood. However, when examined more closely, it can most definitely be determined that there are aspects of dramatic texts that make these texts stand out compared to other forms of literature, similar to the way poetry stands out. Susan Bassnett, for instance, indicates that “a theatre text is read differently. It is read as something incomplete, rather than as a fully rounded unit, since it is only in performance that the full potential of the text is realized” (120). The difference between literature and dramatic literature also provides the translator with difficulties, as is pointed out by Carole-Anne Upton and Terry Hale: “[T]he form [of theatre] itself demands a dramaturgical capacity to work in several dimensions at once, incorporating visual, gestural, aural and linguistic signifiers into the translation” (2). In this chapter, the goal is to find out exactly which aspects make dramatic texts stand out and how these can influence a translator’s strategy and process. The subchapters will focus on the aspects of the difference of status between text and performance, the concept of simultaneity, and the difference between text and performance with regard to the cultural and historical position in society. In each of the subchapters, the differences between text and performance, and reader and audience will first be examined on a theoretical level. After exploring these various theoretical aspects, the pragmatic aspects of translating dramatic texts will be examined, to determine how a translator could or should go to work when translating for the stage.


Status of Text and Performance
Texts and stage performances usually consist of exactly the same words (before any stage adaptations have been made), and a strong relation between the two cannot be denied. It can be assumed that the written text almost always serves as a starting point for the dramatic performance; after all, without a definite set of words a performance would not be possible (ignoring in this argument subgenres such as improvisation and other types of ‘non-verbal’ theatre, such as ballet). This could, on the one hand, imply that there is a difference with regard to status between text and performance, namely, that the written text has a higher status. On the other hand, a dramatic text should ultimately be performable. Even if the play will never be performed, the fact that it can be performed defines the text as a dramatic text (otherwise it would ‘just’ be a literary text). Keir Elam, in studying the semiotics of theatre and drama, indicates that “[t]he written text, in other words, is determined by its very need for stage contextualization, and indicates throughout its allegiance to the physical conditions of performance … and its ability to materialize discourse within the space of the stage” (209). Consequently, it can be argued that the interaction between the written text and the stage performance works both ways: the written text influences the stage performance, and the fact that the work is written to be performed influences the writing process of the text. This balance is determined further by Esslin, while discussing the signs of drama: “[I]n texts originally created for performance a proportion of the verbal element will remain obscure without an imaginative reconstruction of the performance that the text was destined to evoke” (79-80). The translator, in that respect, needs to be aware, at least before a certain translation strategy has been determined, that neither text nor performance is treated as more important than the other. Before continuing, it needs to be made clear that this discussion is on a theoretical level only, because on a practical level, the addition of a director and actors (who, while rehearsing, will focus mostly on the performance) causes the performance to become more important for a translator than the text.
In an article by Ekaterini Nikolarea regarding readability and performability, Anne Ubersfeld explains the problems of approaching the text as more important than the performance; in other words, when using the text as the starting point for translation:
The root of the problem is the perception of performance as a ‘translation’. This position, based primarily on the concept of semantic equivalence between the written text and its performance, reinforces the belief that the context of the expression will remain identical when transferred from the linguistic sign system to a system of performance signs. (qtd. in Nikolarea, par. 22)
In the same article, Bassnett supports Ubersfeld’s view by indicating that the result of Ubersfeld’s argument would be that “when a literary text acquires a higher status than its performance counterpart, there results the misconception that there is a single right way of reading, and hence performing, the text“ (qtd. in Nikolarea, par. 26). Ubersfeld then continues on this argument by arguing that this would very much limit any director who interprets the text and then creates a “deviant” performance and will also subject the director to criticism from people who see the written text as “pure” (par. 22). Consequently, Bassnett recommends that translators should use a different strategy, which should be more effective: 
[A] theatre text, written with a view to its performance, contains distinguishable structural features that make it performable [and] the task of the translator must be to determine what those structures are and translate them in to the TL, even though this may lead to major shifts on the linguistic and stylistic planes. (122)
Especially the last part of this argument is very important, as it provides the translator with a certain freedom when translating for both text and performance. A translator should keep these arguments in mind to ensure that the focus is on both readability and performability, and should not be afraid to change certain elements in either of the two media. Bassnett points out that one of the possible strategies that could assist the translator with translating dialogue to improve performability is focussing on “rhythm, intonation, patterns, pitch and loudness, all elements that may not be immediately apparent from a straightforward reading of the written text” (122). Robert Corrigan supports this by arguing that “at all times the translator must hear the voice that speaks and take into account the ‘gesture’ of the language, the cadence rhythm and pauses that occur when the written text is spoken” (qtd. in Bassnett, 122). The translator should certainly keep Corrigan’s argument in mind, but should also realize that adding “rhythm, intonation, patterns, pitch and loudness” (122) will probably be the task of the director, rather than the translator. Consequently, the translation strategies that assist the translator are certainly of value, and should be used whenever possible, but might only be of value when discussing an ‘ideal translation’ (a translation that ideally is to be performed, but without the agents that influence the practical realization of the performance, such as actors and a director), because it is the task of exactly these agents to focus mostly on performability. Lucky’s ‘think’, for instance, can be used to illustrate this concept. The ‘think’ is presented in the source text as an unpunctuated passage. Readers are able to ‘hear’ Lucky talk without ever having to halt, because the voice of the performer (in the imagination of the reader) does not have to stop to breathe. Because of this, the ‘think’ can be presented as one long passage, without build-in moments that allow the actor to breathe. On stage, however, it is unlikely that an actor is able to perform the part without adding moments to breathe and thus has to add (assisted by the director) pauses. This can be achieved by adding full stops or comma’s to the script. The possibility of the altering of the dramatic text for performance by the director allows the translator to focus on both readability and performability without having to create more than one translation. 




Perhaps the greatest difference between a dramatic text and a stage performance is that a reader can only read the words that describe certain events, and an audience is able to see these words come to life on stage in many ways, such as for instance the use of music, lights, set, costumes and props, but also through non-verbal expressions by the actors. In this respect, the text and performance can differ greatly from one another. In case of the theatrical properties and non-verbal aspects, it is clear that the text can only provide the reader with a narrative description. Readers can only read which music is playing, but do not hear it, or read which costumes the actors are wearing, and not see it. Even gestures, movement and emotions can only be described by stage directions and cannot be witnessed by the readers. Basically, the readers have to interpret every sentence, stage direction or description themselves, which results in many different interpretations by many different readers. In the theatre, much of the interpretation has already been done, mostly by the playwright (if he/she was involved with the performance) and the director, but also (perhaps marginally) by actors, producers and light and sound technicians. In the theatre, however, viewers will have an extra difficulty regarding focus. With regard to the focus of the reader, it can be argued that it is guided mainly by the order in which the text and non-verbal aspects present themselves. This is a linear process, as the reader first reads which character speaks, then with which tone or emotion, then what is said, and which actions other characters perform. Spectators, however, will see and hear everything happening at once. Especially in scenes where many things happen at the same time, different spectators will focus at different characters and happenings on stage, which causes members of the same audience to experience the play in different ways. Consequently, readers have one extra layer of interpretation compared to audiences, but spectators will have to decide on which part of a scene they should focus, which causes readers to experience the play differently compared not only to an audience in general, but also compared to specific members of that audience.
	An additional factor that influences the difference in experience between readers and audience, which supports the ideas presented in the previous paragraph, is what Hogendoorn calls “Simultaneïteit” (‘Simultaneity’) (39). This term describes the way in which multiple objects (verbal and non-verbal) are perceived by the receiver at the same time, originally defined by Hogendoorn as “de ervaring waarbij de mens twee of meer waargenomen objecten beleeft als zijnde op enigerlei manier gelijktijdig en gelijkruimtelijk op elkaar betrokken” (39). This concept applies, for example, to a character in a play performing a monologue, during which music is building up and the lighting changes from dimmed to bright. Initially, Hogendoorn argues that readers will simply follow a linear pattern of information gathering, for instance: first they read that music starts to build up during the monologue, then they read that the light becomes brighter during the monologue and then they can read the monologue (46). Because readers will roughly experience these factors one at a time, they could have forgotten about the lighting and music halfway into the monologue, creating a different experience from that of a theatre audience, because opposed to this linear experience, spectators in the theatre will experience all these elements simultaneously (46). When all the dramatic factors are experienced at the same time, there is no chance that spectators might forget about the lighting changes, because they are happening in plain sight, and do not have to be created by their own imagination. With regard to the reader, however, Hogendoorn also explains that his initial explanation of a linear reading process might not be as simple after all, since “reading is not a gradual ‘forward’ motion of [the eyes], but an alternation of fixation pauses in which information is gathered, and exceptionally fast, exploring jerking and yanking motions (that are random)[called] ‘saccades’ (my translation, 48). From this point of view, the difference between reader and spectator might not be as sharp as the terms ‘linear’ and ‘simultaneous’ suggest (48), but there is certainly a significant difference in how all these dramatic objects are perceived by the receiver, and one could argue that the concept of simultaneity provides spectators with a more complete experience than readers. Whichever receiver has the advantage, however, translators should be aware of the difference when translating a play (to be read and/or for stage), to ensure that every element they want to show or tell is actually received by both audiences, whether that is in words or with the help of actors or non-verbal dramatic elements. It can be argued that both text and performance should have the potential to be experienced in the same way, but through different media. This could be achieved by creating a well-written ‘semi-linear’ (since it has previously been determined that ‘linear’ is not accurate enough) experience for a reader, which when adapted to the stage creates a well-played simultaneous experience for the spectator.
	Some attention should also be brought to a concept that is closely related to simultaneity, namely, ‘re-readability’. Readers are able to reread certain parts whenever they feel that is necessary. They could do this because they think they missed an (important) part of the plot, or if they have forgotten which character said something that defined their character (which would help the reader determine the importance of an utterance they are currently reading), or to check which setting the characters are in, which costumes they are wearing, which music is playing, or any other reason. So, readers need to create an imagined performance of the written text based on all the dramatic elements they read, but they can do so at their own pace. It can be assumed that readers will not continue reading if they are confused about a certain part of the play, since they will not know where subsequent elements of information (plot turn, character development, setting changes, etc.) fit in the bigger picture of the play. This confusion can easily be avoided, however, by skimming through previous pages until everything is clear again (more elaborate and covering more pages than when using ‘saccades’). This certainly is one the advantages readers have in comparison to spectators.
During a performance, members of the audience only have one chance to see and remember everything that happens on stage. Esslin, when discussing the attention of the audience, points out that 
[d]rama builds its representation on reality in a non-linear, non-systematic manner: the spectator has to be alert to pick up the basic elements of the ‘exposition’ and the subsequent concatenation of events, and to integrate them into a total picture. If the attention flags or is distracted, an essential link in the chain may be missed and the whole structure fails to cohere, to ‘make sense.’ (129)
There can be numerous reasons why certain elements might be missed, not only in long plays with multiple acts, but also in short one act plays: one of the actors could have pronounced a sentence unclearly, spectators could be distracted by the setting or costumes on stage, causing them to miss other elements. Esslin also provides a possible reason: “If two characters, for example, are played by actors who look too much alike, it may be difficult for some spectators to tell them apart; important facts may not emerge clearly enough from the dialogue” (129). This certainly applies to Waiting for Godot, where the four main characters are all male, all dressed soberly, and all wear hats. Additionally, near the end of the second act they end up lying on top of each other, which could make it very difficult for viewers to discern who is speaking, especially because they are all male, and could, for instance, have similar sounding low-pitched voices. Also, when for instance Pozzo and Lucky are interacting, and suddenly Vladimir or Estragon utters a relatively short phrase from the other side of the stage, certain spectators might not know who said it (simply because it takes them too long to react to the sound, turn their head, and refocus, or because Pozzo and Lucky’s actions might still interest the spectators, even though they are not speaking). Certain members of the audience might be familiar with the play and might be able to remember who uttered the phrase, or might deduct who said something because they are familiar with the differences in type of characters, but first time viewers will not be able to do so. Needless to say, certain elements of the play may be missed.
There might be an opportunity for recapping certain unclear parts if there is an interval between acts, where spectators can discuss the different things they have seen, but that would still require all the elements to be remembered exactly so they can be discussed properly, and since so many things can happen during a dramatic performance (especially if there is an interval one may assume that the first part lasts relatively long), it can be challenging to reconstruct every specific element. Naturally, people going to the theatre might not expect to understand every single aspect of the play, but they will usually try, as does the reader.
The different way of receiving information between readers and spectators can be explained by using, for instance, the opening lines from act one scene seven from Tony Kushner’s Angels in America. This scene, for explanatory purposes, will be treated as an isolated scene. In the beginning of the scene, the reader reads that the Prior character is putting on make-up and might assume that Prior is a woman (since ‘Prior’ is not that obviously a boy’s or girl’s name). This assumption is reinforced by Prior saying “I’m ready for my close-up Mr DeMille”, which is a famous quote of Gloria Swanson’s (female) character in the 1950’s movie Sunset Boulevard (IMDb, par. 13). Suddenly, however, the reader finds out that Prior is a man, putting on make-up to look like a woman (or drag queen), when he says: “I look like a corpse. A corpsette. Oh my queen; you know you’ve hit rock-bottom when even drag is a drag.” Upon realizing this, readers might want to re-read up until this point to put everything in perspective to this new (and quite important) piece of information. By contrast, spectators experience the entire scene simultaneously. They see a man putting on (presumably) drag queen make-up who is probably (depends on the director) in women’s clothing. The part up until the sentence that clears everything up for the reader is already put into the correct context when performed.
Interestingly, the sentence “I’m ready for my close-up, Mr DeMille” is still humorous in both experiences; for the audience right away, and for the reader upon realising Prior is a man dressed as a woman (as a subsequent realisation). The advantage might be for the spectator, but at this scale (half a page) it is not very significant. So, despite the difference in reception, the experience of the play works on both the textual and performance level. This realisation also makes the job of the translator a little easier. As long as the misconception does not last for multiple pages and a quick reinterpretation is enough for the reader to recreate a proper imagination of the play, it can be argued that the translator has some latitude where certain misconceptions for the reader are allowed.


The Historical and Cultural Position of Text and Performance in Society
Another interesting aspect of the difference between text and performance presents itself on the literary, historical level. A dramatic text, once it is published, is set in history and this text will determine its position in society and the literary world. A stage performance, however, is easily changed or modified (by directors, actors, or even the playwrights themselves) to serve a certain purpose (whether that is culturally or historically determined). This ensures that there could be dozens of interpretations and versions of the same play, which all have a different position in society. Upton and Hale expand on this flexible position of dramatic performance in society: “The theatre is by definition protean. Its great strength lies in its very anti-literary impermanence. The repertoire … is constantly being invented and reinvented with each new production” (9). When academics, for instance, are discussing Shakespeare’s plays, it can be assumed that they are discussing the source text, written around 400 years ago, and not one of so many versions that have been performed, and are still being performed, on stage, unless specifically mentioned otherwise. David Johnston, in his introduction of Stages of Translation, explains the difference by claiming that theatre performances are relatively short-lived, or “vita brevis” (roughly: life is short), opposed to the “ars longa” (roughly: art lasts long) of dramatic literature (11). The literary, dramatic text serves as the base of any performance and this text does not often change (besides perhaps a modernization, without becoming an adaption; i.e. the changes are only to filter out the ‘old’ language). Consequently, readers of the source text will almost always read the same text in the same historical and cultural context. Spectators of a play, however, will certainly also see certain adaptations of that text for the stage. Even if the exact words of the written text are used, certain interpretations by the director or actors (and different interpretations from different spectators) can ensure that the play differs from the text, whether it differs marginally or significantly. These differences can manifest themselves in preference to and adaptations and interpretations of numerous elements and signs. Esslin, when discussing the signs of drama, presents a list by Tadeusz Kowzan, which presents “thirteen sign systems involved in stage presentation” (52), which are “words, delivery of the text, facial expressions, gesture, the movement of the actors in the dramatic space, make-up, hair-do, costume, properties, sets, lighting, music and sound effects” (52). In one specific (source) text these elements are always the same, until the reader interprets them and adds life to them. In regard to all of these signs, the director can make many different choices that will determine the eventual performance of the play, enabling both text and performance to be greatly different. For instance, an audience that has just witnessed a performance of Waiting for Godot will probably see a unique version of the play, and any other audience who watches that play will have seen the same play, but every time a different version of that play, and even members of the same audience will experience it differently.
This theory definitely affects the strategy of the translator and the translating process. A translator creates a text that is most likely based on the source text, but from there on has to choose from an endless range of possible target texts, ranging from changing as little as possible regarding Kowzan’s dramatic signs, to, for instance, changing everything but the character’s names and the plot outline. In theory, this might certainly be true, but in practice this might not always be possible. For instance, when adapting a play written by Beckett, the translator or director is not always as free to make the desired changes. Anna McMullan discusses a case where Beckett strongly opposed the performance of an adaptation of Endgame, because too many changes were made (196). In the article, McMullan presents Beckett’s opinion to the matter: 
Any production of Endgame which ignores my stage directions is completely unacceptable to me. My play requires an empty room and two small windows. The American Repertory Theater production which dismisses my directions is a complete parody of the play as conceived by me. (qtd. in McMullan, 196) 
It is debatable whether the changing of stage directions would really turn the play into a ‘complete parody’, but Beckett made himself quite clear. Certainly translators and directors had to be careful if they wanted to produce one of Beckett’s plays, because they could have ended up wasting their time.
Nevertheless, in theory and, perhaps limited, in practice, the motivation of the translator to translate a particular source text will greatly determine the strategy that will be used. The request to translate a particular source text will often come from a theatre group, director or an editor that want to perform or publish a translation of that play. The client will then explain what kind of version they want to perform or publish with regards to modernization, stage, length, and perhaps even budget. This way, the translator can ‘just’ translate according to a determined strategy to create the target text and can possibly contact the client when he is in doubt about how a certain passage of the play should be translated.
	When working for a client, a translator should not have any difficulties with regard to the adaptation to a different cultural or historical setting, because the setting will be determined before the translating will commence. Upton and Hale insist that “[t]he theatre translator … has a socio-political responsibility to define and address the target audience, which demands careful mediation of the source text” (my italics, 2). However, the determination of a cultural setting does not remove the difficulties of translating culture specific elements from one to another cultural setting, as is pointed out by Ortrun Zuber: “If an author chooses to translate … a work from another culture, particular problems may occur … Irony, double entendre, word-play and puns must be communicated if the spirit of the original is not to be lost” (2). Especially when signs need to be suitable to both text and stage performance, it might be difficult to maintain the ‘feel’ of the source text. Zuber further explains that “[t]he position that a word occupies in a sentence … may subtly influence the meaning of the original passage or may be vital to the characterization, communicating something additional to the mere surface meaning of the word by itself” (2). To use a very simple and generic example for explanatory purposes, a Spanish play could have a typically Mediterranean setting and décor, traditional costumes, supported by typical Spanish guitar music, where characters are discussing and joking about intrinsically Spanish topics. When these elements need to be translated into a Dutch setting, or any other non-Spanish setting, one can imagine the (extremely) difficult challenge this imposes on the translator, especially when considering that cultural aspects might not always be present in obvious signs, such as clothing or music, because “[c]ultural milieu is embodied in the specifics of any or all of the signifying elements (actors’ physical appearance, gesture, set, costume, lighting, sounds, kinetics, proxemics, etc.), as well as in the spoken word” (Upton and Hale, 7).
To return to the discussion of one, unique dramatic text as opposed to the many different possible versions of stage performances, people will have to decide for themselves if they would like to read a play in its original state (i.e. read the source text), or if they want to see the play on stage, even if that means that the translator, director, actors and producers will have made certain interpretations for them, which will cause them to see a variable version of the original text. In conclusion, Esslin provides an excellent description of how the timelessness of a written text interacts with the quickly changing historical and cultural settings of theatre performances:






Theatre of the Absurd

Theatre of the Absurd
When discussing Waiting for Godot, it is important to be aware of the contextual situation of its publication. The play is generally acknowledged as being absurdist and the text as well as the author can be identified as being part of the genre of ‘Theatre of the Absurd’, which is the collective name for the dramatic genre that emerged in the fifties and sixties of the twentieth century. It is difficult to provide a clear explanation of all that this genre encompasses, and that is why it will be examined more closely in this chapter, so that more will become clear about how this genre is discernable in the textual and contextual aspects of the play, and, consequently, how it could, and should, influence the strategy of the translator. One of the leading academics with regard to this subject is Esslin, and one of his works, The Theatre of the Absurd, will be used to define this concept.
	Before further exploring absurdity in drama and defining the genre of ‘Theatre of the Absurd’, an attempt will be made to define exactly what is meant by ‘absurd’. To define the term ‘absurd’, Esslin provides a definition made by Eugène Ionesco, a Rumanian author, who is regarded as being an absurdist playwright as well: “Absurd is that which is devoid of purpose … Cut off from his religious, metaphysical, and transcendental roots, man is lost; all his actions become senseless, absurd, useless” (qtd. in Esslin, 17). 
The themes described in this definition are also the main themes of many works that are being considered as absurdist drama. According to Esslin, this particular genre of drama revolves around the “sense of metaphysical anguish at the absurdity of the human condition” (17). Simply presenting absurdist themes in a ‘regular’ dramatic environment is, however, not what creates absurdist theatre. Esslin explains that not only the absurdist themes form the ‘Theatre of the Absurd’, but also the means and form that create drama on stage provide these plays their absurdist nature (17, 18). Additionally, Esslin indicates that, “The Theatre of the Absurd … tends toward a radical devaluation of language” and “what happens on stage transcends, and often contradicts, the words spoken by the characters” (18). All these factors cause dramatic performances to be vastly different than ‘regular’ or, as Esslin calls them, ‘good’ performances, and because Esslin describes this difference so strikingly accurate, his entire description of the essence of absurdist theatre will be presented here:
If a good play must have a cleverly constructed story, these have no story or plot to speak of; if a good play is judged by subtlety of characterization and motivation, these are often without recognizable characters and presents the audience with almost mechanical puppets; if a good play has to have a fully explained theme, which is neatly exposed and finally solved, these often have neither a beginning nor and end; if a good play is to hold the mirror up to nature and portray the manners and mannerisms of the age in finely observed sketches, these seem often to be reflections of dreams and nightmares; if a good play relies on witty repartee and pointed dialogue, these often consist of incoherent babblings. (15)




Besides a closer examination of the literary genre to which the play belongs, a closer look at the author of the play could also provide more information on the context in which Waiting for Godot was written. A biography and an elaborate examination of his life will not be presented here, only the aspects that prove important with regard to the process and motivation of, and his intentions while writing dramatic texts, with emphasis on Waiting for Godot.
	Aspects of the ‘Theatre of the Absurd’ can all be found in Beckett’s plays, and the concept of ‘realism’ is not something he is often identified with. According to Esslin, Beckett “[rejected to] what he [himself] has called ‘the grotesque fallacy of realistic art’“ (22). In addition, Esslin argues that it is “the deep existential anguish that is the keynote of [his] work” (22). Absurdity and existentialism are important terms to describe his dramatic texts and strong recurring themes in his work. The greatest difference compared to ‘regular’ theatre is, however, that Beckett did not present existential questions in the ‘regular’ style of drama that was the convention of the time, but presented them in their purest form. He does not merely have his characters speak about or question ‘being’ and ‘existence’, but they are and perform the different themes of the play. That is exactly why Beckett is associated with the Theatre of the Absurd, because in his work he “[renounces] arguing about the absurdity of the human condition; [he] merely presents it in being – that is, in terms of concrete stage images” (Esslin, 18). This also applies to the language that is used on stage, which is not clear and plain, as a result of “the fallibility of language as a medium for the discovery and communication of metaphysical truths” (Esslin, 26). In Waiting for Godot, Vladimir and Estragon do not merely discuss the state of their being: they are themselves the product of their being, in everything they say or do not say, and do or do not do. Supporting these notions, Beckett himself argues that:
[T]he form, structure, and mood of an artistic statement cannot be separated from its meaning, its conceptual content; simply because the work of art as a whole is its meaning, what is said in it is indissolubly linked with the manner in which it is said, and cannot be said in any other way. (qtd. in Esslin, 32)
A different interesting fact about Beckett, as mentioned before, is that although he was born in Ireland, he wrote mostly in French. One can imagine that writing in an acquired language would, because it would be more difficult, require the author to choose every word more carefully than when it was written in the native language. Beckett felt that the artistic statement should be treated as a whole, and, consequently, one unbalanced factor, such as elevated language (which Beckett could be more inclined to use in his mother tongue), could weaken the overall reception of the play. With regard to this balance, Esslin argues that: “Works like Beckett’s … would be destroyed by the slightest suggestion of glibness or facility; they must be the outcome of a painful struggle with the medium of their expression” (29). Another interesting fact, as pointed out by Ruby Cohn, is that Beckett, in Waiting for Godot, often refers to the Bible and that these references “are more numerous in English [than in French]” (179). An explanation for this could be that Beckett might have used Biblical references as a means to question existence or tackle issues in society, instead of merely using them to enrich the play on a cultural level, but it is also possible, as Cohn further explains, that the references were fewer in French because that was simply not the language in which he was taught Christianity (179).


Translating the Theatre of the Absurd
A translator of absurdist plays needs to be aware of the literary genre and setting, and the context in which, and motivation and intentions of why, the play was written to help determine the translating strategy. The meaning of an absurdist play might not be as clear as in other forms of drama. In Waiting for Godot, even Beckett himself does not know exactly who or what Godot is, as becomes clear when he gives the following answer to the first American director of the play: “[I]f I knew, I would have said so in the play” (qtd. in Esslin, 32). On the other hand, however, to say that Godot does not mean anything would be very untrue. So, it is the task of the translator to translate the play into the target language without changing the meaning, but this has to be done without knowing exactly what the meaning is, and that can be a difficult challenge. According to Esslin, the task is especially challenging, because it applies to “works that are essentially concerned with conveying their author’s sense of mystery, bewilderment, and anxiety when confronted with the human condition, and his despair at being unable to find a meaning in existence” (32, 33). Furthermore, not only does the translator not know what exactly needs to be translated, that “sense of mystery, bewilderment, and anxiety” can also not be clarified, explained or ‘improved’, because that would change that very sense. Additionally, such a translation “would also transcend the author’s original intentions and present itself as far richer, more complex, and open to a multitude of additional interpretations” (Esslin, 32). Needless to say, because of this delicate balance between mystery and meaning, the task of the translator is very difficult; to leave out certain aspects that produce meaning or lack of meaning would weaken the play, and adding interpretations and views that would enrich the play would change the original intentions of the author.
	This does not mean, however, that translating Beckett’s plays is an impossible task, because careful analysis of how every passage, character, stage direction etc. works can determine which aspects are most important in which part of the play. Esslin, once again, provides, perhaps unintentionally, an excellent strategy for translators, by outlining how readers and spectators can approach the play to understand something that is not always understandable:
To avoid the pitfall of trying to provide an oversimplified explanation of their meaning … does not imply that we cannot subject [Beckett’s plays] to careful scrutiny by isolating sets of images and themes and by attempting to discern their groundwork. The results of such an examination should make it easier to follow the author’s intention and to see, if not the answers to his questions, at least what the questions are that he is asking. (33)
















The Translation of Waiting for Godot

Dramatic Themes and Aspects
When discussing the influence of Beckett’s work on contemporary theatre, Esslin indicates that “[n]o writer of our time has more consistently refused to comment on, or explain, his own work than Beckett. Yet no writer of our time has provoked a larger volume of critical comment, explanation, and exegesis in so short a time” (1). It is no surprise that these comments and explanations are so vast, because, when reading Waiting for Godot, for instance, one can find so many interesting elements that ‘demand’ explanation or hint at deeper meanings; Beckett’s texts are, to say the least, very rich. 
Readers, spectators and critics try to form what they read or see into clear ideas or images, as is supported by Esslin: “[I]t is only natural that plays written in so unusual and baffling a convention should be felt to be in need of an explanation that, as it were, would uncover their hidden meaning and translate it into everyday language” (33). In the previous chapter it has been determined that a translator does not need to understand every aspect of the play, but should nonetheless provide a translation that can invoke the same meaning and interpretations as the original. Consequently, the translator needs to understand the many themes, motifs and symbols of the play. In the following subchapters, the most important aspects of Waiting for Godot are examined, to establish how they need to be translated to maintain the richness of the source text.
Existentialism
One of the major themes of the play is the concept of existentialism. It is difficult to present a concise summary of everything this term encompasses, but the fundamental base of the concept can be presented to show its significance to Waiting for Godot. J. Blakey argues that “[i]t is apparent … that Waiting for Godot is not a play produced in intellectual isolation. It betrays a strong relationship to European ideas which came increasingly to world attention after World War II. Those ideas have become identified as Existentialism” (13). Additionally, he explains that “[t]he emphasis in Existentialism, then, is upon existence, which is concrete and individual. Where this state is present, there is truly Being” (12). The concepts of being and existing are important aspects of Waiting for Godot. They are also the key notions through which the notion of absurdity is presented, as is indicated by Blakey by listing the key characteristics of absurdity: “the sense of man’s alienation, the cruelty of existence, the futility of conventional objectives, the futility of man’s struggle, the strong vein of fantasy” (15). In the play, these notions are presented in the (futility of) waiting for someone or something (Godot) that will never arrive. Consequently, the audience only sees the two main characters undertaking things to pass the time, rather than anything else. Estragon, in the second act, says: “We always find something, eh Didi, to give us the impression that we exist?” (61). According to Alain Robbe-Grillet, the play presents the audience “two beings who do nothing, say practically nothing, have no other property but that of being there”(110). Robbe-Grillet continues to explain that 
[a] character in a play usually does no more than play a part … But in Beckett’s play it is as if the two tramps were on the stage without a part to play … Just as there is nothing to recite, so there is nothing for them to invent, either, and their conversation, which has no continuous thread to sustain it, is reduced to absurd fragments: automatic exchanges, word-play, mock arguments all more or less abortive. (113)
The characters are in their purest state of their existence, because they are given no other function on stage, and the fact that they have to wait for Godot keeps them from leaving that state. In the text, Vladimir and Estragon refer to their existence a number of times, and it seems that they are aware of the insignificance of the state they are in, as becomes clear, for instance, in the following passage:
Estragon: I’ll go and get a carrot.
[He does not move.]
Vladimir: This is becoming really insignificant.
Estragon: Not enough.
[Silence.] (60)
This passage does not only portray the insignificance of their existence, but even beyond mere insignificance, as Robbe-Grillet indicates: “[In the play,] less than nothing happens. It is as if we were watching a sort of regression beyond nothing” (111). A different passage that provides an interesting view on their existence is when Vladimir says: “What are we doing here, that is the question. And we are blessed in this, that we happen to know the answer. Yes, in this immense confusion one thing is clear. We are waiting for Godot to come – “ (72). The significance of this statement lies in the irony of the fact that Godot will never come, which significantly questions the essence of their existence, because it is not clear what they are doing there.
	For a translator, these passages pose perhaps no real textual difficulties, since the essence of the meaning lies not in how it is said, but in what is said. As long as the characters say the same in the target language as in the source text, the same meaning can be allocated to their words, and this is supported by the translation of the first example:
Estragon: Ik ga een wortel halen.
	[Hij blijft staan.]
Vladimir: Dit begint erg onbeduidend te worden.
Estragon: Niet genoeg.
	[Stilte.] (87)
In the translation, this sentence should refer to the general state of their insignificant existence, and not only to the insignificance of the specific action of Estragon who is not going to get a carrot. Slightly different translations, such as “Dit is erg onbeduidend” or “Dat begint erg onbeduidend te worden”, would focus too specifically on Estragon’s action instead of the greater reference to their existence. Since existentialism is such an important aspect of the play, the translator should carefully analyze these references, to ensure the translation maintains their significance. 

The Passing of Time and the Use of Language
Another interesting aspect of the play is the concept of time. In the previous subchapter it has been determined that Vladimir and Estragon exist and that that is the only real function they have on stage. Consequently, they have to come up with ways to pass the time, as is supported by Michael Worton: “[T]ime does not pass in this world; rather, the characters have to find ways of passing the time” (72). This is also confirmed by the characters themselves, for instance when Vladimir, in the second act, reacts happily to the arrival of Pozzo and Lucky, because they will assist them in passing the time: 
At last [He goes towards the heap]. Reinforcements at last! … We were beginning to weaken. Now we’re sure to see the evening out … We are no longer alone, waiting for the night, waiting for Godot, waiting for … waiting. All evening we have struggled, unassisted. Now it’s over. It’s already tomorrow. (69)
In this scene, Vladimir welcomes Pozzo and Lucky, because their arrival will give them ‘enough to do’ until nightfall. Vladimir and Estragon try to make the moment last as long as possible, by, for instance, ignoring Pozzo’s cries for as long as they can, to ensure that the most possible amount of time passes.
In the play, there are also hints at the notion of timelessness. The first lies in the fact that the second act can be seen as an echo of the first, as there are many instances in the second act where the two tramps repeat a similar process shown in act one. John Fletcher, however, argues that it is more than a repetition, rather a development (42) of a sombre nature (44) that can go on endlessly, because “we have been through all this before, if a little differently, and can expect the situation to reproduce itself to infinity with only slight modifications, and this in itself makes a point about the expectation of Estragon and Vladimir”(44). Examples of these repetitions in the play can be found in many factors, for instance in Estragon receiving a beating during the night, the food, the arrival of Pozzo and Lucky, the boy, a suicide attempt, the tree, movement on stage, embracing of the two, the bones, references to the day before, and of course, waiting for Godot.
The second hint at the notion of timelessness lies in the reaction of Pozzo to Vladimir’s endless questions:
Have you not done tormenting me with your accursed time! It’s abominable! When! When! One day, is that not enough for you, one day like any other day, one day he went dumb, one day I went blind, one day we’ll go deaf, one day we were born, one day we shall die, the same day, the same second, is that not enough for you? (82)
Pozzo’s outburst supports the idea that Vladimir and Estragon are indeed reliving the same (or a similar) day over and over again, which supports the idea that time has no forward motion in the play.
	The passing of time is the most important notion for the two tramps, and almost all of their actions can be described as to have the passing of time as their main goal. This can be explained further by exploring the different kinds of dialogue and language in the play. Firstly, Vladimir and Estragon often speak in poetic dialogue. These dialogues, Esslin indicates, are “designed to stop [Vladimir and Estragon] from thinking” (45), as they point out themselves when they say:
Estragon: In the meantime let us try and converse calmly, since we are incapable of keeping silent.
	Vladmir: You’re right, we’re inexhaustible.
	Estragon: It’s so we won’t think.
	Vladimir: We have that excuse.
	Estragon: It’s so we won’t hear.
	Vladimir: We have our reasons.
	Estragon: All the dead voices. (53, 54)




	Vladimir: [In anguish.] Say anything at all! (54)
When they run out of conversation or things to do, they panic, and that is why they keep talking and doing just to escape the silence and pass the time until nightfall.
In the second act, the passing of time manifests itself, for instance, when the two think Godot is coming, as they first scan the horizon (66), after which they insult each other (67), make up again, decide to do their exercises, but not before stalling a little longer by talking about it first:





	Estragon: Our relaxations. (68)
After these warm-ups they imitate a tree, until the arrival of Pozzo and Lucky, which greatly relieves them, as discussed above, because as Vladimir says: “We were beginning to weaken, now we are sure to see the evening out” (69). Translating passages that serve to pass time might not be difficult, since they are not reliant on any particular language, but it is the way in which they help to pass time that can be difficult to translate. The specific passage mentioned above (from page 68), for instance, leads to difficulties because of the poetic and rhythmic nature of the passage. The repetition of the stressed syllable “Our” followed by multiple unstressed syllables allows actors to present this passage quite poetically on stage. In the translation, this is maintained by adding “oefeningen” to all words, because phrases such as “Onze soepelheden” or “Onze uitrekkingen” would make no sense:





Estragon: Onze ontspanningsoefeningen. (98, 99)
The alteration of stressed and unstressed syllables is maintained in Dutch, and the extra length of the words compared to the original even enhances the potential of a poetical performance of this passage, due to the greater length of unstressed syllables.






In the play there are numerous references to Christianity. Before exploring these, however, the relation between Beckett and Christianity should be put in perspective. Waiting for Godot is certainly not a Christian play, but Beckett was certainly familiar with it, as he was raised in the “Protestant Irish middle class and was …brought up ‘almost a quaker’, as he himself once put it” (Esslin, 22). To show how this could have influenced Beckett’s work, Esslin presents a spot-on observation regarding this subject:
It has been suggested that Beckett’s preoccupation with the problems of being and identity of the self might have sprung from the Anglo-Irishman’s inevitable and perpetual concern with finding his own answer to the question ‘Who am I?’ but while there may well be a grain of truth in this, it is surely far from providing a complete explanation for the deep existential anguish that is the keynote of Beckett’s work and that clearly originates in levels of his personality far deeper than its social surface. (22)
This being said, in Waiting for Godot there are a number of Biblical references, and most of these question the values of Christianity. Worton indicates that “Vladimir’s commentary ... is indicative of the seriousness of Beckett’s lifelong subversive meditation on the authority of the Bible” (76). This theory is supported in the play when, for instance, Vladimir asks Estragon about the Bible and the Gospels, and Estragon only answers with words related to the appearance of the book, rather than its writings: “I must have taken a look at it … I remember the maps of the Holy Land. Coloured they were. Very pretty” (my italics, 4), and he goes even further than that when he says: “The very look of it made me thirsty” (4), completely ignoring anything related to the Bible as a religious text. When translating these phrases, it is vital that Estragon’s relation with the Bible does not change. The first phrase should rather be “Ik zal er vast wel eens naar gekeken hebben”, instead of “Ik zal er vast wel eens in gelezen hebben”, or “Ik zal er vast wel eens doorheen gebladerd hebben”, because otherwise the emphasis changes from being on the appearance of (the contents of) the Bible, rather than the words and their meaning.
A similar example presents itself when Vladimir explains that it is generally accepted that of the two thieves, each on a cross next to Christ, one was saved and one was damned, while of the four Gospels only one describes that a thief was saved, and the other three do not (4, 5). The subliminal message in this story could be that it is not likely that the one Gospel holds the truth, compared to the other three. The undermining of the authority of the Bible is made even stronger when Estragon finishes the argument by saying, quite boldly: “People are bloody ignorant apes” (5). On the one hand, the strength of this remark lies in the reference to the general ignorance of people with regard to religion, but on the other hand, it also describes them as being apes, which with regard to man being evolved from apes, and evolution being diametrically opposed to religion, makes this remark even stronger. To maintain the rich duality of the phrase, the translation of Estragon’s conclusion should be something like “Mensen zijn achterlijke apen”, rather than “Mensen zijn verdomd achterlijk.”
	There are also Biblical references that ‘only’ strive to enrich the play rather than also undermine the Bible’s truth, when Vladimir, for instance, says: “Hope deferred maketh the something sick, who said that?” (2). This passage is presented quite isolated from the rest of the play, but that does not mean it is of no importance. The original quote is: “Hope deferred maketh the heart sick, but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life” (Prov. 13.12). According to Worton, there is a very subtle, but striking reference in Vladimir’s passage, because “[he] forgets the heart (symbol of life and emotion) and the tree (symbol of life and desire) … The intertextual reader, however, completes the sentence – and is consequently alerted to the complexity of Godot’s tree(s)” (77). So besides questioning the Bible’s truth, Beckett also uses its text to strengthen the meaning of the play, firstly by strengthening the symbolism of the tree, and secondly by giving depth to the character of Vladimir.




Waiting for Godot is filled with stage directions, pauses and silences. While the spectator in the audience might not be aware of that when seeing the play performed, it is clear to the reader just how much Beckett has assisted directors and actors by adding so many instructional directions. There are instructions on how the actors should pronounce certain words or sentences, and should move around on stage. The most common stage direction, ironically, is the instruction ‘Silence’.
	Firstly, there are many different stage directions throughout the play and they are quite varied. On the first two pages of the play, Vladimir is instructed to pronounce sentences in the following ways: “Admiringly, Decisively, Gloomily, Cheerfully, Angrily, Musingly” (1, 2). One of the difficulties when translating these directions is that they are all adverbs using the suffix “-ly”. This common form in English does have a direct equivalent in Dutch, but that cannot be applied in every case. Some Dutch words, such as the translation of “Admiringly”, “Decisively” and “Musingly” allow the suffix “-end” to be used, as in “Bewonderend”, “Beslissend” and “Overpeinzend”, but other words, such as the translation of “Gloomily” to “Zwaarmoedig”, “Cheerfully” to “Blij” and “Angrily” to “Boos”, do not. On the one hand, a certain concordance between the stage directions will be lost in translation because of this difference between languages, but on the other hand, these stage directions mainly serve a functional purpose rather than anything else, so a translation to “Bewonderend, Beslissend, Zwaarmoedig, Blij, Boos, Overpeinzend” works perfectly when viewed from the perspective of a Dutch reader. Furthermore, the effect that these words have when being performed are also more important than the concordance in spelling of the directions. Another interesting aspect of the many stage directions in this scene, is that Vladimir changes between six different emotional states in a very short period, which adds a significant comical effect to the scene, and Cohn describes the opening scenes as following: “Vaudeville turns erupt from the start” (178) (Vaudeville is a type of comedy that consists of comedy, singing and dancing). One of the functions of the stage directions is to support these acts of comedy, but more on comical acts and humour is discussed in the next subchapter.
There are also many instructions that direct the actors’ movement on stage: Estragon trying to take of his boot (3), the long scene where Pozzo settles on stage with a chicken leg (16-18), and the changing of hats between Vladimir and Estragon (63, 64). These instructions, if they are carried out well by the actors, create the atmosphere and flow of the play as Beckett has intended. So, it is vital that these movements are carried out accurately. It is no surprise that, according to Fletcher, “[t]ight control must be exercised over the timing of every utterance and every movement in this play, and the actors, like well-trained acrobats, must rehearse each gesture until it is perfectly smooth and precise” (45). The translator, therefore, cannot underestimate the importance of the instructions and must carefully interpret each instruction so that they can easily be used on stage by the actors. There are also directions that influence the emotion in which a passage is uttered, which, consequently, greatly influences the dynamic interaction on stage, especially since Beckett’s instructions are very specific. In the second act, many different instructions can be found that all relate to negative emotions: “Agitatedly”, “Feverishly”, “Pained”, “Violently”, “Shocked”, “Vexed”, “Furious”, “Exasperated”, “Weary”, “Despairing”, “Impatiently”, “Vehemently”, “Grudgingly”, “Anguished”, “Irritably”. These instructions are very specific and when translating these, the words need to keep their specific meaning, rather than a more generic meaning. An audience might not experience an utterance that is supported by the instruction “Exasperated” differently than “Vexed” or “Irritably, but the specific instructions do enrich the text as a whole. The translation should also be as specific as possible, and avoid, for instance, using “Geïrriteerd” for the three separate instructions. Also, the translator should make sure that, for instance, the instruction “Violently”, which is used seven times in the second act, is translated to the same instruction seven times as well, which in this case results in the repeated translation to “Driftig”. In the annotated translation, the following translations have been chosen to the aforementioned stage directions: “Geagiteerd”, “Onrustig”, “Gepijnd”, “Driftig”, “Geschokt”, “Verbijsterd”, “Razend”, “Geërgerd”, “Vermoeid”, “Wanhopig”, “Ongeduldig”, “Fel”, “Met tegenzin”, “Gekweld”, “Geïrriteerd”.
	Secondly, the silences are very important as well. According to Fletcher, the pauses take up an impressive twenty minutes of the play, as he explains how the first London production once skipped them altogether: “They also recall cutting the running time by twenty minutes by missing out the pauses on one occasion, in order to catch the train out of Blackpool” (39). One can imagine the importance of the silences if they take up so much time in a play. Beckett’s fondness of silences is quite simply assigned by Esslin to the fact that “[he] was addicted to silences” (25), but it might be more than just that. The silences influence the rhythm and flow of the play and Fletcher indicates that “the pauses and silences specified in the stage directions must be scrupulously respected. If this is done, the play’s characteristic rhythm, which consists of the alternation between a burst of speech and activity on the one hand, comes forcibly across” (44). With regard to Fletcher’s view, one can imagine what happens in the following scene if the silences are removed:











Without the silences, the scene would lose the awkwardness between the characters, and would almost be comical because of the seven short bursts of “Adieu”, which could change the effect of the scene. A director can certainly change the length of the silences (shortening them would be more humorous, making them longer would make the scene more sober) to create the intended effect. Nonetheless, the silences, in the text version at least, should be maintained.
	A translator, then, must not only carefully maintain these silences, but also appreciate how they influence the words uttered before and after a silence. In the text, the sentences before and after a silence might fit perfectly together when pronounced right after each other (like a reader might do, since reading the stage direction ‘Silence.’, does not mean the reader stops reading for a few seconds). This dialogue could suddenly lose its effectiveness when pronounced on stage, for instance, six seconds apart from each other, and, consequently, the translator needs to be aware that these silences interrupt the flow of the dialogue, and should choose his words accordingly. Beyond this, it is mostly the task of the director and actors to closely examine the function of each silence in the text, and how the mood of a character changes after a silence.


Comical Acts and Humour
The play is filled with acts of comedy and humour. The play is introduced as a “Tragicomedy in two acts”, and despite the fact that the meaning and ‘message’ of the play might be sombre and somewhat tragic, the actions that happen on stage are of a very comical nature. Vladimir and Estragon can be described as clownish comedians, and Esslin indicates that “Vladimir and Estragon … are clearly derived from the pairs of cross-talk comedians of music halls” (34). The two tramps themselves also mention this relation when they are discussing the state of their evening:
Estragon: It’s awful.
Vladimir: Worse than the pantomime.
Estragon: The circus.
Vladimir: The music-hall.
Estragon: The circus (28).
Blakey describes that “Estragon and Vladimir embody the characteristics of all three, though they are most strikingly similar to circus clowns” (36). Anyone who has seen the play, or any reader with a vivid imagination, would probably agree with that. In the play, for instance, Estragon struggles with his boot, Vladimir’s fly is open, the two jerk on a piece of rope which snaps and causes them to nearly fall over, they imitate a tree, Pozzo clumsily loses his vaporizer, pipe and watch, Lucky dances and kicks Estragon in the shins, and the four of them end up falling over each other on the ground, to name only a few. So, on the one hand, there are many instances when the audience witnesses purely physical, clownish, comical theatre, but there are also instances where the aspects of comedy are part of the text and dialogue. Estragon, for instance, starts to tell a joke about an Englishman going to a brothel (8), imitates French when he says: “Oh, tray bong, tray tray tray bong” (31), the two guess what the name of Lucky’s dance is: “The Scapegoat’s Agony”, “The Hard Stool” (33), but there is also some subtle, dry humour to be found in the play:
	Vladimir: [Exploding]: It’s a scandal! …
	[Silence]	
Pozzo: [To Vladimir]: Are you alluding to anything in particular? (20)
There is even humour in some of the stage directions: “[Vladimir uses his intelligence]” (10), and “[Aphoristic for once]” (73). 
When translating these passages, the translator should try to maintain the humour, rather than cling to the exact words that are used. A possible translation of Estragon’s joke could be, for instance: “Een Engelsman met een slokje teveel op komt een bordeel binnen. De hoerenmadam vraagt of hij een blonde, een bruine of een rooie wil.” In this case, the joke is adapted (slightly) to fit the style of telling a joke in Dutch, rather than using the exact phrasing of the original. Estragon’s imitation of French is a little more difficult to maintain, but could be kept humorous by adding a stage direction, to ensure the Dutch pronunciation of the French:
	Estragon: [Op z’n Nederlands.] “O, tres bon, tres tres tres bon.”
When translating the ‘exploding’ of Vladimir, followed by Pozzo’s very dry response, the translator should make sure that the two emotions remain clearly opposed from each other, to emphasise the randomness of Vladimir’s outburst and Pozzo’s very calm response:
	Vladimir: [Explodeert.] Het is een grof schandaal! …
	[Stilte.]
	Pozzo: [Tegen Vladimir] Verwijs je naar iets in het speciaal?
The humour that is used in the stage directions could be maintained by translating “[Vladimir uses his intelligence]” to “[Vladimir gebruikt zijn hersens], especially since the stage direction is a response to Estragon saying: “Use your intelligence, cant you?” (10), which could be translated to “Kun je je hersens niet gebruiken?” The stage direction “[Aphoristic for once]” has been translated to “[Aforistisch voor deze ene keer]” (105), to emphasise that Estragon usually does not use aphoristic language. 
The translator also needs to be aware of a number of other important factors. Firstly, the comical, physical theatre needs to be performable. It is one thing to write a humorous sketch that is great to read, but it also needs to be convincing and humorous on stage. In Waiting for Godot, however, ‘convincing’ might not be one of the standards, because of the clownish nature of the physical comedy. The scene in act two, for instance, where all four characters fall over and end up lying on top of each other, seems hard to perform in a convincing way, because it has a risk of becoming very over-the-top clumsy and clownish, but that is exactly the type of humour intricate to this particular (kind of) play.




Lucky’s ‘think’ is certainly one of the highlights of the play and the climax of the first act, and is described by Cohn as “the bravura piece of the play” (178). Because Vladimir and Estragon have been civil to Pozzo (32), he decides he wants to offer them something in return to relieve them of their “dull time” (32), and says: “Shall we have [Lucky] dance, or sing, or recite, or think, or –“ (32). Estragon, who is the less sophisticated of the two, wants him to dance, and Vladimir, the cleverer one, wants him to think. After a disappointing dance, Lucky starts to think out loud and the audience is presented with a stream of consciousness type of speech.
There are various explanations of the significance of Lucky’s think and a few of them will be presented here, which could assist in understanding the nature of the speech and subsequently aid in the translating process. Firstly, Robbe-Grillet argues that, when discussing the benefits of thinking: 
More than seven thousand years of analysis and metaphysics, instead of making us modest, have tended instead to make us forget the feebleness of our resources when it comes to what is essential. It is as if the real importance of any question were to be measured by our inability to apply our minds to it. (112, 113)
In the play, this explains the randomness of Lucky’s think and the “disintegration” (113) of the thinking process. Pozzo even explains in the text that Lucky’s thinking is no longer what it used to be, when he says: “He even used to think very prettily once, I could listen to him for hours. Now… [He shudders.] So much the worse for me” (32). Robbe-Grillet concludes that this “dangerously contagious regression, is pointed out in all of Beckett’s work” (113), and the disintegration of Lucky’s thinking questions the value of thinking with regard to one’s existence.
	Secondly, Eva Metman provides us with another explanation: “[O]nly within the pattern of a mutual sado-masochistic relationship between himself and Pozzo can there be any safety for [Lucky] … For this mutual fixation Lucky has sacrificed everything, even his soul and creativeness” (123). The symbolic meaning of Lucky’s think, in this respect, is quite similar to that of Robbe-Grillet’s explanation with regard to existentialism, as she concludes that “In Lucky … we can see the destroyed contact with the creative sources of the psyche” (123).
	Thirdly, Fletcher uses a different viewpoint to analyse the think, as he argues that “Lucky’s speech encapsulates this system of givens: given God, given man, given earth (the three basic assumptions of his discourse), he manipulates each without any movement towards a satisfactory or meaningful conclusion” (47). In this respect, it could be argued that the speech could be Beckett’s thoughts on the meaning of existence, or, as Esslin indicates, an answer to a question that could have occupied Beckett: “Who am I?” (22). Fletcher further indicates that “[t]here is no conclusion to be reached” (48) and that Lucky’s speech merely presents these factors as “constant, endurable and meaningless” (48) parts of being, exploring the themes of timelessness and existence. Interestingly, even though the think is presented as one long, unpunctuated piece of text in the play, Cohn, who has had access to Beckett’s personal manuscripts, points out that Beckett has divided the think into three parts: “indifferent deity, dwindling humanity, and stone-cold universe” (179).
	The final interpretation that will be presented here is by Blakey, who claims that “Lucky’s speech … is a parody of the theologian’s contorted, complex, doctrinal statements” (11) and part of “an antipathy towards the process of thinking” (11). Similar to the previous interpretations, Blakey also describes the play to show “a denigration of the thought process” (12) and concludes that this can be seen as “a reflection of Existentialist influence in the play” (12).	










It is clear that Waiting for Godot, despite the fact that ‘nothing happens’, is one of the greatest plays of the twentieth century and translating it is certainly not an easy task. To translate the play properly, the translator must first understand the challenges that arise when translating drama, such as the difference between reader and audience, the concept of simultaneity and the difference between text and performance with regard to the historical and cultural position in society. Additionally, the translator needs to be aware of and understand how the literary genre of ‘The Theatre of the Absurd’, to which Waiting for Godot belongs, and the motivations and intentions of its author, influence the style, themes and essence of the play. Finally, after the theoretical, historical and cultural context of the play has been determined, the translator needs to understand how the different textual aspects and themes of the play, such as the notions of existentialism, the of passing time and Christianity manifest themselves in the text, but also needs to understand the function and use of stage directions, comical acts and humour, and Lucky’s ‘think’.
	The richness of the play confronts the translator with another challenge, as it is this very richness, according to Esslin, which “opens vistas on so many different perspectives. It is open to philosophical, religious, and psychological interpretations, yet above all it is a poem on time, evanescence, and the mysteriousness of existence, the paradox of change and stability, necessity and absurdity” (46). Where readers and spectators can appreciate the play without recognizing, understanding or appreciating so many interpretations, it is clear that the task of the translator is to maintain as many interpretations as possible to ensure that the translation is as complex, intriguing, deep and rich as the source text. Upton and Hale conclude their discussion of the role of the dramatic translator with a way of achieving that goal, namely by calling upon the
creative complexities and aesthetic sensibility of the translator, whose linguistic competence is only the barest minimum of a qualification for the role, and who has at once to contend with the intricate detail of nuance and rhythm, whilst maintaining a holistic grasp of dramaturgy and staging potential as well as a profound awareness of cultural milieu. (11)








A Reflection on the Annotated Translation

Now that the theoretical framework has been constructed, the focus can shift to the annotated translation of the second act of Waiting for Godot, and Lucky’s ‘think’. Before continuing, however, a few more aspects require some attention. Firstly, as discussed before, Beckett originally wrote the play in French, after which he translated it into English. For this translation into Dutch, the English version has been used. This could raise the question whether or not the Dutch version could be seen as a translation of a translation, causing it to be less rich that the French original, but since Beckett himself is the translator of the English version, it can be assumed that he would not publish a version that he would not deem as rich in content as the French original, especially since it has also been established in the second chapter that he is very strict when it comes to approving (slightly) altered productions of his plays. Furthermore, even though the English version has been used, the French version has still been consulted while translating passages or references of which the meaning was not exactly clear, to help ensure that as many of the aspects that contribute to the richness of the text as possible could be maintained.
	Secondly, the setting of the play has been translated to a Dutch setting. In the second act there is only one reference to a non-Dutch setting, namely the “Macon country” (53), which Estragon angrily changes into the “Cackon country” (53). In Dutch, this reference could have been maintained, because Vladimir and Estragon could simply have visited France at some point, even though they are Dutch. In Lucky’s think, however, there are more references that originate from French or English, such as, Connemara, Puncher and Wattman, and Feckham Peckham Fulham Clapham. These references have been changed to a Dutch setting, because it would otherwise be very difficult for the audience to recognize and understand these foreign names, especially in the already difficult to follow barrage of (Dutch) words. Because Lucky’s ‘think’ has been adapted to fit a Dutch setting, the second act should also be adapted to fit a Dutch setting, to ensure the consistency of the setting throughout the play. On a final note, however, a Dutch setting does not have to imply that there can be no references to foreign elements. Estragon, in the second act, talks about the Pyrenees, for instance, and this can easily be maintained in Dutch. In the separate cases, the translator needs to examine the possible solutions, and decide on the one that works best for Dutch readers and viewers. The difficulties and solutions will be presented in footnotes.
	There is one final aspect that also needs to be highlighted. In the previous chapters, many aspects have been discussed that could assist in the translating process. While these are certainly important, there has been, however, more to it than accurately translating these aspects. Besides the functions of language in the play which have been discussed previously (dialogues, actions and repetitions to pass the time), the translator also needed to be familiar with the specific linguistic style of Waiting for Godot, because that is the textual key to creating the atmosphere of the play, and subsequently, how the play is perceived by readers and audience. In short, James Eliopulos refers to Beckett’s style as being “terse” (57), and Cohn supports that view by indicating that “[i]n spite of his extraordinary vocabulary and impressive command of several languages, Beckett deliberately limits the words … charging each word with an enormous burden” (qtd. in Eliopulos, 58). It seems that in Waiting for Godot, Beckett’s use of language supports the themes that he is trying to explore; the exploration of notions of existence is strengthened by the use of a specific style of language. Eliopulos supports this idea by indicating that “[Beckett’s] use of sterile words is but one manifestation of the theatre of the absurd to show the sterility in society. If there is no meaning in life, why exalt an artificial meaninglessness of language?” (59) and it is exactly this question that the translator needed to keep in mind while translating. 
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Volgende dag. Zelfde tijd. Zelfde plek

ESTRAGONs schoenen midden voor, hakken tegen elkaar, neuzen naar buiten. LUCKY’s hoed nog op dezelfde plek.​[1]​
	De boom heeft vier of vijf bladeren.
	VLADIMIR komt geagiteerd op. Hij blijft staan en kijkt lang​[2]​ naar de boom, waarna hij plotseling onrustig heen en weer begint te lopen. Hij blijft staan voor de schoenen, tilt er een op, bekijkt hem, ruikt eraan, vertoont walging en zet hem voorzichtig terug. Loopt heen en weer. Stopt uiterst rechts, schermt zijn ogen af met zijn hand en tuurt naar rechts in de coulissen. Loopt heen en weer. Stopt uiterst links, hetzelfde als tevoren. Loopt heen en weer. Stopt plotseling en begint uit volle borst te zingen.
VLADIMIR: Een hond kwam in de keuken​[3]​ –
	[Hij stopt met zingen, omdat hij te hoog is begonnen, schraapt zijn keel en gaat verder.]

	Een hond kwam in de keuken
En stal een korstje brood
De kok kwam met een lepel
En sloeg hem helemaal dood

Toen kwamen alle honden
En groeven hem een graf –
[Hij stopt, denkt na, gaat verder.]

Toen kwamen alle honden
En groeven hem een graf
Ze maakten ook een grafsteen
Om te leren van zijn straf:

	Een hond kwam in de keuken
En stal een korstje brood
De kok kwam met een lepel
En sloeg hem helemaal dood

Toen kwamen alle honden
En groeven hem een graf –
[Hij stopt, denkt na, gaat verder.]

Toen kwamen alle honden
En groeven hem een graf –
	[Hij stopt, denkt na. Zachtjes.]

	En groeven hem een graf …

[Even zwijgt hij en blijft hij bewegingloos staan, daarna loopt hij onrustig heen en weer. Hij stopt voor de boom, loopt heen en weer, stopt voor de schoenen, loopt heen en weer, stopt uiterst rechts, tuurt in de verte, loopt naar uiterst links, tuurt in de verte. ESTRAGON komt rechts op, op blote voeten, met gebogen hoofd. Hij steekt langzaam de vloer over. VLADIMIR draait zich om en ziet hem.]
Jij weer! [ESTRAGON stopt, maar houdt zijn hoofd gebogen. VLADIMIR loopt naar hem toe.] Kom hier, dan omarm ik je.
ESTRAGON: Raak me niet aan!
	[VLADIMIR verstijft, gepijnd.]
VLADIMIR: Wil je dat ik wegga? [Pauze.]​[4]​ Gogo! [Pauze. VLADIMIR bekijkt hem aandachtig.] Hebben ze je geslagen? [Pauze.] Gogo! [ESTRAGON blijft zwijgen, zijn hoofd nog steeds gebogen] Waar heb je geslapen?
ESTRAGON: Raak me niet aan! Stel niet zoveel vragen! Praat niet tegen me! Blijf bij me!
VLADIMIR: Heb ik je ooit alleen gelaten?
ESTRAGON: Je liet me gaan.
VLADIMIR: Kijk me aan. [ESTRAGON houdt zijn hoofd gebogen. VLADIMIR driftig.] Kijk me aan! [ESTRAGON heft zijn hoofd. Ze kijken elkaar lange tijd aan, omarmen elkaar dan plotseling en slaan elkaar op de rug. Einde van de omarming. ESTRAGON valt zonder ondersteuning bijna om.]
ESTRAGON: Wat een dag!
VLADIMIR: Wie hebben je geslagen? Vertel.
ESTRAGON: Weer een dag voorbij.
VLADIMIR: Nog niet.
ESTRAGON: Voor mij is de dag voorbij, wat er ook gebeurt. [Stilte.] Ik hoorde je zingen.
VLADIMIR: Dat klopt. Dat weet ik nog.
ESTRAGON: Dat was het genadeschot. Ik zei tegen mezelf. Hij is helemaal alleen. Hij denkt dat ik voor altijd weg ben, en hij zingt.
VLADIMIR: Een mens heeft geen controle over zijn gemoedstoestand. Ik voel me de hele dag al geweldig. [Pauze.] Ik hoefde er niet één keer uit vannacht, niet één keer!
ESTRAGON: [Bedroefd.] Zie je, je pist een stuk beter als ik er niet ben.
VLADIMIR: Ik miste je… en tegelijkertijd was ik gelukkig. Is dat niet vreemd?
ESTRAGON: [Geschokt.] Gelukkig?
VLADIMIR: Misschien is dat niet het juiste woord.
ESTRAGON: En nu?
VLADIMIR: Nu? … [Blij.] Daar ben je weer … [Onverschillig] Daar zijn we weer … [Zwaarmoedig.] Daar ben ik weer.
ESTRAGON: Zie je wel, je voelt je slechter als ik bij je ben. Ik voel me ook beter als ik alleen ben.
VLADIMIR: [Verbijsterd.] En waarom kom je dan altijd met hangende pootjes terug?
ESTRAON: Dat weet ik niet.
VLADIMIR: Nee, maar ik wel. Omdat je niet weet hoe je jezelf moet verdedigen. Ik zou ze je niet hebben laten slaan.
ESTRAGON: Je had ze nooit tegen kunnen houden.
VLADIMIR: Waarom niet?
ESTRAGON: Ze waren met z’n tienen.
VLADIMIR: Nee, ik bedoel voordat ze je sloegen. Ik zou je laten ophouden met wat je op dat moment aan het doen was.​[5]​
ESTRAGON: Ik was helemaal niets aan het doen.
VLADIMIR: Waarom sloegen ze je dan?
ESTRAGON: Ik weet het niet …
VLADIMIR: Welnee, Gogo, het is gewoon zo dat er dingen zijn die jou ontgaan die mij niet ontgaan, dat moet je zelf ook weten.
ESTRAGON: Ik zeg toch dat ik niets aan het doen was.
VLADIMIR: Misschien deed je ook wel niets. Maar het gaat om de manier waarop je iets doet, de manier waarop je iets doet, als je door wilt leven.
ESTRAGON: Ik was helemaal niets aan het doen.
VLADIMIR: Jij moet diep van binnen ook gelukkig zijn, je weet het alleen niet.
ESTRAGON: Gelukkig waarover?
VLADIMIR: Dat we weer samen zijn.
ESTRAGON: Lijkt dat zo?
VLADIMIR: Zeg het gewoon, ook al is het niet waar.
ESTRAGON: Wat moet ik zeggen?
VLADIMIR: Zeg, ik ben gelukkig.
ESTRAGON: Ik ben gelukkig.
VLADIMIR: Ik ook.
ESTRAGON: Ik ook.
VLADIMIR: We zijn gelukkig.
ESTRAGON: We zijn gelukkig. [Stilte.] Wat doen we nu, nu we gelukkig zijn?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot. [ESTRAGON kreunt. Stilte.] Er zijn dingen veranderd sinds gisteren.​[6]​
ESTRAGON: En als hij niet komt?
VLADIMIR: [Na een moment van verbijstering.] Dat zien we dan wel. [Pauze.] Ik zei dus dat er dingen zijn veranderd sinds gisteren.
ESTRAGON: Alles druipt.
VLADIMIR: Kijk naar de boom.
ESTRAGON: De pus is telkens weer anders.
VLADIMIR: De boom. Kijk naar de boom.
	[ESTRAGON kijkt naar de boom.]
ESTRAGON: Stond die er gisteren niet?
VLADIMIR: Ja, natuurlijk stond die er wel. Weet je dat niet meer? We hebben ons er bijna aan opgehangen. Maar jij wou niet. Weet je dat echt niet meer?
ESTRAGON: Dat heb je gedroomd.
VLADIMIR: Hoe is het mogelijk dat je dat nu alweer bent vergeten?
ESTRAGON: Zo zit ik in elkaar. Of ik vergeet iets meteen, of ik onthoud het voor altijd.
VLADIMIR: En Pozzo en Lucky, ben je die ook vergeten?
ESTRAGON: Pozzo en Lucky?
VLADIMIR: Hij is alles vergeten!
ESTRAGON: Ik herinner me een idioot die me voor mijn schenen schopte. En daarna hing hij de clown uit.
VLADIMIR: Dat was Lucky.
ESTRAGON: Dat weet ik nog. Maar wanneer was dat?
VLADIMIR: En zijn meester, herinner je je hem ook niet meer?
ESTRAGON: Hij gaf me een bot.
VLADIMIR: Dat was Pozzo.
ESTRAGON: En volgens jou was dat allemaal gisteren?
VLADIMIR: Ja, natuurlijk was dat gisteren.
ESTRAGON: En hier, waar we nu zijn?
VLADIMIR: Waar anders? Herken je het hier niet?
ESTRAGON: [Ineens razend.] Of ik het herken? Wat valt er te herkennen? Mijn hele waardeloze leven kruip ik rond in de modder en je hebt het over de omgeving! [Kijkt wild om zich heen.] Kijk nou naar deze mesthoop! Ik ben nooit verder gekomen!
VLADIMIR: Rustig maar, rustig maar.
ESTRAGON: Jij en de omgeving! Vertel liever over de wormen!
VLADIMIR: Allemaal goed en wel, maar je maakt mij niet wijs dat dit [gebaart] ook maar enige gelijkenis vertoont met … [Hij aarzelt] … met de Biesbosch, bijvoorbeeld. Je kan niet ontkennen dat daar geen groot verschil tussen zit.
ESTRAGON: De Biesbosch! Wie heeft het nou weer over de Biesbosch?
VLADIMIR: Maar je was er zelf bij, in de Biesbosch.
ESTRAGON: Nee, ik ben nog nooit in de Biesbosch geweest. Ik zeg toch dat ik het braaksel van mijn leven hier heb uitgebraakt! Hier! In de Strontbosch!​[7]​
VLADIMIR: Maar we waren er samen, ik zweer het! We plukten druiven voor een man genaamd … [Hij knipt met zijn vingers] … ik kan me zijn naam niet herinneren, in een plaats genaamd … [Knipt met zijn vingers] … ik kan me de plaats niet herinneren. Weet je dat niet meer?​[8]​
ESTRAGON: [Iets rustiger.] Zou kunnen. Mij is niets opgevallen.
VLADIMIR: Maar alles is daar rood.
ESTRAGON: [Geërgerd.] Ik zeg toch dat me niets is opgevallen!
	[Stilte. VLADIMIR zucht diep.]
VLADIMIR: Je bent een moeilijke vent om mee om te gaan, Gogo.
ESTRAGON: Het zou beter zijn als we onze eigen weg gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat zeg je altijd en je komt altijd met hangende pootjes terug.
ESTRAGON: Je kunt me het beste vermoorden, net als die ander.
VLADIMIR: Welke ander? [Pauze.] Welke ander?
ESTRAGON: Net als miljarden anderen.
VLADIMIR: [Hoogdravend.] Ieder zijn kruisje.​[9]​ [Hij zucht.] Tot hij sterft. [Nabeschouwend.] En wordt vergeten.
ESTRAGON: Laten we in de tussentijd rustig met elkaar praten, aangezien we niet in staat zijn om stil te zijn.
VLADIMIR: Je hebt gelijk, we zijn onuitputtelijk.
ESTRAGON: Zo hoeven we niet te denken.​[10]​
VLADIMIR: Dat excuus hebben we.
ESTRAGON: Zo hoeven we niet te horen.
VLADIMIR: We hebben onze redenen.
ESTRAGON: Alle dode stemmen.





VLADIMIR: Ze spreken allemaal tegelijk.
ESTRAGON: Elke stem tegen zichzelf.
	[Stilte.]





VLADIMIR: Wat zeggen ze?
ESTRAGON: Ze praten over hun leven.
VLADIMIR: Geleefd hebben is voor hen niet genoeg.
ESTRAGON: Ze moeten erover praten.
VLADIMIR: Dood zijn is voor hen niet genoeg.
ESTRAGON: Het is niet voldoende.
	[Stilte.]






ESTRAGON: Ik probeer het.
	[Lange stilte.]
VLADIMIR: [Gekweld.] Zeg iets, maakt niet uit wat!
ESTRAGON: Wat doen we nu?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah!
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Dit is afschuwelijk!
ESTRAGON: Zing iets.
VLADIMIR: Nee nee! [Hij denkt na.] We zouden weer helemaal opnieuw kunnen beginnen.​[11]​
ESTRAGON: Dat zou eenvoudig moeten zijn.
VLADIMIR: Het begin is het moeilijkst.
ESTRAGON: Je kunt overal mee beginnen.




ESTRAGON: Ik probeer het.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Als je zoekt, hoor je.
ESTRAGON: Je hoort.
VLADIMIR: Dat weerhoudt je van vinden.
ESTRAGON: Juist.
VLADIMIR: Dat weerhoud je van denken.
ESTRAGON: Maar je denkt toch.
VLADIMIR: Nee, nee, onmogelijk.
ESTRAGON: Heel goed, laten we elkaar tegenspreken.
VLADIMIR: Onmogelijk.
ESTRAGON: Denk je?
VLADIMIR: Er is geen gevaar dat we ooit nog hoeven nadenken.
ESTRAGON: Waar klagen we dan over?
VLADIMIR: Nadenken is niet het ergste.
ESTRAGON: Misschien niet. Maar dat is tenminste iets.
VLADIMIR: Dat wat?
ESTRAGON: Heel goed, laten we elkaar vragen stellen.
VLADIMIR: Wat bedoel je, dat is er op zijn minst?
ESTRAGON: Dat beetje minder ellende.
VLADIMIR: Juist.
ESTRAGON: Dus? Als we dank zouden zeggen voor onze zegeningen?
VLADIMIR: Wat verschrikkelijk is, is te hebben nagedacht.
ESTRAGON: Maar is ons dat ooit overkomen?
VLADIMIR: Waar komen al deze lijken vandaan?
ESTRAGON: Deze skeletten.
VLADIMIR: Dat wil ik weten.
ESTRAGON: Juist.
VLADIMIR: We moeten een beetje hebben nagedacht.
ESTRAGON: In het prille begin.
VLADIMIR: Een knekelhuis! Een knekelhuis!
ESTRAGON: Je hoeft niet te kijken.
VLADIMIR: Maar je kunt het niet helpen.
ESTRAGON: Juist.
VLADIMIR: Wat je ook probeert.
ESTRAGON: Pardon?
VLADIMIR: Wat je ook probeert.
ESTRAGON: We zouden vastberaden moeten teruggaan tot de Natuur. 
VLADIMIR: Dat hebben we geprobeerd.
ESTRAGON: Juist.
VLADIMIR: Ach, het is ook niet het ergste, dat weet ik wel.
ESTRAGON: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Te hebben nagedacht.
ESTRAGON: Blijkbaar.




VLADIMIR: Ah! Que voulez-vous. Precies.
	[Stilte.] 
ESTRAGON: Dat rappe ritje was zeker niet slecht.​[14]​
VLADIMIR: Nee, maar nu moeten we iets anders verzinnen.
ESTRAGON: Eens even zien.
	[Hij zet zijn hoed af en concentreert zich.]
VLADIMIR: Eens even zien. [Hij zet zijn hoed af en concentreert zich. Lange stilte.] Aha!
	[Ze zetten hun hoed weer op en ontspannen.]
ESTRAGON: Nou?
VLADIMIR: Wat zei ik precies, dan gaan we vanaf daar verder.
ESTRAGON: Wat zei je precies wanneer?
VLADIMIR: In het prille begin.
ESTRAGON: Het begin van WAT?
VLADIMIR: Deze avond ... ik had het over ... ik had het over …
ESTRAGON: Ik ben geen historicus.
VLADIMIR: Wacht … we omarmden elkaar … we waren gelukkig … gelukkig … wat doen we nu, nu we gelukkig zijn … verder met wachten … wachten … even denken … bijna … verder met wachten … nu we gelukkig zijn … even zien … Aha! De boom!
ESTRAGON: De boom?
VLADIMIR: Weet je dat niet meer?
ESTRAGON: Ik ben moe.
VLADIMIR: Kijk naar de boom.
	[Ze kijken naar de boom.]
ESTRAGON: Ik zie niets.
VLADIMIR: Maar gisteravond was hij zwart en kaal. En nu is hij bedekt met bladeren.
ESTRAGON: Bladeren?
VLADIMIR: In één enkele nacht.
ESTRAGON: Het zal wel lente zijn.
VLADIMIR: Maar in één enkele nacht!
ESTRAGON: Ik zeg toch dat we hier niet waren gisteren. Weer een van je nachtmerries.
VLADIMIR: En waar waren we gisteravond volgens jou?
ESTRAGON: Hoe moet ik dat nou weten? In een ander compartiment.​[15]​ Aan lege ruimte geen tekort.
VLADIMIR: [Zelfverzekerd.] Prima. We waren hier niet gisteravond. Welnu, wat hebben we gedaan gisteravond?
ESTRAGON: Gedaan? 
VLADIMIR: Probeer het je te herinneren.
ESTRAGON: Gedaan … ik neem aan dat we hebben staan zwetsen.
VLADIMIR: [Houdt zich in.] Waarover dan?
ESTRAGON: O ... dit en dat, denk ik, niets in het bijzonder. [Zelfverzekerd.] Ja, nu weet ik het weer, gisteravond hebben we staan zwetsen over niets in het bijzonder. Dat gaat inmiddels al een halve eeuw zo.
VLADIMIR: Je kunt je geen enkel feit herinneren, geen enkel detail?
ESTRAGON: [Vermoeid.] Kwel me niet zo, Didi.
VLADIMIR: De zon. De maan. Weet je dat niet meer?
ESTRAGON: Die zullen er als altijd wel geweest zijn.
VLADIMIR: Er is je niets opgevallen dat anders was dan normaal?
ESTRAGON: Helaas!
VLADIMIR: En Pozzo? En Lucky?
ESTRAGON: Pozzo?
VLADIMIR: De botten.
ESTRAGON: Het leken wel graten.
VLADIMIR: Die kreeg je van Pozzo.
ESTRAGON: Geen idee.
VLADIMIR: En de schop.
ESTRAGON: Dat klopt, ik heb van iemand een schop gekregen.
VLADIMIR: Die kreeg je van Lucky.
ESTRAGON: En dat was allemaal gisteren?
VLADIMIR: Laat je been zien.
ESTRAGON: Welke?
VLADIMIR: Allebei. Hijs je broek op. [ESTRAGON geeft een been aan VLADIMIR en wankelt. VLADIMIR pakt zijn been. Ze wankelen.] Hijs je broek op.
ESTRAGON: Kan ik niet.
	[VLADIMIR hijst zijn broek op, bekijkt het been en laat ESTRAGON los. ESTRAGON valt bijna om.]
VLADIMIR: Je andere. [ESRAGON geeft hetzelfde been.] Je andere, varken! [ESTRAGON geeft zijn andere been. VLADIMIR triomfantelijk.] Daar zit de wond! Hij is begonnen met zweren!
ESTRAGON: En wat dan nog?
VLADIMIR: [Laat het been los.] Waar zijn je schoenen?
ESTRAGON: Die heb ik vast weggegooid.
VLADIMIR: Wanneer?
ESTRAGON: Weet ik niet.
VLADIMIR: Waarom?
ESTRAGON: [Geërgerd.] Ik weet niet waarom ik het niet weet!
VLADIMIR: Nee, ik bedoel waarom heb je ze weggegooid?
ESTRAGON: [Geërgerd.] Omdat ze me pijn deden!
VLADIMIR: [Triomfantelijk, wijzend naar de schoenen.] Daar staan ze! [ESTRAGON kijkt naar de schoenen.] Op precies dezelfde plek waar je ze gisteren hebt achtergelaten. [ESTRAGON loopt naar de schoenen en bekijkt ze zorgvuldig.]
ESTRAGON: Die zijn niet van mij.
VLADIMIR: [Staat versteld.] Niet van jou!
ESTRAGON: Mijne waren zwart. Deze zijn bruin.​[16]​
VLADIMIR: Je weet zeker dat die van jou zwart waren?
ESTRAGON: Nou ja, ze waren grijzig.
VLADIMIR: En deze zijn bruin? Laat zien.
ESTRAGON: [Pakt een schoen.] Nou ja, ze zijn groenig.
VLADIMIR: Laat zien. [ESTRAGON geeft hem de schoen. VLADIMIR bekijkt hem en gooit hem boos op de grond.] Nou van alle –
ESTRAGON: Zie je, het zijn allemaal verdomde –​[17]​
VLADIMIR: Ah! Ik weet wat het is. Ja, ik zie wat er aan de hand is.
ESTRAGON: Het zijn allemaal verdomde –
VLADIMIR: Heel eenvoudig. Iemand kwam langs en heeft de jouwe meegenomen en de zijne achtergelaten.​[18]​
ESTRAGON: Waarom?
VLADIMIR: De zijne zaten te strak, dus heeft hij de jouwe meegenomen.
ESTRAGON: Maar mijne zaten te strak.
VLADIMIR: Bij jou, ja. Niet bij hem.
ESTRAGON: [Nadat hij tevergeefs zijn best gedaan heeft het uit te vogelen.] Ik ben moe! [Pauze.] Laten we gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah! [Pauze. Wanhopig.] Wat zullen we doen, wat zullen we doen!
VLADIMIR: Er is niets wat we kunnen doen.
ESTRAGON: Maar zo kan ik niet verder!
VLADIMIR: Wil je een radijs? 
ESTRAGON: Heb je niets anders?
VLADIMIR: Ik heb radijzen en knolrapen.
ESTRAGON: Heb je geen wortels?
VLADIMIR: Nee. Sowieso ga je te ver met je wortels.
ESTRAGON: Geef me dan maar een radijs. [VLADIMIR rommelt in zijn zakken, vindt niets anders dan knolrapen, uiteindelijk vindt hij een radijs en geeft hem aan ESTRAGON, die hem zorgvuldig bekijkt en er aan ruikt.] Hij is zwart!
VLADIMIR: Het is een radijs.
ESTRAGON: Ik vind alleen de roze lekker, dat weet je!
VLADIMIR: Dus je wilt hem niet?
ESTRAGON: Ik vind alleen de roze lekker!
VLADIMIR: Geef hem dan maar terug.
	[ESTRAGON geeft hem terug.]
ESTRAGON: Ik ga een wortel halen.
	[Hij blijft staan.]
VLADIMIR: Dit begint erg onbeduidend te worden.
ESTRAGON: Niet genoeg.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Waarom probeer je ze niet?
ESTRAGON: Ik heb alles geprobeerd.
VLADIMIR: Nee, ik bedoel de schoenen.
ESTRAGON: Zou dat verstandig zijn?
VLADIMIR: Het zal de tijd doden. [ESTRAGON aarzelt.] Ik verzeker je, het zal ons vermaken.​[19]​
ESTRAGON: Ons rustig maken.
VLADIMIR: Onze spieren losmaken.
ESTRAGON: Ons rustig maken.
VLADIMIR: Probeer het.
ESTRAGON: Help je me?
VLADIMIR: Natuurlijk.
ESTRAGON: We doen het niet slecht, toch Didi, met zijn tweeën?
VLADIMIR: Ja, ja. Kom op, laten we eerst de linker proberen.
ESTRAGON: We vinden altijd wat, toch Didi, om ons de indruk te geven dat we bestaan.
VLADIMIR: [Ongeduldig.] Ja, ja, we zijn goochelaars. Maar laten we doorzetten met wat we hebben besloten, voordat we het vergeten. [Hij pakt een schoen.] Kom op, geef me je voet. [ESTRAGON tilt zijn voet op.] Je andere, zwijn! [ESTRAGON tilt zijn andere voet op.] Hoger! [Samen draaien ze in kringetjes rond en wankelen ze heen en weer. VLADIMIR slaagt er eindelijk in om de schoen aan te krijgen.] Probeer te lopen. [ESTRAGON loopt.] En?
ESTRAGON: Hij past.
VLADIMIR: [Pakt een touwtje uit zijn zak.] Laten we hem veteren.
ESTRAGON: [Fel.] Nee, nee, geen veters, geen veters!
VLADIMIR: Daar krijg je spijt van. Laten we die andere proberen. [Als tevoren.] En?
ESTRAGON: [Met tegenzin.] Die past ook.
VLADIMIR: Ze doen je geen pijn?
ESTRAGON: Nog niet.
VLADIMIR: Dan kun je ze houden.
ESTRAGON: Ze zijn te groot.
VLADIMIR: Wellicht heb je binnenkort een paar sokken. 
ESTRAGON: Juist.​[20]​
VLADIMIR: Dus je houdt ze?
ESTRAGON: Dat is genoeg over die schoenen.
VLADIMIR: Ja, maar –
ESTRAGON: [Driftig.] Genoeg! [Stilte.] Ik geloof dat ik ook wel kan gaan zitten.
	[Hij zoekt een plek om te gaan zitten en gaat vervolgens zitten op het hoopje aarde.]​[21]​
VLADIMIR: Daar zat je gisteravond ook.
ESTRAGON: Als ik toch zou kunnen slapen.
VLADIMIR: Gisteren heb je geslapen.
ESTRAGON: Ik zal het proberen.
	[Hij neemt de foetushouding aan, met zijn hoofd tussen zijn knieën.]
VLADIMIR: Wacht. [Hij loopt naar ESTRAGON toe, gaat naast hem zitten en begint met luide stem te zingen.]
	Dag dag dag dag
	Dag dag –
ESTRAGON: [Kijkt boos op.] Niet zo hard!
VLADIMIR: [Zachtjes.]
	Dag dag dag dag
	Dag dag dag dag
	Dag dag dag dag
	Dag dag –
	[ESTRAGON slaapt. VLADIMIR komt zachtjes overeind, doet zijn jas uit en legt hem over ESTRAGONs schouders, daarna loopt hij heen en weer en zwaait met zijn armen om zichzelf warm te houden. ESTRAGON schrikt wakker, springt overeind en rent wild in het rond. VLADIMIR rent naar hem toe en slaat zijn armen om hem heen.] Stil maar … stil maar … Didi is bij je … niet bang zijn …
ESTRAGON: Ah!
VLADIMIR: Stil maar … stil maar … het is voorbij.
ESTRAGON: Ik viel …
VLADIMIR: Het is voorbij, het is voorbij.
ESTRAGON: Ik stond boven op een –
VLADIMIR: Niet zeggen! Kom, een stukje lopen zal je goed doen.
	[Hij neemt ESTRAGON bij de arm en loopt met hem heen en weer totdat ESTRAGON weigert verder te lopen.]
ESTRAGON: Genoeg. Ik ben moe.
VLADIMIR: Je zit liever daar te niksen?
ESTRAGON: Ja.
VLADIMIR: Wat je wilt.
	[Hij laat ESTRAGON los, pakt zijn jas op en doet hem aan.]
ESTRAGON: Laten we gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah! [VLADIMIR loopt heen en weer.] Kun je niet stil blijven staan?
VLADIMIR: Ik heb het koud.
ESTRAGON: We zijn te vroeg.
VLADIMIR: Het gebeurt altijd als de avond valt.
ESTRAGON: Maar de avond valt niet.
VLADIMIR: Hij zal plotseling vallen, net als gisteren.
ESTRAGON: Dan zal het nacht zijn.
VLADIMIR: En kunnen we gaan.
ESTRAGON: En dan zal het weer dag zijn. [Pauze. Wanhopig.] Wat zullen we doen, wat zullen we doen!
VLADIMIR: [Stopt met lopen. Driftig.] Wil je stoppen met zeuren! Ik ben je gejammer meer dan zat!
ESTRAGON: Ik ga.
VLADIMIR: [Ziet LUCKY’s hoed.] Kijk aan!
ESTRAGON: Vaarwel.
VLADIMIR: Lucky’s hoed. [Hij loopt ernaar toe.] Ik ben hier al een uur en ik had hem nog niet gezien. [Zeer tevreden.] Mooi!
ESTRAGON: Je zult me nooit meer zien.
VLADIMIR: Ik wist dat dit de juiste plek was. Nu zijn onze zorgen voorbij. [Hij raapt de hoed op, aanschouwt hem en knapt hem op.] Dat moet een mooie hoed geweest zijn. [Hij zet hem op in plaats van zijn eigen hoed en geeft die aan ESTRAGON.] Hier.
ESTRAGON: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Houdt vast.
	[ESTRAGON neemt VLADIMIRs hoed aan. VLADIMIR stelt LUCKY’s hoed bij op zijn hoofd. ESTRAGON zet VLADIMIRs hoed op in plaats van zijn eigen en geeft die aan VLADIMIR. VLADIMIR neemt ESTRAGONs hoed aan. ESTRAGON stelt VLADIMIRs hoed bij op zijn hoofd. VLADIMIR zet ESTRAGONs hoed op in plaats van LUCKY’s hoed die hij aan ESTRAGON geeft. ESTRAGON neemt LUCKY’s hoed aan. VLADIMIR stelt ESTRAGONs hoed bij op zijn hoofd. ESTRAGON zet LUCKY’s hoed op in plaats van VLADIMIRs hoed die hij aan VLADIMIR geeft. VLADIMIR neemt zijn hoed aan. ESTRAGON stelt LUCKY’s hoed bij op zijn hoofd. VLADIMIR zet zijn hoed op in plaats van ESTRAGONs hoed die hij aan ESTRAGON geeft. ESTRAGON neemt zijn hoed aan. VLADIMIR stelt zijn hoed bij op zijn hoofd. ESTRAGON zet zijn hoed op in plaats van LUCKY’s hoed die hij aan VLADIMIR geeft. VLADIMIR neemt LUCKY’s hoed aan. ESTRAGON stelt de hoed op zijn hoofd bij. VLADIMIR zet LUCKY’s hoed op in plaats van zijn eigen hoed die hij aan ESTRAGON geeft. ESTRAGON neemt VLADIMIRs hoed aan. VLADIMIR stelt LUCKY’s hoed bij op zijn hoofd. ESTRAGON geeft VLADIMIRs hoed terug aan VLADIMIR die hem aanneemt en teruggeeft aan ESTRAGON die hem aanneemt en teruggeeft aan VLADIMIR die hem aanneemt en hem op de grond gooit.] Hoe zit hij?
ESTRAGON: Hoe moet ik dat weten?
VLADIMIR: Nee, maar hoe staat hij me?
	[Hij draait zijn hoofd koketterig van links naar rechts en loopt overdreven als een mannequin.]
ESTRAGON: Afgrijselijk.
VLADIMIR: Ja, maar niet meer dan normaal?
ESTRAGON: Niet meer, niet minder.
VLADIMIR: Dan kan ik hem houden. De mijne ergerde me. [Pauze.] Hoe zal ik het zeggen. [Pauze.] Hij jeukte.
	[Hij zet LUCKY’s hoed af, tuurt naar binnen, schudt hem, klopt op de bol en zet hem weer op.]
ESTRAGON: Ik ga.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Heb je geen zin in een spelletje.
ESTRAGON: Een spelletje wat?
VLADIMIR: Een spelletje Pozzo en Lucky.
ESTRAGON: Nog nooit van gehoord.
VLADIMIR: Ik ben Lucky, jij bent Pozzo. [Hij doet na hoe LUCKY doorzakt onder het gewicht van zijn bagage. ESTRAGON kijkt verbijsterd naar hem.] Kom op.
ESTRAGON: Wat moet ik doen.
VLADIMIR: Vervloek me!
ESTRAGON: [Na even nagedacht te hebben.] Foei!
VLADIMIR: Erger!
ESTRAGON: Gonococcus! Spirocheet!
	[VLADIMIR staat dubbelgevouwen en slingert heen en weer]
VLADIMIR: Zeg dat ik moet denken.
ESTRAGON: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Zeg, Denk, varken!
ESTRAGON: Denk, varken!
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Ik kan het niet.
ESTRAGON: Zo is het wel weer genoeg.
VLADIMIR: Zeg dat ik moet dansen.
ESTRAGON: Ik ga.
VLADIMIR: Dans, zwijn! [Hij krimpt ineen. ESTRAGON gaat halsoverkop links af.] Gogo! [VLADIMIR loopt gejaagd heen en weer. ESTRAGON komt hijgend links op. Hij haast zich naar VLADIMIR en valt in zijn armen.] Eindelijk, daar ben je weer!
ESTRAGON: Ik ben vervloekt!
VLADIMIR: Waar was je! Ik dacht dat je voorgoed was vertrokken!
ESTRAGON: Ze komen eraan!
VLADIMIR: Wie?
ESTRAGON: Weet ik niet.
VLADIMIR: Hoeveel?
ESTRAGON: Weet ik niet.
VLADIMIR: [Triomfantelijk.] Het is Godot! Eindelijk! Gogo! Het is Godot! We zijn gered! Laten we naar hem toe gaan! [Hij sleept ESTRAGON mee naar de coulissen rechts en daarna naar de coulissen links. ESTRAGON stribbelt tegen, maakt zichzelf los en gaat rechts af.] Gogo! Kom terug! [VLADIMIR rent naar uiterst links en tuurt naar de horizon. ESTRAGON komt rechts op, haast zich naar VLADIMIR en valt in zijn armen.] Daar ben je weer weer!
ESTRAGON: Ik ben in de hel!
VLADIMIR: Waar was je?
ESTRAGON: Ze komen ook van die kant!
VLADIMIR: We zijn omsingeld! [ESTRAGON stormt naar het achtertoneel.] Imbeciel! Daar is geen uitgang! [Hij neemt ESTRAGON bij de arm en sleept hem mee naar het voortoneel. Hij gebaart naar voren.] Daar! Niemand in de buurt! Kom op. Snel! [Hij duwt ESTRAGON richting de zaal. ESTRAGON deinst verschrikt terug.] Niet? [VLADIMIR overpeinst de zaal.] Tja, dat kan ik begrijpen. Wacht even. [Hij denkt na.] Je laatste hoop is om volledig te verdwijnen.
ESTRAGON: Waar?
VLADIMIR: Achter de boom. [ESTRAGON aarzelt.] Snel! Achter de boom. [ESTRAGON loopt naar de boom en hurkt erachter, realiseert zich dat hij niet verstopt zit en komt weer achter de boom vandaan.] Het is overduidelijk dat deze boom ons echt van geen enkele waarde zal zijn.
ESTRAGON: [Rustiger.] Ik was mijn verstand kwijt. Vergeef me. Het zal niet weer gebeuren. Zeg wat ik moet doen.
VLADIMIR: Er is niets te doen.
ESTRAGON: Jij gaat daar staan. [Hij trekt VLADIMIR mee naar uiterst rechts en zet hem met zijn rug naar de vloer.] Zo, niet bewegen en opletten. [VLADIMIR schermt zijn ogen af met zijn hand en tuurt naar de horizon. ESTRAGON rent naar uiterst links en neemt dezelfde positie in. Ze draaien hun hoofd en kijken elkaar aan.] Rug aan rug, net als in de goede oude tijd. [Ze kijken nog even naar elkaar en houden vervolgens weer de wacht. Lange stilte.] Komt er iets aan?
VLADIMIR: [Draait zijn hoofd om.] Wat?
ESTRAGON: [Harder.] Komt er iets aan?
VLADIMIR:	Nee.
ESTRAGON: Hier ook niet.
	[Ze vervolgen hun wacht.]
VLADIMIR: Je moet een visioen hebben gehad.
ESTRAGON: [Draait zijn hoofd om.] Wat?
VLADIMIR: [Harder.] Je moet een visioen hebben gehad.
ESTRAGON: Je hoeft niet te schreeuwen!
	[Ze vervolgen hun wacht. Stilte.]
VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON: [Draaien zich tegelijkertijd om.] Zie je –
VLADIMIR: O, pardon!
ESTRAGON: Ga verder.
VLADIMIR: Nee nee, na u.​[22]​
ESTRAGON: Nee nee, gaat u eerst.
VLADIMIR: Ik onderbrak u.
ESTRAGON: In tegendeel.
	[Ze kijken elkaar dreigend aan.]
VLADIMIR: Ceremonieuze aap!
ESTRAGON: Plichtsgetrouw varken!
VLADIMIR: Maak je vervloekte zin af!​[23]​
ESTRAGON: Maak je eigen zin af!
	[Stilte. Ze komen dichter bij elkaar en blijven staan.]
VLADIMIR: Debiel!
ESTRAGON: Dat is het plan, laten we elkaar beledigen.










	[Verslagen verliest VLADIMIR de moed en draait weg.]





VLADIMIR: Kom in mijn armen!
ESTRAGON: Je armen?
VLADIMIR: Mijn borst!
ESTRAGON: Daar gaan we!
	[Ze omarmen elkaar. Gaan uit elkaar. Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Wat vliegt de tijd als je het naar je zin hebt!
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Wat zullen we nu doen?
VLADIMIR: Tijdens het wachten.
ESTRAGON: Tijdens het wachten.
	[Stilte.]






VLADIMIR: Om ons op te warmen.
ESTRAGON: Om ons te kalmeren.
VLADIMIR: Daar gaan we.
	[VLADIMIR hopt van het ene been naar het andere. ESTRAGON doet hem na.]
ESTRAGON: [Stopt.] Zo is het genoeg. Ik ben moe.
VLADIMIR: [Stopt.] We zijn niet in vorm. Wat denk je van even diep ademhalen?
ESTRAGON: Ik ben ademen zat.
VLADIMIR: Je hebt gelijk. [Pauze.] Laten we de boom maar doen, voor ons evenwicht.
ESTRAGON: De boom?
	[VLADIMIR doet de boom en wankelt op een been.]
VLADIMIR: [Stopt.] Jouw beurt.
	[ESTRAGON doet de boom en wankelt.]
ESTRAGON: Denk je dat God me kan zien?
VLADIMIR: Je moet je ogen dichtdoen.
	[ESTRAGON doet zijn ogen dicht en wankelt nog heviger.]
ESTRAGON: [Stopt. Dreigend met zijn vuisten en zo hard als hij kan.] God heb medelijden met me!
VLADIMIR: [Verbijsterd.] En ik dan?
ESTRAGON: Met mij! Met mij! Medelijden! Met mij!
[POZZO en LUCKY komen op. POZZO is blind. LUCKY is zwaarbelast als tevoren. Het touw als tevoren, maar nu een stuk korter, zodat POZZO makkelijker kan volgen. LUCKY heeft een nieuwe hoed op. Als hij VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON ziet, stopt hij plotseling. POZZO, die gewoon doorloopt, botst tegen hem aan.]
VLADIMIR: Gogo!
POZZO: [Hij grijpt zich vast aan LUCKY, die wankelt.] Wat is het? Wie is het?
[LUCKY valt, laat alles vallen en neemt POZZO met zich mee. Ze liggen hulpeloos op de grond tussen de verspreidde bagage.]
ESTRAGON: Is het Godot?
VLADIMIR: Eindelijk! [Hij loopt naar de hoop van mensen en bagage.]​[26]​ Eindelijk versterkingen!
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: Is het Godot?
VLADIMIR: We begonnen zwakker te worden. Nu halen we het einde van de avond zeker.
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: Hoor je hem?
VLADIMIR: We zijn niet langer alleen, tijdens het wachten op de nacht, het wachten op Godot, het wachten op … wachten. De hele avond hebben we gestreden, zonder hulp. Nu is het voorbij. Het is al morgen.
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: De tijd vloeit alweer. De zon zal ondergaan, de maan zal opkomen en wij … weg van hier.
POZZO: Medelijden!
VLADIMIR: Arme Pozzo!
ESTRAGON: Ik wist dat hij het was.
VLADIMIR: Wie?
ESTRAGON: Godot.
VLADIMIR: Maar het is niet Godot.
ESTRAGON: Het is niet Godot?
VLADIMIR: Het is niet Godot.
ESTRAGON: Wie is het dan?
VLADIMIR: Het is Pozzo.
POZZO: Hier! Hier! Help me overeind! ​[27]​
VLADIMIR: Hij kan niet overeind komen.
ESTRAGON: Laten we gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah!
VLADIMIR: Misschien heeft hij nog een bot voor je.
ESTRAGON: Bot?
VLADIMIR: Kippenbot.​[28]​ Weet je dat niet meer?
ESTRAGON: Was hij dat?
VLADIMIR: Ja.
ESTRAGON: Vraag het hem.
VLADIMIR: Misschien moeten we hem eerst helpen.
ESTRAGON: Waarmee?
VLADIMIR: Overeind komen.
ESTRAGON: Kan hij niet overeind komen?
VLADIMIR: Hij wil overeind komen.
ESTRAGON: Laat hem dan overeind komen.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan hij niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: Dat weet ik niet.
	[POZZO krimpt ineen, kreunt en slaat met zijn vuisten op de grond.]
ESTRAGON: We zouden hem eerst om dat bot moeten vragen. Als hij dan weigert laten we hem liggen.
VLADIMIR: Je bedoelt dat hij overgeleverd is aan onze genade?
ESTRAGON: Ja.
VLADIMIR: En dat we onze goede diensten ondergeschikt zouden moeten maken aan bepaalde voorwaarden?
ESTRAGON: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Dat lijkt inderdaad wel slim. Maar er is één ding waar ik bang voor ben.
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: Wat dan?
VLADIMIR: Dat Lucky er ineens vandoor gaat. Dan zijn we de pineut.
ESTRAGON: Lucky?
VLADIMIR: Degene die jou gisteren te lijf ging.
ESTRAGON: Ik zeg toch dat ze met zijn tienen waren.
VLADIMIR: Nee, daarvoor, degene die je een schop gaf.
ESTRAGON: Is die hier?
VLADIMIR: In levende lijve. [Gebaart richting LUCKY.] Hij is nu inert. Maar hij zou ineens woest kunnen worden.
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: En als we hem nou eens een paar rake klappen geven, met zijn tweetjes?
VLADIMIR: Je bedoelt dat we hem aanvallen in zijn slaap?
ESTRAGON: Ja.
VLADIMIR: Dat lijkt me een goed plan. Maar zou ons dat lukken? Slaapt hij wel echt? [Pauze.] Nee, we kunnen het beste ons voordeel doen met Pozzo’s hulpkreten –
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: Om hem te helpen –
ESTRAGON: Wij helpen hem?
VLADIMIR: In afwachting van een bepaalde beloning.
ESTRAGON: En stel dat hij –
VLADIMIR: Laten we onze tijd niet verspillen met nutteloze conversaties! [Pauze. Fel.] Laten we iets doen, zolang we de kans hebben! Het is niet elke dag dat we nodig zijn. Zeker niet dat wij persoonlijk nodig zijn. Anderen zouden net zo goed kunnen helpen, misschien zelfs beter. Die schreeuwen om hulp, die nog steeds in onze oren klinken, waren tot de gehele mensheid gericht. Maar op deze plek, op dit moment, zijn wij de gehele mensheid, of we het leuk vinden of niet. Laten we er het beste van maken, voor het te laat is! Laten we voor één keer dat stinkende gebroed, waar het wrede lot ons onderdeel van heeft gemaakt, waardig representeren. Wat zeg je daarop? [ESTRAGON blijft stil.] Het is waar dat wanneer we met onze armen over elkaar de voor- en nadelen afwegen, we onze eigen soort niet minder eer betonen. De tijger schiet zijn soortgenoten zonder enige twijfel te hulp, of sluipt weg in het diepste van het struikgewas. Maar dat is niet de vraag. Wat doen we hier, dat is de vraag. En daarin ligt onze zegen, omdat we toevallig het antwoord weten. Juist, in deze immense verwarring is één ding zeker. We wachten op Godot – 
ESTRAGON: Ah!
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: Of tot de avond valt. [Pauze.] We zijn onze afspraak nagekomen en daarmee is het klaar. We zijn geen heiligen, maar we zijn onze afspraak nagekomen. Hoeveel mensen zouden dat met trots kunnen zeggen?
ESTRAGON: Miljarden.
VLADIMIR: Denk je?
ESTRAGON: Ik weet het niet.
VLADIMIR: Misschien heb je gelijk.
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: Ik weet alleen dat de uren lang duren onder deze omstandigheden en dat verplicht ons ze in te vullen met handelingen die – hoe zal ik het zeggen – die in eerste opzicht rationeel zijn, totdat ze in gewoonten veranderen. Je zou kunnen zeggen dat we dat doen om te voorkomen dat we ons verstand verliezen. Zonder twijfel. Maar heeft ons verstand niet lang genoeg rondgedwaald in de nacht zonder uitweg uit de eindeloze leegte? Dat is wat ik me soms afvraag. Kun je me nog volgen?
ESTRAGON: [Aforistisch voor deze ene keer.] We worden allemaal gestoord geboren. Sommigen blijven dat.
POZZO: Help! Ik zal jullie betalen!
ESTRAGON: Hoeveel?
POZZO: Tien muntstukken.​[29]​
ESTRAGON: Dat is niet genoeg.
VLADIMIR: Zo ver zou ik niet gaan.
ESTRAGON: Vind jij dat genoeg?
VLADIMIR: Nee, ik bedoel voor zover je beweert dat ik zwak van geest was toen ik op de wereld kwam. Maar daar gaat het niet om.
POZZO: Twintig!
VLADIMIR: We wachten. We vervelen ons. [Hij doet zijn hand omhoog.] Nee, maak geen bezwaar, we vervelen ons dood, daar is geen ontkennen aan. Goed. Er presenteert zich een afleiding en wat doen we? We laten hem verloren gaan. Kom, we gaan aan de slag! [Hij loopt naar de hoop en blijft ineens staan.] Op een gegeven moment zal alles verdwijnen en zullen we weer alleen zijn, te midden van het niets!
	[Hij peinst.]
POZZO: Twintig!
VLADIMIR: We komen eraan!
[Hij probeert POZZO overeind te helpen, faalt, probeert het nogmaals, valt op de grond, probeert overeind te komen, faalt.]
ESTRAGON: Wat is er mis met jullie?
VLADIMIR: Help!
ESTRAGON: Ik ga.
VLADIMIR: Laat me niet achter! Ze zullen me vermoorden!





VLADIMIR: Help me eerst overeind. Dan gaan we samen.
ESTRAGON: Beloofd?
VLADIMIR: Ik zweer het!
ESTRAGON: En we komen nooit meer terug?
VLADIMIR: Nooit meer!
ESTRAGON: We gaan naar de Pyreneeën.
VLADIMIR: Waar je maar heen wil.
ESTRAGON: Ik heb altijd al willen ronddwalen in de Pyreneeën.
VLADIMIR: En ronddwalen zul je.
ESTRAGON: [Deinst terug.] Wie heeft er een scheet gelaten?
VLADIMIR: Pozzo.
POZZO: Hier! Hier! Medelijden!
ESTRAGON: Weerzinwekkend!
VLADIMIR: Snel! Geef me je hand.
ESTRAGON: Ik ga. [Pauze. Harder.] Ik ga.
VLADIMIR: Nou, ik neem aan dat ik uiteindelijk zelf op kan staan. [Hij probeert het en faalt.] Op den duur.
ESTRAGON: Wat is er mis met jou?
VLADIMIR: Loop naar de hel.
ESTRAGON: Blijf je daar?
VLADIMIR: Voorlopig.
ESTRAGON: Kom op, sta op, je wordt nog verkouden.
VLADIMIR: Maak je niet druk om mij.
ESTRAGON: Kom op, Didi, doe niet zo eigenwijs.
	[Hij strekt zijn hand uit en VLADIMIR haast zich om hem beet te pakken.]
VLADIMIR: Trekken!
	[ESTRAGON trekt, wankelt en valt. Lange stilte.]
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: We zijn er.
POZZO: Wie zijn jullie?
VLADIMIR: Wij zijn mensen.​[30]​
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: O lieve moeder Aarde!
VLADIMIR: Kun je overeind komen?
ESTRAGON: Ik weet het niet.
VLADIMIR: Probeer het.
ESTRAGON: Niet nu, niet nu.
	[Stilte.]
POZZO: Wat is er gebeurd?
VLADIMIR: [Driftig.] Zou je op willen houden! Jij plaag! Hij denkt alleen maar aan zichzelf!
ESTRAGON: Wat denken jullie van een dutje?
VLADIMIR: Hoorde je hem? Hij wil weten wat er is gebeurd!
ESTRAGON: Let maar niet op hem. Ga slapen.
	[Stilte.]
POZZO: Medelijden! Heb medelijden!
ESTRAGON: [Schrikt op.] Wat is er?
VLADIMIR: Lag je te slapen?
ESTRAGON: Dat moet wel.
VLADIMIR: Die smeerlap van een Pozzo is weer bezig.
ESTRAGON: Zorg dat hij ophoudt. Schop hem in zijn kruis.
VLADIMIR: [Slaat POZZO.] Houdt eens op! Schaamluis!
[POZZO maakt zich los, al schreeuwend van pijn en kruipt weg. Hij stopt, zwaait met zijn armen door de lucht en roept om hulp. VLADIMIR steunt op zijn ellebogen en kijkt hoe POZZO zich terugtrekt.] Hij is ervandoor! [POZZO zakt in elkaar.] Hij is neer!
ESTRAGON: Wat doen we nu?
VLADIMIR: Misschien kan ik naar hem kruipen.
ESTRAGON: Laat me niet achter!
VLADIMIR: Of ik kan hem roepen.
ESTRAGON: Ja, roep hem.
VLADIMIR: Pozzo! [Stilte.] Pozzo! [Stilte.] Geen antwoord.
ESTRAGON: Samen.
VLADIMIR and ESTRAGON: [Samen.] Pozzo! Pozzo!
VLADIMIR: Hij bewoog.
ESTRAGON: Weet je zeker dat hij Pozzo heet?
VLADIMIR: [Verontrust.] Meneer Pozzo! Kom terug! We zullen u geen pijn doen!
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: We zouden andere namen kunnen proberen.
VLADIMIR: Ik ben bang dat hij ligt dood te gaan. 
ESTRAGON: Dat zou vermakelijk zijn.
VLADIMIR: Wat zou vermakelijk zijn?
ESTRAGON: Om andere namen te proberen, de een na de ander, om de tijd door te brengen. En vroeg of laat moeten we een keer de goede raden.
VLADIMIR: Ik zeg toch dat hij Pozzo heet.
ESTRAGON: Dat zullen we snel genoeg zien. [Hij denkt na.] Abel! Abel!
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: In één keer!
VLADIMIR: Ik begin dit thema zat te worden.
ESTRAGON: Misschien heet die andere wel Kaïn. Kaïn! Kaïn!
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: Hij is de gehele mensheid. [Stilte.] Kijk eens naar die kleine wolk.
VLADIMIR: [Kijkt omhoog.] Waar?
ESTRAGON: Daar. In het zenit.
VLADIMIR: En? [Pauze.] Wat is daar zo wonderbaarlijk aan?
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Laten we maar verdergaan met iets anders, goed?
VLADIMIR: Ik wou het net voorstellen.
ESTRAGON: Maar met wat?
VLADIMIR: Ah!
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Stel dat we eerst eens op staan.
VLADIMIR: Proberen kan geen kwaad.
	[Ze komen overeind.]
ESTRAGON: Kinderspel.
VLADIMIR: Gewoon een kwestie van wilskracht.
ESTRAGON: En nu?
POZZO: Help!
ESTRAGON: Laten we gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: We wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah. [Wanhopig.] Wat zullen we doen, wat zullen we doen!
POZZO: Help!
VLADIMIR: Zullen we hem helpen?
ESTRAGON: Wat wil hij?
VLADIMIR: Hij wil overeind komen.
ESTRAGON: Waarom doet hij dat dan niet?
VLADIMIR: Hij wil dat wij hem overeind helpen.
ESTRAGON: Waarom doen we dat dan niet? Waar wachten we op?
	[Ze helpen POZZO overeind en laten hem weer los. Hij valt.]
VLADIMIR: We moeten hem vasthouden.
[Ze zetten hem weer overeind. POZZO hangt tussen hen in met zijn armen om hun nek.] Voelt u zich al beter?
POZZO: Wie zijn jullie?
VLADIMIR: Herkent u ons niet?
POZZO: Ik ben blind.
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Misschien kan hij de toekomst zien.
VLADIMIR: Sinds wanneer?
POZZO: Vroeger kon ik geweldig goed zien – maar zijn jullie vrienden?
ESTRAGON: [Lacht hard.] Hij wil weten of we vrienden zijn!
VLADIMIR: Nee, hij bedoelt of we vrienden van hem zijn.
ESTRAGON: O, en?​[31]​
VLADIMIR: Dat hebben we bewezen, want we hebben hem geholpen.
ESTRAGON: Precies. Zouden we hem geholpen hebben als we zijn vrienden niet waren?
VLADIMIR: Wellicht.
ESTRAGON: Juist.​[32]​
VLADIMIR: Laten we daar nu niet over kibbelen.
POZZO: Jullie zijn geen struikrovers?
ESTRAGON: Struikrovers! Zien we eruit als struikrovers?
VLADIMIR: Verdomme, zie je niet dat de man blind is!
ESTRAGON: Verdomme, hij is blind. [Pauze.] Zegt hij.
POZZO: Laat me niet achter!
VLADIMIR: Geen twijfel over mogelijk.
ESTRAGON: Voor nu.
POZZO: Hoe laat is het?
VLADIMIR: [Kijkt naar de lucht.] Zeven uur … acht uur …
ESTRAGON: Dat hangt van de tijd van het jaar af.
POZZO: Is het avond?
	[Stilte. VLADIMIR and ESTRAGON bekijken de zonsondergang nauwkeurig.]
ESTRAGON: Hij komt op.
VLADIMIR: Onmogelijk.
ESTRAGON: Misschien is het de zonsopgang.
VLADIMIR: Doe niet zo absurd. Dat is het westen.
ESTRAGON: Hoe weet je dat?
POZZO: [Gekweld.] Is het avond?
VLADIMIR: Hoe dan ook, hij heeft niet bewogen.
ESTRAGON: Ik zeg toch dat hij opkomt.
POZZO: Waarom geven jullie geen antwoord?
ESTRAGON: Geef ons even de tijd.
VLADIMIR: [Geruststellend.] Het is avond, meneer, het is avond, de nacht komt dichterbij. Mijn vriend hier wil me aan het twijfelen brengen en ik moet toegeven dat ik me even van mijn stuk liet brengen. Maar ik heb deze lange dag niet voor niets overleefd en ik kan u verzekeren dat het einde van zijn repertoire in zicht is. [Pauze.] Hoe voelt u zich nu?
ESTRAGON: Hoe lang moeten we hem nog meezeulen? [Ze laten hem half los en vangen hem weer op als hij valt.] We zijn geen kariatiden!
VLADIMIR: U zei dat u geweldig goed kon zien, als ik het goed gehoord heb.
ESTRAGON: Geweldig goed! Geweldig goed. Ik kon geweldig goed zien!
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: [Geïrriteerd.] Ga verder! Ga verder!
VLADIMIR: Laat hem toch. Zie je niet dat hij denkt aan de dagen waarin hij gelukkig was? [Pauze.] Memoria praeteritorum bonorum​[33]​ – dat moet onaangenaam zijn.
ESTRAGON: Wij zouden het niet weten.
VLADIMIR: En het overkwam u zomaar ineens?
POZZO: Echt geweldig!
VLADIMIR: Ik vroeg u of het u zomaar ineens overkwam.
POZZO: Ik werd wakker op een mooie dag en was zo blind als vrouwe Fortuna. [Pauze.] Soms vraag ik me af of ik niet nog slaap.
VLADIMIR: En wanneer was dat?
POZZO: Weet ik niet.
VLADIMIR: Maar niet later dan gisteren –
POZZO: [Driftig.] Stel niet zoveel vragen! Blinden hebben geen gevoel voor tijd. De dingen des tijds blijven voor hen ook verborgen.
VLADIMIR: Nou, wel heb ik ooit! Ik zou zweren dat het andersom was.
ESTRAGON: Ik ga.
POZZO: Waar zijn we?
VLADIMIR: Ik zou het niet weten.
POZZO: We zijn niet toevallig op een plek genaamd de Plank?​[34]​
VLADIMIR: Nog nooit van gehoord.
POZZO: Hoe ziet het eruit?
VLADIMIR: [Kijkt rond.] Het is onbeschrijflijk. Het ziet eruit als niets. Er is niets. Er staat een boom.
POZZO: Dan is het niet de Plank.
ESTRAGON: [Zakt door zijn knieën.] Wat een afleiding!
POZZO: Waar is mijn knecht?
VLADIMIR: Ergens in de buurt.
POZZO: Waarom geeft hij geen antwoord als ik roep?
ESTRAGON: Ik weet het niet. Het lijkt erop dat hij slaapt. Misschien is hij dood.
POZZO: Wat is er precies gebeurd?
ESTRAGON: Precies!
VLADIMIR: Jullie twee gleden uit. [Pauze.] En vielen.
POZZO: Ga kijken of hij gewond is.
VLADIMIR: We kunnen u niet achterlaten.
POZZO: Jullie hoeven niet allebei te gaan.
VLADIMIR: [Tegen ESTRAGON.] Ga jij maar.
ESTRAGON: Na wat hij me heeft aangedaan? Nooit!
POZZO: Ja, laat je vriend gaan, hij stinkt zo. [Stilte.] Waar wacht hij op?
VLADIMIR: Waar wacht je op?
ESTRAGON: Ik wacht op Godot.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Wat zou hij precies moeten doen?
POZZO: Nou, hij zou eerst aan het touw kunnen trekken, zo hard als hij wil zolang hij hem maar niet wurgt. Daar reageert hij meestal wel op. Zo niet, dan zou hij hem een schop kunnen geven, zo mogelijk in het gezicht en zijn edele delen.
VLADIMIR: Zie je nou, er is niets om bang voor te zijn. Het is zelfs een mogelijkheid om wraak te nemen.
ESTRAGON: En als hij zichzelf verdedigt?
POZZO: Nee nee, hij verdedigt zichzelf nooit.
VLADIMIR: Dan kom ik je zo snel mogelijk redden.
ESTRAGON: Verlies me niet uit het oog.
	[Hij loopt naar LUCKY.]
VLADIMIR: Ga wel na of hij nog leeft voordat je begint. Het heeft geen zin om je in te spannen als hij dood is.
ESTRAGON: [Buigt zich over LUCKY.] Hij ademt nog.
VLADIMIR: Geef hem er dan van langs.
	[ESTRAGON is plotseling razend en begint LUCKY te schoppen en te beledigen, maar hij bezeert zijn voet en strompelt kreunend weg. LUCKY verroert zich.]
ESTRAGON: O, de bruut!
	[Hij gaat zitten op het hoopje aarde en probeert zijn schoen uit te doen. Hij houdt er echter snel mee op en gaat zitten met zijn ellebogen op zijn knieën en zijn hoofd op zijn handen, zodat hij kan slapen.]
POZZO: Wat ging er mis?
VLADIMIR: Mijn vriend heeft zich pijn gedaan.
POZZO: En Lucky?
VLADIMIR: Hij is het dus?
POZZO: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Het is Lucky?
POZZO: Ik begrijp het niet.
VLADIMIR: En u bent Pozzo?
POZZO: Natuurlijk ben ik Pozzo.
VLADIMIR: Dezelfde als gisteren.
POZZO: Gisteren?
VLADIMIR: We hebben elkaar gisteren ontmoet. [Stilte.] Weet u dat niet meer?
POZZO: Ik kan me niet herinneren dat ik iemand heb ontmoet gisteren. Maar morgen weet ik niet meer dat ik vandaag iemand heb ontmoet. Dus reken niet op mij voor opheldering.
VLADIMIR: Maar –
POZZO: Genoeg. Staan varken!
VLADIMIR: U was onderweg naar de markt om hem te verkopen. U hebt met ons gesproken. Hij danste. Hij dacht. U kon nog zien.
POZZO: Zoals je wilt. Laat me gaan! [VLADIMIR doet een stap terug.] Staan!
	[LUCKY gaat staan en raapt zijn bagage bij elkaar.]
VLADIMIR: Waar gaan jullie nu heen?
POZZO: Verder.
	[LUCKY, zwaar beladen, neemt zijn plaats in voor POZZO.] Zweep! [LUCKY legt alles neer, gaat op zoek naar de zweep, vindt hem, doet hem in POZZO’s hand en raapt alles weer op.] Touw! [LUCKY legt alles neer, doet het uiteinde van het touw in POZZO’s hand en raapt alles weer op.]
VLADIMIR: Wat zit er in die tas?
POZZO: Zand. [Hij trekt aan het touw.] Verder!
VLADIMIR: Wacht nog even!
POZZO: Ik ga.
VLADIMIR: Wat doet u als u valt met niemand in de buurt om te helpen!
POZZO: Wachten tot we weer op kunnen staan. Dan gaan we weer verder. Verder!




VLADIMIR: Ja. Of te denken. Of te reciteren.
POZZO: Maar hij is stom.
VLADIMIR: Stom!
POZZO: Stom. Hij kan niet eens kreunen.
VLADIMIR: Stom! Sinds wanneer?
POZZO: [Ineens razend.] Ben je niet klaar mij te kwellen met je vervloekte tijd! Het is afschuwelijk! Wanneer! Wanneer! Op een dag, is dat niet genoeg voor je, een dag als elke andere dag, op een dag werd hij stom, op een dag werd ik blind, op een dag zullen we doof zijn, op een dag zijn we geboren, op een dag gaan we dood, dezelfde dag, dezelfde seconde, is dat niet genoeg voor je? [Rustiger.] Ze bevallen schrijlings boven een graf, even schittert het licht, dan is het weer nacht. [Hij trekt aan het touw.] Verder!
[POZZO en LUCKY gaan af. VLADIMIR volgt ze tot aan de coulissen en kijkt ze na. Er klinkt geluid alsof ze vallen, ondersteund door nabootsing van VLADIMIR en de aankondiging dat ze weer op de grond liggen. Stilte. VLADIMIR loopt naar ESTRAGON, aanschouwt hem even en schudt hem daarna wakker.]
ESTRAGON: [Wilde gebaren en onsamenhangende woorden. Uiteindelijk.] Waarom laat je me nooit slapen?
VLADIMIR: Ik voelde me eenzaam.
ESTRAGON: Ik droomde dat ik gelukkig was.
VLADIMIR: Dat heeft de tijd doorgebracht.
ESTRAGON: Ik droomde dat –




VLADIMIR: Hij zei dat hij blind was.
ESTRAGON: En wat is daarmee?
VLADIMIR: Het leek erop dat hij ons kon zien.
ESTRAGON: Dat heb je gedroomd. [Pauze.] Laten we gaan. Dat kunnen we niet. Ah! [Pauze.] Weet je zeker dat hij het niet was?
VLADIMIR: Wie?
ESTRAGON: Godot.
VLADIMIR: Maar wie dan?
ESTRAGON: Pozzo.
VLADIMIR: Totaal niet! [Minder zeker.] Totaal niet! [Nog minder zeker.] Totaal niet!
ESTRAGON: Ik kan net zo goed opstaan. [Hij staat pijnlijk op.] Au! Didi!
VLADIMIR: Ik weet niet meer wat ik moet denken.
ESTRAGON: Mijn voeten! [Hij gaat zitten en probeert zijn schoenen uit te trekken.] Help me!
VLADIMIR: Heb ik geslapen, terwijl de anderen hebben geleden? Slaap ik nu? Morgen, als ik wakker word, of dat denk, wat zal ik dan zeggen over vandaag? Dat ik met Estragon, mijn vriend, op deze plek, tot het vallen van de avond, heb gewacht op Godot? Dat Pozzo langskwam, met zijn drager en dat hij tegen ons heeft gepraat. Ongetwijfeld. Maar hoeveel zou daarvan waar zijn? [ESTRAGON, nadat hij heeft zitten zwoegen met zijn schoenen, begint weer in slaap te vallen. VLADIMIR staart naar hem.] Hij zal niets meer weten. Hij zal me vertellen over de klappen die hij heeft gekregen en ik zal hem een wortel geven. [Pauze.] Schrijlings boven het graf en een zware bevalling. In de kuil pakt de kwijnende doodgraver zijn verlostang. Er is tijd om oud te worden. De lucht zit vol met onze schreeuwen. [Hij luistert.] Maar gewoonte is een grote dooddoener. [Hij kijkt weer naar ESTRAGON.] Naar mij kijkt ook iemand, over mij zegt ook iemand, hij slaapt, hij weet niets, laat hem maar slapen. [Pauze.] Ik kan niet verder! [Pauze.] Wat heb ik gezegd?
[VLADIMIR loopt onrustig heen en weer, stopt uiteindelijk uiterst links en denkt na. Een JONGEN komt rechts op. Hij blijft staan. Stilte.]
JONGEN: Meneer … [VLADIMIR draait zich om.] Meneer Albert …
VLADIMIR: Daar gaan we weer. [Pauze.] Herken je me niet?
JONGEN: Nee, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Je bent gisteren niet langsgekomen?
JONGEN: Nee, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Dit is je eerste keer.
JONGEN: Ja, meneer.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Je hebt een bericht van meneer Godot.
JONGEN: Ja, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Hij komt niet vanavond.
JONGEN: Nee, meneer.





VLADIMIR: Ben je iemand tegengekomen?
JONGEN: Nee, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Twee andere … [Hij aarzelt.] … mannen?
JONGEN: Ik heb niemand gezien, meneer.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Wat doet meneer Godot precies? [Stilte.] Hoor je me?
JONGEN: Ja, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Nou?
JONGEN: Hij doet niets, meneer.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Hoe is het met je broer?
JONGEN: Hij is ziek, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Misschien is hij gisteren langsgekomen.
JONGEN: Ik weet het niet, meneer.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: [Zachtjes.] Heeft meneer Godot een baard?
JONGEN: Ja, meneer.
VLADIMIR: Wit of … [Hij aarzelt.] … of zwart?




JONGEN: Wat moet ik tegen meneer Godot zeggen, meneer?
VLADIMIR: Zeg hem … [Hij aarzelt.] … Zeg hem dat je mij hebt gezien en dat … [Hij aarzelt.] … dat je mij hebt gezien. [Pauze. VLADIMIR stapt naar voren, de JONGEN deinst terug. VLADIMIR blijft staan, de JONGEN blijft staan. VLADIMIR ineens driftig.] Je weet zeker dat je me hebt gezien, je komt niet morgen tegen me zeggen dat je me nog nooit hebt gezien! [Stilte. VLADIMIR springt plotseling naar voren, de JONGEN ontwijkt hem en gaat rennend af. Stilte. De zon gaat onder, de maan komt op. Als in het Eerste Bedrijf. VLADIMIR blijft gebogen en bewegingloos staan. ESTRAGON wordt wakker, doet zijn schoenen uit, zet ze midden voor neer en loopt naar VLADIMIR.]




ESTRAGON: Heb ik lang geslapen?
VLADIMIR: Dat weet het niet.
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Waar zullen we heen gaan?
VLADIMIR: Niet zo ver.
ESTRAGON: Ja, laten we hier ver vandaan gaan.
VLADIMIR: Dat kan niet.
ESTRAGON: Waarom niet?
VLADIMIR: We moeten morgen weer terug zijn.
ESTRAGON: Waarom?
VLADIMIR: Wachten op Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah! [Stilte.] Hij is niet langsgekomen?
VLADIMIR: Nee.
ESTRAGON: En nu is het te laat.
VLADIMIR: Ja, nu is het nacht.
ESTRAGON: En als we hem laten stikken? [Pauze.] Als we hem laten stikken?
VLADIMIR: Dan straft hij ons. [Stilte. Hij kijkt naar de boom.] Alles is dood behalve de boom.
ESTRAGON: [Kijkt naar de boom.] Wat is het?
VLADIMIR: Het is de boom.
ESTRAGON: Ja, maar wat voor soort?
VLADIMIR: Dat weet ik niet. Een wilg.
	[ESTRAGON neemt VLADIMIR mee naar de boom. Ze staan er bewegingloos voor. Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Waarom hangen we ons er niet aan op?
VLADIMIR: Waarmee?
ESTRAGON: Heb je geen stuk touw?
VLADIMIR: Nee.
ESTRAGON: Dan kan het niet.
	[Stilte.]
VLADIMIR: Laten we gaan.
ESTRAGON: Wacht, ik heb een riem.
VLADIMIR: Die is te kort.
ESTRAGON: Je zou aan mijn benen kunnen hangen.
VLADIMIR: En wie hangt er aan die van mij?
ESTRAGON: Juist.​[35]​
VLADIMIR: Laat toch maar zien. [ESTRAGON maakt het koord los dat zijn broek omhoog houdt waardoor, omdat de broek te groot voor hem is, de broek op zijn enkels zakt. Ze kijken naar het koord.] Met een beetje geluk zou het kunnen werken​[36]​ Maar is het sterk genoeg?
ESTRAGON: Dat zullen we snel genoeg zien. Hier.
	[Ze nemen allebei een uiteinde van het koord en trekken eraan. Het koord breekt. Ze vallen bijna om.]
VLADIMIR: Geen moer waard.
	[Stilte.]
ESTRAGON: Je zegt dat we morgen terug moeten komen?
VLADIMIR: Ja.





ESTRAGON: Ik kan zo niet verder.
VLADIMIR: Dat denk je maar.
ESTRAGON: En als we uit elkaar gaan? Dat is misschien beter voor ons.
VLADIMIR: We hangen ons morgen op. [Pauze.] Tenzij Godot komt.
ESTRAGON: En als hij komt?
VLADIMIR: Dan zijn we gered.
	[VLADIMIR zet zijn hoed af [LUCKY’s hoed], kijkt naar binnen, voelt erin rond, schudt hem, klopt op de bol en zet hem weer op.]
ESTRAGON: Nou? Zullen we gaan?
VLADIMIR: Doe je broek aan.
ESTRAGON: Wat?
VLADIMIR: Doe je broek aan.
ESTRAGON: Je wil dat ik mijn broek uit doe?
VLADIMIR: Doe je broek AAN.
ESTRAGON: [Realiseert zich dat zijn broek is afgezakt.] Juist. [Hij hijst zijn broek op.]
VLADIMIR: En? Zullen we gaan? 




Appendix B – Annotated Translation of Lucky’s Think​[37]​


VLADIMIR: [Tegen POZZO.] Zeg dat hij moet denken.
POZZO: Geef hem zijn hoed.
VLADIMIR: Zijn hoed?
POZZO: Hij kan niet denken zonder zijn hoed.
VLADIMIR: [Tegen ESTRAGON.] Geef hem zijn hoed.
ESTRAGON: Ik! Na wat hij me heeft aangedaan! Nooit!
VLADIMIR: Ik geef hem wel.
	[Hij blijft staan.]
ESTRAGON: [Tegen POZZO.] Zeg dat hij hem moet halen.
POZZO: Het is beter als je hem aangeeft.
VLADIMIR: Ik geef hem wel.
	[Hij raapt de hoed op en biedt hem op armlengte aan LUCKY aan, die stil blijft staan.]
POZZO: Je moet hem op zijn hoofd zetten.
ESTRAGON: [Tegen POZZO.] Zeg dat hij hem aan moet pakken.
POZZO: Het is beter als je hem op zijn hoofd zet.
VLADIMIR: Ik zet hem wel op zijn hoofd.
[Hij loopt om LUCKY heen en gaat achter hem staan, komt voorzichtig dichterbij, zet de hoed op zijn hoofd en deinst snel terug.]
ESTRAGON: Waarom begint hij niet?
POZZO: Achteruit! [VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON deinzen terug. POZZO trekt aan het touw. LUCKY kijkt naar POZZO.] Denk, varken! [Pauze. LUCKY begint te dansen.] Stop! [LUCKY stopt.] Naar voren! [LUCKY loopt naar voren.] Stop! [LUCKY stopt.] Denk!
	[Stilte.]
LUCKY: Aan de andere kant met betrekking tot –
POZZO: Stop! [LUCKY stopt.] Terug! [LUCKY loopt terug.] Stop! [LUCKY stopt.] Draai! [LUCKY draait richting de zaal.] Denk!
	[Gedurende LUCKY’s tirade reageren de anderen als volgt: [1] VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON volledig aandachtig, POZZO neerslachtig en walgend. [2] VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON beginnen te protesteren, POZZO steeds meer gekweld. [3] VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON weer aandachtig, POZZO steeds meer en meer gekweld en aan het kreunen. [4] VLADIMIR en ESTRAGON protesteren hevig. POZZO springt op, trekt aan het touw. Iedereen schreeuwt. LUCKY trekt aan het touw, wankelt, schreeuwt zijn tekst. De drie springen bovenop LUCKY die met hen worstelt en zijn tekst schreeuwt.]
LUCKY: Gezien het bestaan zoals uiteengezet in de openbare werken van Knipper en Stuurman​[38]​ van een persoonlijke God quaquaquaqua met een witte baard quaquaquaqua buiten de tijd om buiten bereik​[39]​ die vanuit de bovenste lagen van de goddelijke apathie goddelijke athambie goddelijke aphasie​[40]​ innig van ons houdt met wat uitzonderingen om onbekende redenen maar de tijd zal het leren en lijdt als de goddelijke Miranda samen met degenen die om onbekende redenen maar de tijd zal het leren worden gestort in kwelling worden gestort in vuur wiens vuur brandt als dat voortduurt en wie daar aan twijfelt zal de sterrenhemel in brand steken dat wil zeggen de hel vervloeken naar de hemel zo blauw stil en kalm zo kalm met een kalmte die ook al is hij intermitterend beter is dan niets maar niet zo snel en gezien desalniettemin​[41]​ dat ten gevolge van​[42]​ het werk dat onvoltooid is blijven liggen bekroond door de Acacacacademie van Antropopopopometrie in Esse-aan-de-Posse​[43]​ van Testi en Koets​[44]​ er is vastgesteld zonder twijfel zonder enige andere twijfel dan dat wat zich vasthoudt aan de werken van de mens dat ten gevolge van het onvoltooide werk van Testi en Koets er is vastgesteld zoals in het navolgende maar niet zo snel om onbekende redenen dat ten gevolge van de openbare werken van Knipper en Stuurman er is vastgesteld zonder twijfel dat vanuit het oogpunt van de werken van Scheter en de Boer​[45]​ die onvoltooid zijn blijven liggen om onbekende redenen van Testi en Koets die onvoltooid zijn blijven liggen er is vastgesteld wat door velen wordt ontkent dat de mens in Posse van Testi en Koets dat de mens in Esse dat de mens in het kort dat de mens kortstondig ondanks de vooruitgang in voeding​[46]​ en ontlasting verloren gaat en wegkwijnt verloren en wegkwijnt en gelijktijdig tegelijkertijd desalniettemin om onbekende redenen ondanks de vooruitgang in lichamelijke cultuur de uitoefening van sporten als tennis voetbal rennen fietsen zwemmen vliegen drijven rijden zweven verlangen​[47]​ hurlen​[48]​ schaatsen tennis in alle soorten sterven vliegen sporten in alle soorten herfst zomer winter winter tennis in alle soorten hockey in alle soorten penicilline en surrogaten kortom hervat ik en gelijktijdig tegelijkertijd om onbekende redenen krimpt en achteruitgaat ondanks het tennis hervat ik vliegen zweven golfen op negen en achttien banen tennis in alle soorten kortom om onbekende redenen in Maas Maas-en-Rijn Maas-en-Waal Waal-en-Rijn​[49]​ namelijk gelijktijdig tegelijkertijd desalniettemin om onbekende redenen maar de tijd zal het leren krimpt en achteruitgaat hervat ik Maas-en-Waal Waal-en-Rijn kortom het zuivere verlies per inwoner sinds de dood van Spinoza​[50]​ komt uit op twee en een halve centimeter en achtentwintig gram per inwoner zo ongeveer om en nabij min of meer afgerond naar de dichtstbijzijnde decimaal goed gemeten ronde getallen spiernaakt op kousenvoeten op de Veluwe​[51]​ kortom om onbekende redenen het maakt niet uit wat het uit maakt de feiten die er liggen gezien desalniettemin veel ernstiger in het licht van de verloren werken van Steenweg en Peters​[52]​ verschijnt er desalniettemin veel ernstiger dat in het licht het licht het licht van de verloren werken van Steenweg en Peters dat op de vlaktes in de bergen bij de zee aan de rivieren stromend water stromend vuur de lucht is hetzelfde en dan de aarde namelijk de lucht en dan de aarde in de immense kou de immense duisternis de lucht en de aarde huis der stenen in de immense kou helaas helaas in het jaar van de Heer zeshonderd-en-nog-wat de lucht de aarde de zee de aarde huis der stenen in de immense diepten van de immense kou op zee op land en in de lucht hervat ik om onbekende redenen ondanks het tennis de feiten die er liggen maar de tijd zal het leren hervat ik helaas helaas verder verder in het kort tot besluit verder verder huis der stenen wie daar aan twijfelt hervat ik maar niet zo snel hervat ik de schedel krimpt en verloren gaat en gelijktijdig tegelijkertijd desalniettemin om onbekende redenen ondanks het tennis verder verder de baard de vlammen de tranen de stenen zo blauw zo kalm helaas helaas verder verder de schedel de schedel de schedel de schedel op de Veluwe ondanks het tennis de achtergelaten​[53]​ werken die onvoltooid zijn blijven liggen steeds ernstiger huis der stenen kortom hervat ik helaas helaas achtergelaten onvoltooid de schedel de schedel op de Veluwe ondanks het tennis de schedel helaas de stenen Koets [handgemeen, laatste schreeuwen] tennis … de stenen … zo kalm … Koets … onvoltooid …
POZZO: Zijn hoed!






















Next day. Same time. Same place.

Estragon's boots front center, heels together, toes splayed. Lucky's hat at same place.
 
The tree has four or five leaves. 

Enter Vladimir agitatedly. He halts and looks long at the tree, then suddenly begins to move feverishly about the stage. He halts before the boots, picks one up, examines it, sniffs it, manifests disgust, puts it back carefully. Comes and goes. Halts extreme right and gazes into distance off, shading his eyes with his hand. Comes and goes. Halts extreme left, as before. Comes and goes. Halts suddenly and begins to sing loudly. 

VLADIMIR: A dog came in—

Having begun too high he stops, clears his throat, resumes: 

A dog came in the kitchen
And stole a crust of bread.
Then cook up with a ladle
And beat him till he was dead.

Then all the dogs came running
And dug the dog a tomb—

He stops, broods, resumes: 

Then all the dogs came running
And dug the dog a tomb
And wrote upon the tombstone
For the eyes of dogs to come:

A dog came in the kitchen
And stole a crust of bread.
Then cook up with a ladle
And beat him till he was dead.

Then all the dogs came running
And dug the dog a tomb—

He stops, broods, resumes: 

Then all the dogs came running
And dug the dog a tomb—

He stops, broods. Softly. 

And dug the dog a tomb . . .

He remains a moment silent and motionless, then begins to move feverishly about the stage. He halts before the tree, comes and goes, before the boots, comes and goes, halts extreme right, gazes into distance, extreme left, gazes into distance. Enter Estragon right, barefoot, head bowed. He slowly crosses the stage. Vladimir turns and sees him. 

VLADIMIR: You again! (Estragon halts but does not raise his head. Vladimir goes towards him.) Come here till I embrace you. 
ESTRAGON: Don't touch me! 

Vladimir holds back, pained. 

VLADIMIR: Do you want me to go away? (Pause.) Gogo! (Pause. Vladimir observes him attentively.) Did they beat you? (Pause.) Gogo! (Estragon remains silent, head bowed.) Where did you spend the night? 
ESTRAGON: Don't touch me! Don't question me! Don't speak to me! Stay with me! 
VLADIMIR: Did I ever leave you? 
ESTRAGON: You let me go. 
VLADIMIR: Look at me. (Estragon does not raise his head. Violently.) Will you look at me! 

Estragon raises his head. They look long at each other, then suddenly embrace, clapping each other on the back. End of the embrace. Estragon, no longer supported, almost falls. 

ESTRAGON: What a day! 
VLADIMIR: Who beat you? Tell me. 
ESTRAGON: Another day done with. 
VLADIMIR: Not yet. 
ESTRAGON: For me it's over and done with, no matter what happens. (Silence.) I heard you singing. 
VLADIMIR: That's right, I remember. 
ESTRAGON: That finished me. I said to myself, He's all alone, he thinks I'm gone for ever, and he sings. 
VLADIMIR: One isn’t master of one's moods. All day I've felt in great form. (Pause.) I didn't get up in the night, not once! 
ESTRAGON: (sadly). You see, you piss better when I'm not there. 
VLADIMIR: I missed you . . . and at the same time I was happy. Isn't that a strange thing? 
ESTRAGON: (shocked). Happy? 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps it's not quite the right word. 
ESTRAGON: And now? 
VLADIMIR: Now? . . . (Joyous.) There you are again . . . (Indifferent.) There we are again. . . (Gloomy.) There I am again. 
ESTRAGON: You see, you feel worse when I'm with you. I feel better alone too. 
VLADIMIR: (vexed). Then why do you always come crawling back? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: No, but I do. It's because you don't know how to defend yourself. I wouldn't have let them beat you. 
ESTRAGON: You couldn't have stopped them. 
VLADIMIR: Why not? 
ESTRAGON: There was ten of them. 
VLADIMIR: No, I mean before they beat you. I would have stopped you from doing whatever it was you were doing. 
ESTRAGON: I wasn't doing anything. 
VLADIMIR: Then why did they beat you? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: Ah no, Gogo, the truth is there are things that escape you that don't escape me, you must feel it yourself. 
ESTRAGON: I tell you I wasn't doing anything. 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps you weren't. But it's the way of doing it that counts, the way of doing it, if you want to go on living. 
ESTRAGON: I wasn't doing anything. 
VLADIMIR: You must be happy too, deep down, if you only knew it. 
ESTRAGON: Happy about what? 
VLADIMIR: To be back with me again. 
ESTRAGON: Would you say so? 
VLADIMIR: Say you are, even if it's not true. 
ESTRAGON: What am I to say? 
VLADIMIR: Say, I am happy. 
ESTRAGON: I am happy. 
VLADIMIR: So am I. 
ESTRAGON: So am I. 
VLADIMIR: We are happy. 
ESTRAGON: We are happy. (Silence.) What do we do now, now that we are happy? 
VLADIMIR: Wait for Godot. (Estragon groans. Silence.) Things have changed here since yesterday. 
ESTRAGON: And if he doesn't come? 
VLADIMIR: (after a moment of bewilderment). We'll see when the time comes. (Pause.) I was saying that things have changed here since yesterday. 
ESTRAGON: Everything oozes. 
VLADIMIR: Look at the tree. 
ESTRAGON: It's never the same pus from one second to the next. 
VLADIMIR: The tree, look at the tree. 

Estragon looks at the tree. 

ESTRAGON: Was is not there yesterday? 
VLADIMIR: Yes of course it was there. Do you not remember? We nearly hanged ourselves from it. But you wouldn't. Do you not remember? 
ESTRAGON: You dreamt it. 
VLADIMIR: Is it possible you've forgotten already? 
ESTRAGON: That's the way I am. Either I forget immediately or I never forget. 
VLADIMIR: And Pozzo and Lucky, have you forgotten them too? 
ESTRAGON: Pozzo and Lucky? 
VLADIMIR: He's forgotten everything! 
ESTRAGON: I remember a lunatic who kicked the shins off me. Then he played the fool. 
VLADIMIR: That was Lucky. 
ESTRAGON: I remember that. But when was it? 
VLADIMIR: And his keeper, do you not remember him? 
ESTRAGON: He gave me a bone. 
VLADIMIR: That was Pozzo. 
ESTRAGON: And all that was yesterday, you say? 
VLADIMIR: Yes of course it was yesterday. 
ESTRAGON: And here where we are now? 
VLADIMIR: Where else do you think? Do you not recognize the place? 
ESTRAGON: (suddenly furious). Recognize! What is there to recognize? All my lousy life I've crawled about in the mud! And you talk to me about scenery! (Looking wildly about him.) Look at this muckheap! I've never stirred from it! 
VLADIMIR: Calm yourself, calm yourself. 
ESTRAGON: You and your landscapes! Tell me about the worms! 
VLADIMIR: All the same, you can't tell me that this (gesture) bears any resemblance to . . . (he hesitates) . . . to the Macon country for example. You can't deny there's a big difference. 
ESTRAGON: The Macon country! Who's talking to you about the Macon country? 
VLADIMIR: But you were there yourself, in the Macon country. 
ESTRAGON: No I was never in the Macon country! I've puked my puke of a life away here, I tell you! Here! In the Cackon country! 
VLADIMIR: But we were there together, I could swear to it! Picking grapes for a man called . . . (he snaps his fingers) . . . can't think of the name of the man, at a place called . . . (snaps his fingers) . . . can't think of the name of the place, do you not remember? 
ESTRAGON: (a little calmer). It's possible. I didn't notice anything. 
VLADIMIR: But down there everything is red! 
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). I didn't notice anything, I tell you! 

Silence. Vladimir sighs deeply. 

VLADIMIR: You're a hard man to get on with, Gogo. 
ESTRAGON: It'd be better if we parted. 
VLADIMIR: You always say that and you always come crawling back. 
ESTRAGON: The best thing would be to kill me, like the other. 
VLADIMIR: What other? (Pause.) What other? 
ESTRAGON: Like billions of others. 
VLADIMIR: (sententious). To every man his little cross. (He sighs.) Till he dies. (Afterthought.) And is forgotten. 
ESTRAGON: In the meantime let us try and converse calmly, since we are incapable of keeping silent. 
VLADIMIR: You're right, we're inexhaustible. 
ESTRAGON: It's so we won't think. 
VLADIMIR: We have that excuse. 
ESTRAGON: It's so we won't hear. 
VLADIMIR: We have our reasons. 
ESTRAGON: All the dead voices. 
VLADIMIR: They make a noise like wings. 
ESTRAGON: Like leaves. 
VLADIMIR: Like sand. 




VLADIMIR: They all speak together. 




VLADIMIR: Rather they whisper. 
ESTRAGON: They rustle. 
VLADIMIR: They murmur. 




VLADIMIR: What do they say? 
ESTRAGON: They talk about their lives. 
VLADIMIR: To have lived is not enough for them. 
ESTRAGON: They have to talk about it. 
VLADIMIR: To be dead is not enough for them. 




VLADIMIR: They make a noise like feathers. 
ESTRAGON: Like leaves. 
VLADIMIR: Likes ashes. 




VLADIMIR: Say something! 




VLADIMIR: (in anguish). Say anything at all! 
ESTRAGON: What do we do now? 





VLADIMIR: This is awful! 
ESTRAGON: Sing something. 
VLADIMIR: No no! (He reflects.) We could start all over again perhaps. 
ESTRAGON: That should be easy. 
VLADIMIR: It's the start that's difficult. 
ESTRAGON: You can start from anything. 





VLADIMIR: Help me! 




VLADIMIR: When you seek you hear. 
ESTRAGON: You do. 
VLADIMIR: That prevents you from finding. 
ESTRAGON: It does. 
VLADIMIR: That prevents you from thinking. 
ESTRAGON: You think all the same. 
VLADIMIR: No no, impossible. 
ESTRAGON: That's the idea, let's contradict each another. 
VLADIMIR: Impossible. 
ESTRAGON: You think so? 
VLADIMIR: We're in no danger of ever thinking any more. 
ESTRAGON: Then what are we complaining about? 
VLADIMIR: Thinking is not the worst. 
ESTRAGON: Perhaps not. But at least there's that. 
VLADIMIR: That what? 
ESTRAGON: That's the idea, let's ask each other questions. 
VLADIMIR: What do you mean, at least there's that? 
ESTRAGON: That much less misery. 
VLADIMIR: True. 
ESTRAGON: Well? If we gave thanks for our mercies? 
VLADIMIR: What is terrible is to have thought. 
ESTRAGON: But did that ever happen to us? 
VLADIMIR: Where are all these corpses from? 
ESTRAGON: These skeletons. 
VLADIMIR: Tell me that. 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: We must have thought a little. 
ESTRAGON: At the very beginning. 
VLADIMIR: A charnel-house! A charnel-house! 
ESTRAGON: You don't have to look. 
VLADIMIR: You can't help looking. 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: Try as one may. 
ESTRAGON: I beg your pardon? 
VLADIMIR: Try as one may. 
ESTRAGON: We should turn resolutely towards Nature. 
VLADIMIR: We've tried that. 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: Oh, it's not the worst, I know. 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: To have thought. 
ESTRAGON: Obviously. 
VLADIMIR: But we could have done without it. 
ESTRAGON: Que voulez-vous? 
VLADIMIR: I beg your pardon? 
ESTRAGON: Que voulez-vouz. 




ESTRAGON: That wasn't such a bad little canter. 
VLADIMIR: Yes, but now we'll have to find something else. 
ESTRAGON: Let me see. 

He takes off his hat, concentrates. 

VLADIMIR: Let me see. (He takes off his hat, concentrates. Long silence.) Ah! 

They put on their hats, relax. 

ESTRAGON: Well? 
VLADIMIR: What was I saying, we could go on from there. 
ESTRAGON: What were you saying when? 
VLADIMIR: At the very beginning. 
ESTRAGON: The beginning of WHAT? 
VLADIMIR: This evening . . . I was saying . . . I was saying . . . 
ESTRAGON: I'm not a historian. 
VLADIMIR: Wait . . . we embraced . . . we were happy . . . happy . . . what do we do now that we're happy . . . go on waiting . . . waiting . . . let me think . . . it's coming . . . go on waiting . . . now that we're happy . . . let me see . . . ah! The tree! 
ESTRAGON: The tree? 
VLADIMIR: Do you not remember? 
ESTRAGON: I'm tired. 
VLADIMIR: Look at it. 

They look at the tree. 

ESTRAGON: I see nothing. 
VLADIMIR: But yesterday evening it was all black and bare. And now it's covered with leaves. 
ESTRAGON: Leaves? 
VLADIMIR: In a single night. 
ESTRAGON: It must be the spring. 
VLADIMIR: But in a single night! 
ESTRAGON: I tell you we weren't here yesterday. Another of your nightmares. 
VLADIMIR: And where were we yesterday evening according to you? 
ESTRAGON: How would I know? In another compartment. There's no lack of void. 
VLADIMIR: (sure of himself). Good. We weren't here yesterday evening. Now what did we do yesterday evening? 
ESTRAGON: Do? 
VLADIMIR: Try and remember. 
ESTRAGON: Do . . . I suppose we blathered. 
VLADIMIR: (controlling himself). About what? 
ESTRAGON: Oh . . . this and that I suppose, nothing in particular. (With assurance.) Yes, now I remember, yesterday evening we spent blathering about nothing in particular. That's been going on now for half a century. 
VLADIMIR: You don't remember any fact, any circumstance? 
ESTRAGON: (weary). Don't torment me, Didi. 
VLADIMIR: The sun. The moon. Do you not remember? 
ESTRAGON: They must have been there, as usual. 
VLADIMIR: You didn't notice anything out of the ordinary? 
ESTRAGON: Alas! 
VLADIMIR: And Pozzo? And Lucky? 
ESTRAGON: Pozzo? 
VLADIMIR: The bones. 
ESTRAGON: They were like fishbones. 
VLADIMIR: It was Pozzo gave them to you. 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: And the kick. 
ESTRAGON: That's right, someone gave me a kick. 
VLADIMIR: It was Lucky gave it to you. 
ESTRAGON: And all that was yesterday? 
VLADIMIR: Show me your leg. 
ESTRAGON: Which? 
VLADIMIR: Both. Pull up your trousers. (Estragon gives a leg to Vladimir, staggers. Vladimir takes the leg. They stagger.) Pull up your trousers. 
ESTRAGON: I can't. 

Vladimir pulls up the trousers, looks at the leg, lets it go. Estragon almost falls. 

VLADIMIR: The other. (Estragon gives the same leg.) The other, pig! (Estragon gives the other leg. Triumphantly.) There's the wound! Beginning to fester! 
ESTRAGON: And what about it? 
VLADIMIR: (letting go the leg). Where are your boots? 
ESTRAGON: I must have thrown them away. 
VLADIMIR: When? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: Why? 
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). I don't know why I don't know! 
VLADIMIR: No, I mean why did you throw them away? 
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). Because they were hurting me! 
VLADIMIR: (triumphantly, pointing to the boots). There they are! (Estragon looks at the boots.) At the very spot where you left them yesterday! 

Estragon goes towards the boots, inspects them closely. 

ESTRAGON: They're not mine. 
VLADIMIR: (stupefied). Not yours! 
ESTRAGON: Mine were black. These are brown. 
VLADIMIR: You're sure yours were black? 
ESTRAGON: Well they were a kind of gray. 
VLADIMIR: And these are brown. Show me. 
ESTRAGON: (picking up a boot). Well they're a kind of green. 
VLADIMIR: Show me. (Estragon hands him the boot. Vladimir inspects it, throws it down angrily.) Well of all the– 
ESTRAGON: You see, all that's a lot of bloody– 
VLADIMIR: Ah! I see what it is. Yes, I see what's happened. 
ESTRAGON: All that's a lot of bloody– 
VLADIMIR: It's elementary. Someone came and took yours and left you his. 
ESTRAGON: Why? 
VLADIMIR: His were too tight for him, so he took yours. 
ESTRAGON: But mine were too tight. 
VLADIMIR: For you. Not for him. 
ESTRAGON: (having tried in vain to work it out). I'm tired! (Pause.) Let's go. 
VLADIMIR: We can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: We're waiting for Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Pause. Despairing.) What'll we do, what'll we do! 
VLADIMIR: There's nothing we can do. 
ESTRAGON: But I can't go on like this! 
VLADIMIR: Would you like a radish? 
ESTRAGON: Is that all there is? 
VLADIMIR: There are radishes and turnips. 
ESTRAGON: Are there no carrots? 
VLADIMIR: No. Anyway you overdo it with your carrots. 
ESTRAGON: Then give me a radish. (Vladimir fumbles in his pockets, finds nothing but turnips, finally brings out a radish and hands it to Estragon who examines it, sniffs it.) It's black! 
VLADIMIR: It's a radish. 
ESTRAGON: I only like the pink ones, you know that! 
VLADIMIR: Then you don't want it? 
ESTRAGON: I only like the pink ones! 
VLADIMIR: Then give it back to me. 

Estragon gives it back. 

ESTRAGON: I'll go and get a carrot. 

He does not move. 

VLADIMIR: This is becoming really insignificant. 




VLADIMIR: What about trying them. 
ESTRAGON: I've tried everything. 
VLADIMIR: No, I mean the boots. 
ESTRAGON: Would that be a good thing? 
VLADIMIR: It'd pass the time. (Estragon hesitates.) I assure you, it'd be an occupation. 
ESTRAGON: A relaxation. 
VLADIMIR: A recreation. 
ESTRAGON: A relaxation. 
VLADIMIR: Try. 
ESTRAGON: You'll help me? 
VLADIMIR: I will of course. 
ESTRAGON: We don't manage too badly, eh Didi, between the two of us? 
VLADIMIR: Yes yes. Come on, we'll try the left first. 
ESTRAGON: We always find something, eh Didi, to give us the impression we exist? 
VLADIMIR: (impatiently). Yes yes, we're magicians. But let us persevere in what we have resolved, before we forget. (He picks up a boot.) Come on, give me your foot. (Estragon raises his foot.) The other, hog! (Estragon raises the other foot.) Higher! (Wreathed together they stagger about the stage. Vladimir succeeds finally in getting on the boot.) Try and walk. (Estragon walks.) Well? 
ESTRAGON: It fits. 
VLADIMIR: (taking string from his pocket). We'll try and lace it. 
ESTRAGON: (vehemently). No no, no laces, no laces! 
VLADIMIR: You'll be sorry. Let's try the other. (As before.) Well? 
ESTRAGON: (grudgingly). It fits too. 
VLADIMIR: They don't hurt you? 
ESTRAGON: Not yet. 
VLADIMIR: Then you can keep them. 
ESTRAGON: They're too big. 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps you'll have socks some day. 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: Then you'll keep them? 
ESTRAGON: That's enough about these boots. 
VLADIMIR: Yes, but– 
ESTRAGON: (violently). Enough! (Silence.) I suppose I might as well sit down. 

He looks for a place to sit down, then goes and sits down on the mound. 

VLADIMIR: That's where you were sitting yesterday evening. 
ESTRAGON: If I could only sleep. 
VLADIMIR: Yesterday you slept. 
ESTRAGON: I'll try. 

He resumes his foetal posture, his head between his knees. 

VLADIMIR: Wait. (He goes over and sits down beside Estragon and begins to sing in a loud voice.) 
Bye bye bye bye
Bye bye—
ESTRAGON: (looking up angrily). Not so loud! 
VLADIMIR: (softly). 
Bye bye bye bye
Bye bye bye bye
Bye bye bye bye
Bye bye . . .

Estragon sleeps. Vladimir gets up softly, takes off his coat and lays it across Estragon's shoulders, then starts walking up and down, swinging his arms to keep himself warm. Estragon wakes with a start, jumps up, casts about wildly. Vladimir runs to him, puts his arms around him.

VLADIMIR: There . . . there . . . Didi is here . . . don't be afraid . . . 
ESTRAGON: Ah! 
VLADIMIR: There . . . there . . . it's all over. 
ESTRAGON: I was falling– 
VLADIMIR: It's all over, it's all over. 
ESTRAGON: I was on top of a– 
VLADIMIR: Don't tell me! Come, we'll walk it off. 

He takes Estragon by the arm and walks him up and down until Estragon refuses to go any further. 

ESTRAGON: That's enough. I'm tired. 
VLADIMIR: You'd rather be stuck there doing nothing? 
ESTRAGON: Yes. 
VLADIMIR: Please yourself. 

He releases Estragon, picks up his coat and puts it on. 

ESTRAGON: Let's go. 
VLADIMIR: We can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: We're waiting for Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Vladimir walks up and down.) Can you not stay still? 
VLADIMIR: I'm cold. 
ESTRAGON: We came too soon. 
VLADIMIR: It's always at nightfall. 
ESTRAGON: But night doesn't fall. 
VLADIMIR: It'll fall all of a sudden, like yesterday. 
ESTRAGON: Then it'll be night. 
VLADIMIR: And we can go. 
ESTRAGON: Then it'll be day again. (Pause. Despairing.) What'll we do, what'll we do! 
VLADIMIR: (halting, violently). Will you stop whining! I've had about my bellyful of your lamentations! 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: (seeing Lucky's hat). Well! 
ESTRAGON: Farewell. 
VLADIMIR: Lucky's hat. (He goes towards it.) I've been here an hour and never saw it. (Very pleased.) Fine! 
ESTRAGON: You'll never see me again. 
VLADIMIR: I knew it was the right place. Now our troubles are over. (He picks up the hat, contemplates it, straightens it.) Must have been a very fine hat. (He puts it on in place of his own which he hands to Estragon.) Here. 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: Hold that. 

Estragon takes Vladimir's hat. Vladimir adjusts Lucky's hat on his head. Estragon puts on Vladimir's hat in place of his own which he hands to Vladimir. Vladimir takes Estragon's hat. Estragon adjusts Vladimir's hat on his head. Vladimir puts on Estragon's hat in place of Lucky's which he hands to Estragon. Estragon takes Lucky's hat. Vladimir adjusts Estragon's hat on his head. Estragon puts on Lucky's hat in place of Vladimir's which he hands to Vladimir. Vladimir takes his hat, Estragon adjusts Lucky's hat on his head. Vladimir puts on his hat in place of Estragon's which he hands to Estragon. Estragon takes his hat. Vladimir adjusts his hat on his head. Estragon puts on his hat in place of Lucky's which he hands to Vladimir. Vladimir takes Lucky's hat. Estragon adjusts his hat on his head. Vladimir puts on Lucky's hat in place of his own which he hands to Estragon. Estragon takes Vladimir's hat. Vladimir adjusts Lucky's hat on his head. Estragon hands Vladimir's hat back to Vladimir who takes it and hands it back to Estragon who takes it and hands it back to Vladimir who takes it and throws it down. 

VLADIMIR: How does it fit me? 
ESTRAGON: How would I know? 
VLADIMIR: No, but how do I look in it? 

He turns his head coquettishly to and fro, minces like a mannequin. 

ESTRAGON: Hideous. 
VLADIMIR: Yes, but not more so than usual? 
ESTRAGON: Neither more nor less. 
VLADIMIR: Then I can keep it. Mine irked me. (Pause.) How shall I say? (Pause.) It itched me. 

He takes off Lucky's hat, peers into it, shakes it, knocks on the crown, puts it on again. 





VLADIMIR: Will you not play? 
ESTRAGON: Play at what? 
VLADIMIR: We could play at Pozzo and Lucky. 
ESTRAGON: Never heard of it. 
VLADIMIR: I'll do Lucky, you do Pozzo. (He imitates Lucky sagging under the weight of his baggage. Estragon looks at him with stupefaction.) Go on. 
ESTRAGON: What am I to do? 
VLADIMIR: Curse me! 
ESTRAGON: (after reflection). Naughty! 
VLADIMIR: Stronger! 
ESTRAGON: Gonococcus! Spirochete! 

Vladimir sways back and forth, doubled in two. 

VLADIMIR: Tell me to think. 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: Say, Think, pig! 




VLADIMIR: I can't. 
ESTRAGON: That's enough of that. 
VLADIMIR: Tell me to dance. 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: Dance, hog! (He writhes. Exit Estragon left, precipitately.) I can't! (He looks up, misses Estragon.) Gogo! (He moves wildly about the stage. Enter Estragon left, panting. He hastens towards Vladimir, falls into his arms.) There you are again at last! 
ESTRAGON: I'm accursed! 
VLADIMIR: Where were you? I thought you were gone for ever. 
ESTRAGON: They're coming! 
VLADIMIR: Who? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: How many? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: (triumphantly). It's Godot! At last! Gogo! It's Godot! We're saved! Let's go and meet him! (He drags Estragon towards the wings. Estragon resists, pulls himself free, exit right.) Gogo! Come back! (Vladimir runs to extreme left, scans the horizon. Enter Estragon right, he hastens towards Vladimir, falls into his arms.) There you are again again! 
ESTRAGON: I'm in hell! 
VLADIMIR: Where were you? 
ESTRAGON: They're coming there too! 
VLADIMIR: We're surrounded! (Estragon makes a rush towards back.) Imbecile! There's no way out there. (He takes Estragon by the arm and drags him towards front. Gesture towards front.) There! Not a soul in sight! Off you go! Quick! (He pushes Estragon towards auditorium. Estragon recoils in horror.) You won't? (He contemplates auditorium.) Well I can understand that. Wait till I see. (He reflects.) Your only hope left is to disappear. 
ESTRAGON: Where? 
VLADIMIR: Behind the tree. (Estragon hesitates.) Quick! Behind the tree. (Estragon goes and crouches behind the tree, realizes he is not hidden, comes out from behind the tree.) Decidedly this tree will not have been of the slightest use to us. 
ESTRAGON: (calmer). I lost my head. Forgive me. It won't happen again. Tell me what to do. 
VLADIMIR: There's nothing to do. 
ESTRAGON: You go and stand there. (He draws Vladimir to extreme right and places him with his back to the stage.) There, don't move, and watch out. (Vladimir scans horizon, screening his eyes with his hand. Estragon runs and takes up same position extreme left. They turn their heads and look at each other.) Back to back like in the good old days. (They continue to look at each other for a moment, then resume their watch. Long silence.) Do you see anything coming? 
VLADIMIR: (turning his head). What? 
ESTRAGON: (louder). Do you see anything coming? 
VLADIMIR: No. 
ESTRAGON: Nor I. 

They resume their watch. Silence. 

VLADIMIR: You must have had a vision. 
ESTRAGON: (turning his head). What? 
VLADIMIR: (louder). You must have had a vision. 
ESTRAGON: No need to shout! 

They resume their watch. Silence. 

VLADIMIR and ESTRAGON: (turning simultaneously). Do you– 
VLADIMIR: Oh pardon! 
ESTRAGON: Carry on. 
VLADIMIR: No no, after you. 
ESTRAGON: No no, you first. 
VLADIMIR: I interrupted you. 
ESTRAGON: On the contrary. 

They glare at each other angrily. 

VLADIMIR: Ceremonious ape! 
ESTRAGON: Punctilious pig! 
VLADIMIR: Finish your phrase, I tell you! 
ESTRAGON: Finish your own! 

Silence. They draw closer, halt. 

VLADIMIR: Moron! 
ESTRAGON: That's the idea, let's abuse each other. 










ESTRAGON: (with finality). Crritic! 
VLADIMIR: Oh! 

He wilts, vanquished, and turns away. 

ESTRAGON: Now let's make it up. 
VLADIMIR: Gogo! 
ESTRAGON: Didi! 
VLADIMIR: Your hand! 
ESTRAGON: Take it! 
VLADIMIR: Come to my arms! 
ESTRAGON: Yours arms? 
VLADIMIR: My breast! 
ESTRAGON: Off we go! 

They embrace. They separate. Silence. 





ESTRAGON: What do we do now? 
VLADIMIR: While waiting. 




VLADIMIR: We could do our exercises. 
ESTRAGON: Our movements. 
VLADIMIR: Our elevations. 
ESTRAGON: Our relaxations. 
VLADIMIR: Our elongations. 
ESTRAGON: Our relaxations. 
VLADIMIR: To warm us up. 
ESTRAGON: To calm us down. 
VLADIMIR: Off we go. 

Vladimir hops from one foot to the other. Estragon imitates him. 

ESTRAGON: (stopping). That's enough. I'm tired. 
VLADIMIR: (stopping). We're not in shape. What about a little deep breathing? 
ESTRAGON: I'm tired breathing. 
VLADIMIR: You're right. (Pause.) Let's just do the tree, for the balance. 
ESTRAGON: The tree? 

Vladimir does the tree, staggering about on one leg. 

VLADIMIR: (stopping). Your turn. 

Estragon does the tree, staggers. 

ESTRAGON: Do you think God sees me? 
VLADIMIR: You must close your eyes. 

Estragon closes his eyes, staggers worse. 

ESTRAGON: (stopping, brandishing his fists, at the top of his voice.) God have pity on me! 
VLADIMIR: (vexed). And me? 
ESTRAGON: On me! On me! Pity! On me! 

Enter Pozzo and Lucky. Pozzo is blind. Lucky burdened as before. Rope as before, but much shorter, so that Pozzo may follow more easily. Lucky wearing a different hat. At the sight of Vladimir and Estragon he stops short. Pozzo, continuing on his way, bumps into him. 

VLADIMIR: Gogo! 
POZZO: (clutching onto Lucky who staggers). What is it? Who is it? 

Lucky falls, drops everything and brings down Pozzo with him. They lie helpless among the scattered baggage. 

ESTRAGON: Is it Godot? 
VLADIMIR: At last! (He goes towards the heap.) Reinforcements at last! 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: Is it Godot? 
VLADIMIR: We were beginning to weaken. Now we're sure to see the evening out. 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: Do you hear him? 
VLADIMIR: We are no longer alone, waiting for the night, waiting for Godot, waiting for . . . waiting. All evening we have struggled, unassisted. Now it's over. It's already tomorrow. 
POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: Time flows again already. The sun will set, the moon rise, and we away . . . from here. 
POZZO: Pity! 
VLADIMIR: Poor Pozzo! 
ESTRAGON: I knew it was him. 
VLADIMIR: Who? 
ESTRAGON: Godot. 
VLADIMIR: But it's not Godot. 
ESTRAGON: It's not Godot? 
VLADIMIR: It's not Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Then who is it? 
VLADIMIR: It's Pozzo. 
POZZO: Here! Here! Help me up! 
VLADIMIR: He can't get up. 
ESTRAGON: Let's go. 
VLADIMIR: We can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: We're waiting for Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Ah! 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps he has another bone for you. 
ESTRAGON: Bone? 
VLADIMIR: Chicken. Do you not remember? 
ESTRAGON: It was him? 
VLADIMIR: Yes. 
ESTRAGON: Ask him. 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps we should help him first. 
ESTRAGON: To do what? 
VLADIMIR: To get up. 
ESTRAGON: He can't get up? 
VLADIMIR: He wants to get up. 
ESTRAGON: Then let him get up. 
VLADIMIR: He can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: I don't know. 

Pozzo writhes, groans, beats the ground with his fists. 

ESTRAGON: We should ask him for the bone first. Then if he refuses we'll leave him there. 
VLADIMIR: You mean we have him at our mercy? 
ESTRAGON: Yes. 
VLADIMIR: And that we should subordinate our good offices to certain conditions? 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: That seems intelligent all right. But there's one thing I'm afraid of. 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: That Lucky might get going all of a sudden. Then we'd be ballocksed. 
ESTRAGON: Lucky? 
VLADIMIR: The one that went for you yesterday. 
ESTRAGON: I tell you there was ten of them. 
VLADIMIR: No, before that, the one that kicked you. 
ESTRAGON: Is he there? 
VLADIMIR: As large as life. (Gesture towards Lucky.) For the moment he is inert. But he might run amuck any minute. 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: And suppose we gave him a good beating the two of us? 
VLADIMIR: You mean if we fell on him in his sleep? 
ESTRAGON: Yes. 
VLADIMIR: That seems a good idea all right. But could we do it? Is he really asleep? (Pause.) No, the best would be to take advantage of Pozzo's calling for help– 
POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: To help him– 
ESTRAGON: We help him? 
VLADIMIR: In anticipation of some tangible return. 
ESTRAGON: And suppose he– 
VLADIMIR: Let us not waste our time in idle discourse! (Pause. Vehemently.) Let us do something, while we have the chance! It is not every day that we are needed. Not indeed that we personally are needed. Others would meet the case equally well, if not better. To all mankind they were addressed, those cries for help still ringing in our ears! But at this place, at this moment of time, all mankind is us, whether we like it or not. Let us make the most of it, before it is too late! Let us represent worthily for once the foul brood to which a cruel fate consigned us! What do you say? (Estragon says nothing.) It is true that when with folded arms we weigh the pros and cons we are no less a credit to our species. The tiger bounds to the help of his congeners without the least reflection, or else he slinks away into the depths of the thickets. But that is not the question. What are we doing here, that is the question. And we are blessed in this, that we happen to know the answer. Yes, in this immense confusion one thing alone is clear. We are waiting for Godot to come– 
ESTRAGON: Ah! 
POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: Or for night to fall. (Pause.) We have kept our appointment and that's an end to that. We are not saints, but we have kept our appointment. How many people can boast as much? 
ESTRAGON: Billions. 
VLADIMIR: You think so? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: You may be right. 
POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: All I know is that the hours are long, under these conditions, and constrain us to beguile them with proceedings which —how shall I say— which may at first sight seem reasonable, until they become a habit. You may say it is to prevent our reason from foundering. No doubt. But has it not long been straying in the night without end of the abysmal depths? That's what I sometimes wonder. You follow my reasoning? 
ESTRAGON: (aphoristic for once). We are all born mad. Some remain so. 
POZZO: Help! I'll pay you! 
ESTRAGON: How much? 
POZZO: One hundred francs! 
ESTRAGON: It's not enough. 
VLADIMIR: I wouldn't go so far as that. 
ESTRAGON: You think it's enough? 
VLADIMIR: No, I mean so far as to assert that I was weak in the head when I came into the world. But that is not the question. 
POZZO: Two hundred! 




POZZO: Two hundred! 
VLADIMIR: We're coming! 

He tries to pull Pozzo to his feet, fails, tries again, stumbles, falls, tries to get up, fails. 

ESTRAGON: What's the matter with you all? 
VLADIMIR: Help! 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: Don't leave me! They'll kill me! 




ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: Help me up first, then we'll go together. 
ESTRAGON: You promise? 
VLADIMIR: I swear it! 
ESTRAGON: And we'll never come back? 
VLADIMIR: Never! 
ESTRAGON: We'll go to the Pyrenees. 
VLADIMIR: Wherever you like. 
ESTRAGON: I've always wanted to wander in the Pyrenees. 
VLADIMIR: You'll wander in them. 
ESTRAGON: (recoiling). Who farted? 
VLADIMIR: Pozzo. 
POZZO: Here! Here! Pity! 
ESTRAGON: It's revolting! 
VLADIMIR: Quick! Give me your hand! 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. (Pause. Louder.) I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: Well I suppose in the end I'll get up by myself. (He tries, fails.) In the fullness of time. 
ESTRAGON: What's the matter with you? 
VLADIMIR: Go to hell. 
ESTRAGON: Are you staying there? 
VLADIMIR: For the time being. 
ESTRAGON: Come on, get up, you'll catch a chill. 
VLADIMIR: Don't worry about me. 
ESTRAGON: Come on, Didi, don't be pig-headed! 





Estragon pulls, stumbles, falls. Long silence. 

POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: We've arrived. 
POZZO: Who are you? 




ESTRAGON: Sweet mother earth! 
VLADIMIR: Can you get up? 
ESTRAGON: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: Try. 




POZZO: What happened? 
VLADIMIR: (violently). Will you stop it, you! Pest! He can think of nothing but himself! 
ESTRAGON: What about a little snooze? 
VLADIMIR: Did you hear him? He wants to know what happened! 




POZZO: Pity! Pity! 
ESTRAGON: (with a start). What is it? 
VLADIMIR: Were you asleep? 
ESTRAGON: I must have been. 
VLADIMIR: It's this bastard Pozzo at it again. 
ESTRAGON: Make him stop it. Kick him in the shins. 
VLADIMIR: (striking Pozzo). Will you stop it! Crablouse! (Pozzo extricates himself with cries of pain and crawls away. He stops, saws the air blindly, calling for help. Vladimir, propped on his elbow, observes his retreat.) He's off! (Pozzo collapses.) He's down! 
ESTRAGON: What do we do now? 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps I could crawl to him. 
ESTRAGON: Don't leave me! 
VLADIMIR: Or I could call to him. 
ESTRAGON: Yes, call to him. 
VLADIMIR: Pozzo! (Silence.) Pozzo! (Silence.) No reply. 
ESTRAGON: Together. 
VLADIMIR and ESTRAGON: Pozzo! Pozzo! 
VLADIMIR: He moved. 
ESTRAGON: Are you sure his name is Pozzo? 




ESTRAGON: We might try him with other names. 
VLADIMIR: I'm afraid he's dying. 
ESTRAGON: It'd be amusing. 
VLADIMIR: What'd be amusing? 
ESTRAGON: To try him with other names, one after the other. It'd pass the time. And we'd be bound to hit on the right one sooner or later. 
VLADIMIR: I tell you his name is Pozzo. 
ESTRAGON: We'll soon see. (He reflects.) Abel! Abel! 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: Got it in one! 
VLADIMIR: I begin to weary of this motif. 
ESTRAGON: Perhaps the other is called Cain. Cain! Cain! 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: He's all humanity. (Silence.) Look at the little cloud. 
VLADIMIR: (raising his eyes). Where? 
ESTRAGON: There. In the zenith. 




ESTRAGON: Let's pass on now to something else, do you mind? 
VLADIMIR: I was just going to suggest it. 





ESTRAGON: Suppose we got up to begin with? 
VLADIMIR: No harm trying. 

They get up. 

ESTRAGON: Child's play. 
VLADIMIR: Simple question of will-power. 
ESTRAGON: And now? 
POZZO: Help! 
ESTRAGON: Let's go. 
VLADIMIR: We can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: We're waiting for Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Despairing.) What'll we do, what'll we do! 
POZZO: Help! 
VLADIMIR: What about helping him? 
ESTRAGON: What does he want? 
VLADIMIR: He wants to get up. 
ESTRAGON: Then why doesn't he? 
VLADIMIR: He wants us to help him get up. 
ESTRAGON: Then why don't we? What are we waiting for? 

They help Pozzo to his feet, let him go. He falls. 

VLADIMIR: We must hold him. (They get him up again. Pozzo sags between them, his arms round their necks.) Feeling better? 
POZZO: Who are you? 
VLADIMIR: Do you not recognize us? 




ESTRAGON: Perhaps he can see into the future. 
VLADIMIR: Since when? 
POZZO: I used to have wonderful sight – but are you friends? 
ESTRAGON: (laughing noisily). He wants to know if we are friends! 
VLADIMIR: No, he means friends of his. 
ESTRAGON: Well? 
VLADIMIR: We've proved we are, by helping him. 
ESTRAGON: Exactly. Would we have helped him if we weren't his friends? 
VLADIMIR: Possibly. 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: Don't let's quibble about that now. 
POZZO: You are not highwaymen? 
ESTRAGON: Highwaymen! Do we look like highwaymen? 
VLADIMIR: Damn it can't you see the woman is blind! 
ESTRAGON: Damn it so he is. (Pause.) So he says. 
POZZO: Don't leave me! 
VLADIMIR: No question of it. 
ESTRAGON: For the moment. 
POZZO: What time is it? 
VLADIMIR: (inspecting the sky). Seven o'clock . . . eight o'clock . . . 
ESTRAGON: That depends what time of year it is. 
POZZO: Is it evening? 

Silence. Vladimir and Estragon scrutinize the sunset. 

ESTRAGON: It's rising. 
VLADIMIR: Impossible. 
ESTRAGON: Perhaps it's the dawn. 
VLADIMIR: Don't be a fool. It's the west over there. 
ESTRAGON: How do you know? 
POZZO: (anguished). Is it evening? 
VLADIMIR: Anyway, it hasn't moved. 
ESTRAGON: I tell you it's rising. 
POZZO: Why don't you answer me? 
ESTRAGON: Give us a chance. 
VLADIMIR: (reassuring). It's evening, sir, it's evening, night is drawing nigh. My friend here would have me doubt it and I must confess he shook me for a moment. But it is not for nothing I have lived through this long day and I can assure you it is very near the end of its repertory. (Pause.) How do you feel now? 
ESTRAGON: How much longer are we to cart him around? (They half release him, catch him again as he falls.) We are not caryatids! 
VLADIMIR: You were saying your sight used to be good, if I heard you right. 




ESTRAGON: (irritably). Expand! Expand! 
VLADIMIR: Let him alone. Can't you see he's thinking of the days when he was happy. (Pause.) Memoria praeteritorum bonorum – that must be unpleasant. 
ESTRAGON: We wouldn't know. 
VLADIMIR: And it came on you all of a sudden? 
POZZO: Quite wonderful! 
VLADIMIR: I'm asking you if it came on you all of a sudden. 
POZZO: I woke up one fine day as blind as Fortune. (Pause.) Sometimes I wonder if I'm not still asleep. 
VLADIMIR: And when was that? 
POZZO: I don't know. 
VLADIMIR: But no later than yesterday– 
POZZO: (violently). Don't question me! The blind have no notion of time. The things of time are hidden from them too. 
VLADIMIR: Well just fancy that! I could have sworn it was just the opposite. 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
POZZO: Where are we? 
VLADIMIR: I couldn't tell you. 
POZZO: It isn't by any chance the place known as the Board? 
VLADIMIR: Never heard of it. 
POZZO: What is it like? 
VLADIMIR: (looking round). It's indescribable. It's like nothing. There's nothing. There's a tree. 
POZZO: Then it's not the Board. 
ESTRAGON: (sagging). Some diversion! 
POZZO: Where is my menial? 
VLADIMIR: He's about somewhere. 
POZZO: Why doesn't he answer when I call? 
VLADIMIR: I don't know. He seems to be sleeping. Perhaps he's dead. 
POZZO: What happened exactly? 
ESTRAGON: Exactly! 
VLADIMIR: The two of you slipped. (Pause.) And fell. 
POZZO: Go and see is he hurt. 
VLADIMIR: We can't leave you. 
POZZO: You needn't both go. 
VLADIMIR: (to Estragon). You go. 
ESTRAGON: After what he did to me? Never! 
POZZO: Yes yes, let your friend go, he stinks so. (Silence.) What is he waiting for? 
VLADIMIR: What are you waiting for? 




VLADIMIR: What exactly should he do? 
POZZO: Well to begin with he should pull on the rope, as hard as he likes so long as he doesn't strangle him. He usually responds to that. If not he should give him a taste of his boot, in the face and the privates as far as possible. 
VLADIMIR: (to Estragon). You see, you've nothing to be afraid of. It's even an opportunity to revenge yourself. 
ESTRAGON: And if he defends himself? 
POZZO: No no, he never defends himself. 
VLADIMIR: I'll come flying to the rescue. 
ESTRAGON: Don't take your eyes off me. 

He goes towards Lucky. 

VLADIMIR: Make sure he's alive before you start. No point in exerting yourself if he's dead. 
ESTRAGON: (bending over Lucky). He's breathing. 
VLADIMIR: Then let him have it. 

With sudden fury Estragon starts kicking Lucky, hurling abuse at him as he does so. But he hurts his foot and moves away, limping and groaning. Lucky stirs. 

ESTRAGON: Oh the brute! 

He sits down on the mound and tries to take off his boot. But he soon desists and disposes himself for sleep, his arms on his knees and his head on his arms. 

POZZO: What's gone wrong now? 
VLADIMIR: My friend has hurt himself. 
POZZO: And Lucky? 
VLADIMIR: So it is he? 
POZZO: What? 
VLADIMIR: It is Lucky? 
POZZO: I don't understand. 
VLADIMIR: And you are Pozzo? 
POZZO: Certainly I am Pozzo. 
VLADIMIR: The same as yesterday? 
POZZO: Yesterday? 
VLADIMIR: We met yesterday. (Silence.) Do you not remember? 
POZZO: I don't remember having met anyone yesterday. But tomorrow I won't remember having met anyone today. So don't count on me to enlighten you. 
VLADIMIR: But– 
POZZO: Enough! Up pig! 
VLADIMIR: You were bringing him to the fair to sell him. You spoke to us. He danced. He thought. You had your sight. 
POZZO: As you please. Let me go! (Vladimir moves away.) Up! 

Lucky gets up, gathers up his burdens. 

VLADIMIR: Where do you go from here? 
POZZO: On. (Lucky, laden down, takes his place before Pozzo.) Whip! (Lucky puts everything down, looks for whip, finds it, puts it into Pozzo's hand, takes up everything again.) Rope! 

Lucky puts everything down, puts end of rope into Pozzo's hand, takes up everything again. 

VLADIMIR: What is there in the bag? 
POZZO: Sand. (He jerks the rope.) On! 
VLADIMIR: Don't go yet. 
POZZO: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: What do you do when you fall far from help? 
POZZO: We wait till we can get up. Then we go on. On! 
VLADIMIR: Before you go tell him to sing. 
POZZO: Who? 
VLADIMIR: Lucky. 
POZZO: To sing? 
VLADIMIR: Yes. Or to think. Or to recite. 
POZZO: But he is dumb. 
VLADIMIR: Dumb! 
POZZO: Dumb. He can't even groan. 
VLADIMIR: Dumb! Since when? 
POZZO: (suddenly furious.) Have you not done tormenting me with your accursed time! It's abominable! When! When! One day, is that not enough for you, one day he went dumb, one day I went blind, one day we'll go deaf, one day we were born, one day we shall die, the same day, the same second, is that not enough for you? (Calmer.) They give birth astride of a grave, the light gleams an instant, then it's night once more. (He jerks the rope.) On! 

Exeunt Pozzo and Lucky. Vladimir follows them to the edge of the stage, looks after them. The noise of falling, reinforced by mimic of Vladimir, announces that they are down again. Silence. Vladimir goes towards Estragon, contemplates him a moment, then shakes him awake. 

ESTRAGON: (wild gestures, incoherent words. Finally.) Why will you never let me sleep? 
VLADIMIR: I felt lonely. 
ESTRAGON: I was dreaming I was happy. 
VLADIMIR: That passed the time. 
ESTRAGON: I was dreaming that– 
VLADIMIR: (violently). Don't tell me! (Silence.) I wonder is he really blind. 
ESTRAGON: Blind? Who? 
VLADIMIR: Pozzo. 
ESTRAGON: Blind? 
VLADIMIR: He told us he was blind. 
ESTRAGON: Well what about it? 
VLADIMIR: It seemed to me he saw us. 
ESTRAGON: You dreamt it. (Pause.) Let's go. We can't. Ah! (Pause.) Are you sure it wasn't him? 
VLADIMIR: Who? 
ESTRAGON: Godot. 
VLADIMIR: But who? 
ESTRAGON: Pozzo. 
VLADIMIR: Not at all! (Less sure.) Not at all! (Still less sure.) Not at all! 
ESTRAGON: I suppose I might as well get up. (He gets up painfully.) Ow! Didi! 
VLADIMIR: I don't know what to think any more. 
ESTRAGON: My feet! (He sits down again and tries to take off his boots.) Help me! 
VLADIMIR: Was I sleeping, while the others suffered? Am I sleeping now? Tomorrow, when I wake, or think I do, what shall I say of today? That with Estragon my friend, at this place, until the fall of night, I waited for Godot? That Pozzo passed, with his carrier, and that he spoke to us? Probably. But in all that what truth will there be? (Estragon, having struggled with his boots in vain, is dozing off again. Vladimir looks at him.) He'll know nothing. He'll tell me about the blows he received and I'll give him a carrot. (Pause.) Astride of a grave and a difficult birth. Down in the hole, lingeringly, the grave digger puts on the forceps. We have time to grow old. The air is full of our cries. (He listens.) But habit is a great deadener. (He looks again at Estragon.) At me too someone is looking, of me too someone is saying, He is sleeping, he knows nothing, let him sleep on. (Pause.) I can't go on! (Pause.) What have I said? 

He goes feverishly to and fro, halts finally at extreme right, broods. Enter Boy right. He halts. Silence. 

BOY: Mister . . . (Vladimir turns.) Mr Albert . . . 
VLADIMIR: Off we go again. (Pause.) Do you not recognize me? 
BOY: No, sir. 
VLADIMIR: It wasn't you came yesterday. 
BOY: No, sir. 
VLADIMIR: This is your first time. 




VLADIMIR: You have a message from Mr Godot. 
BOY: Yes, sir. 
VLADIMIR: He won't come this evening. 
BOY: No, sir. 
VLADIMIR: But he'll come tomorrow. 
BOY: Yes Sir. 
VLADIMIR: Without fail. 




VLADIMIR: Did you meet anyone? 
BOY: No, sir. 
VLADIMIR: Two other . . . (he hesitates) . . . men? 




VLADIMIR: What does he do, Mr Godot? (Silence.) Do you hear me? 
BOY: Yes, sir. 
VLADIMIR: Well? 




VLADIMIR: How is your brother? 
BOY: He's sick, sir. 
VLADIMIR: Perhaps it was he came yesterday. 




VLADIMIR: (softly). Has he a beard, Mr Godot? 
BOY: Yes, sir. 
VLADIMIR: Fair or . . . (he hesitates) . . . or black? 








BOY: What am I to tell Mr Godot, sir? 
VLADIMIR: Tell him . . . (he hesitates) . . . tell him you saw me and that . . . (he hesitates) . . . that you saw me. (Pause. Vladimir advances, the Boy recoils. Vladimir halts, the Boy halts. With sudden violence.) You're sure you saw me, you won't come and tell me tomorrow that you never saw me! 

Silence. Vladimir makes a sudden spring forward, the Boy avoids him and exits running. Silence. The sun sets, the moon rises. As in Act One. Vladimir stands motionless and bowed. Estragon wakes, takes off his boots, gets up with one in each hand and goes and puts them down center front, then goes towards Vladimir. 

ESTRAGON: What's wrong with you? 
VLADIMIR: Nothing. 
ESTRAGON: I'm going. 
VLADIMIR: So am I. 
ESTRAGON: Was I long asleep? 




ESTRAGON: Where shall we go? 
VLADIMIR: Not far. 
ESTRAGON: Oh yes, let's go far away from here. 
VLADIMIR: We can't. 
ESTRAGON: Why not? 
VLADIMIR: We have to come back tomorrow. 
ESTRAGON: What for? 
VLADIMIR: To wait for Godot. 
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Silence.) He didn't come? 
VLADIMIR: No. 
ESTRAGON: And now it's too late. 
VLADIMIR: Yes, now it's night. 
ESTRAGON: And if we dropped him? (Pause.) If we dropped him? 
VLADIMIR: He'd punish us. (Silence. He looks at the tree.) Everything's dead but the tree. 
ESTRAGON: (looking at the tree). What is it? 
VLADIMIR: It's the tree. 
ESTRAGON: Yes, but what kind? 
VLADIMIR: I don't know. A willow. 

Estragon draws Vladimir towards the tree. They stand motionless before it. Silence. 

ESTRAGON: Why don't we hang ourselves? 
VLADIMIR: With what? 
ESTRAGON: You haven't got a bit of rope? 
VLADIMIR: No. 




VLADIMIR: Let's go. 
ESTRAGON: Wait, there's my belt. 
VLADIMIR: It's too short. 
ESTRAGON: You could hang onto my legs. 
VLADIMIR: And who'd hang onto mine? 
ESTRAGON: True. 
VLADIMIR: Show me all the same. (Estragon loosens the cord that holds up his trousers which, much too big for him, fall about his ankles. They look at the cord.) It might do at a pinch. But is it strong enough?
ESTRAGON: We'll soon see. Here. 

They each take an end of the cord and pull. It breaks. They almost fall. 





ESTRAGON: You say we have to come back tomorrow? 
VLADIMIR: Yes. 







ESTRAGON: I can't go on like this. 
VLADIMIR: That's what you think. 
ESTRAGON: If we parted? That might be better for us. 
VLADIMIR: We'll hang ourselves tomorrow. (Pause.) Unless Godot comes. 
ESTRAGON: And if he comes? 
VLADIMIR: We'll be saved. 

Vladimir takes off his hat (Lucky's), peers inside it, feels about inside it, shakes it, knocks on the crown, puts it on again. 

ESTRAGON: Well? Shall we go? 
VLADIMIR: Pull on your trousers. 
ESTRAGON: What? 
VLADIMIR: Pull on your trousers. 
ESTRAGON: You want me to pull off my trousers? 
VLADIMIR: Pull ON your trousers. 
ESTRAGON: (realizing his trousers are down). True. 

He pulls up his trousers. 

VLADIMIR: Well? Shall we go? 
ESTRAGON: Yes, let's go. 


















VLADIMIR: (to Pozzo). Tell him to think. 
POZZO: Give him his hat. 
VLADIMIR: His hat? 
POZZO: He can't think without his hat. 
VLADIMIR: (to Estragon). Give him his hat. 
ESTRAGON: Me! After what he did to me! Never! 
VLADIMIR: I'll give it to him. 

He does not move. 

ESTRAGON: (to Pozzo). Tell him to go and fetch it. 
POZZO: It's better to give it to him. 
VLADIMIR: I'll give it to him. 

He picks up the hat and tenders it at arm's length to Lucky, who does not move. 

POZZO: You must put it on his head. 
ESTRAGON: (to Pozzo). Tell him to take it. 
POZZO: It's better to put it on his head. 
VLADIMIR: I'll put it on his head. 

He goes round behind Lucky, approaches him cautiously, puts the hat on his head and recoils smartly. Lucky does not move. Silence. 

ESTRAGON: What's he waiting for? 




LUCKY: On the other hand with regard to– 
POZZO: Stop! (Lucky stops.) Back! (Lucky moves back.) Stop! (Lucky stops.) Turn! (Lucky turns towards auditorium.) Think! 

During Lucky's tirade the others react as follows. 
1) Vladimir and Estragon all attention, Pozzo dejected and disgusted. 
2) Vladimir and Estragon begin to protest, Pozzo's sufferings increase. 
3) Vladimir and Estragon attentive again, Pozzo more and more agitated and groaning. 
4) Vladimir and Estragon protest violently. Pozzo jumps up, pulls on the rope. General outcry. Lucky pulls on the rope, staggers, shouts his text. All three throw themselves on Lucky who struggles and shouts his text. 

LUCKY: Given the existence as uttered forth in the public works of Puncher and Wattmann of a personal God quaquaquaqua with white beard quaquaquaqua outside time without extension who from the heights of divine apathia divine athambia divine aphasia loves us dearly with some exceptions for reasons unknown but time will tell and suffers like the divine Miranda with those who for reasons unknown but time will tell are plunged in torment plunged in fire whose fire flames if that continues and who can doubt it will fire the firmament that is to say blast hell to heaven so blue still and calm so calm with a calm which even though intermittent is better than nothing but not so fast and considering what is more that as a result of the labors left unfinished crowned by the Acacacacademy of Anthropopopometry of Essy-in-Possy of Testew and Cunard it is established beyond all doubt all other doubt than that which clings to the labors of men that as a result of the labors unfinished of Testew and Cunard it is established as hereinafter but not so fast for reasons unknown that as a result of the public works of Puncher and Wattmann it is established beyond all doubt that in view of the labors of Fartov and Belcher left unfinished for reasons unknown of Testew and Cunard left unfinished it is established what many deny that man in Possy of Testew and Cunard that man in Essy that man in short that man in brief in spite of the strides of alimentation and defecation is seen to waste and pine waste and pine and concurrently simultaneously what is more for reasons unknown in spite of the strides of physical culture the practice of sports such as tennis football running cycling swimming flying floating riding gliding conating camogie skating tennis of all kinds dying flying sports of all sorts autumn summer winter winter tennis of all kinds hockey of all sorts penicillin and succedanea in a word I resume and concurrently simultaneously for reasons unknown to shrink and dwindle in spite of the tennis I resume flying gliding golf over nine and eighteen holes tennis of all sorts in a word for reasons unknown in Feckham Peckham Fulham Clapham namely concurrently simultaneously what is more for reasons unknown but time will tell to shrink and dwindle I resume Fulham Clapham in a word the dead loss per caput since the death of Bishop Berkeley being to the tune of one inch four ounce per caput approximately by and large more or less to the nearest decimal good measure round figures stark naked in the stockinged feet in Connemara in a word for reasons unknown no matter what matter the facts are there and considering what is more much more grave that in the light of the labors lost of Steinweg and Peterman it appears what is more much more grave that in the light the light the light of the labors lost of Steinweg and Peterman that in the plains in the mountains by the seas by the rivers running water running fire the air is the same and then the earth namely the air and then the earth in the great cold the great dark the air and the earth abode of stones in the great cold alas alas in the year of their Lord six hundred and something the air the earth the sea the earth abode of stones in the great deeps the great cold on sea on land and in the air I resume for reasons unknown in spite of the tennis the facts are there but time will tell I resume alas alas on on in short in fine on on abode of stones who can doubt it I resume but not so fast I resume the skull to shrink and waste and concurrently simultaneously what is more for reasons unknown in spite of the tennis on on the beard the flames the tears the stones so blue so calm alas alas on on the skull the skull the skull the skull in Connemara in spite of the tennis the labors abandoned left unfinished graver still abode of stones in a word I resume alas alas abandoned unfinished the skull the skull in Connemara in spite of the tennis the skull alas the stones Cunard (Mêlée, final vociferations) tennis . . . the stones . . . so calm . . . Cunard . . . unfinished . . . 
POZZO: His hat!





^1	  “Nog” has been added, to prevent readers from thinking that Lucky’s hat might be in the same place as Estragon’s boots.
^2	  In the translation, there are only indications of ‘normal’ or long silences, and it is up to the director to decide how long these last. “Long” in that sense, could mean ten, twenty or thirty seconds. To decide on the exact time in the translation is not the task of the translator, since the original text does not tell the exact time either.
^3	  According to John Fletcher, this is “a German round-song, translated by Beckett, and an appropriate choice for a play based on cycles and the return of leitmotifs” (65). The original German song can be found here: <http://www.labbe.de/liederbaum/index.asp?themaid=58&titelid=345>. The original says the cook beats the dog into a pulp, but Beckett has chosen the more explicit “dead”, and this supports the theme of death in the play. Also, the ‘German dog’ stole an egg instead of a crust of bread, but since “brood” and “dood” rhyme, Beckett’s alteration is maintained in the translation. Ultimately, the Dutch translation is a mix of the German song and Beckett’s translation, mainly because it was difficult to maintain both rhythm, meaning and rhyme without removing the ‘singability’ of the song.
^4	  “Stilte” might also be an option,, but then the distinction between “pause” and “silence” would disappear, since “Stilte” is also used to translate “Silence”.
^5	  “Mee bezig was” is also an option, but “aan het doen was” sounds more fluent, and that is important since the sentence is repeated a few times in the following passage. Especially in Vladimir’s sentence, which starts with “Perhaps you weren’t”, it is mentioned three times, and it sounds awkward when “nergens mee bezig” is used.
^6	  Perhaps more correct would be “Er zijn sinds gisteren dingen veranderd”, but it is more difficult to pronounce this sentence than “Er zijn dingen veranderd sinds gisteren”, mostly because of the difficult to pronounce combination “zijn sinds”. For readability, the former might be better, but for performability, the latter is preferred. Since the translation is ultimately written for stage, the latter is used.
^7	  Estragon’s way of ridiculing the Macon country is done by referring, according to Fletcher, to what the French children call “Caca” (excrement) (65). This is also done in the original French, where “Vaucluse” is replaced by “Merdecluse” (“Merde” means “shit”). In the translation, a Dutch setting is preferred, and therefore, “Biesbosch” and “Strontbosch” are used.
^8	  Again a repetition of “Do you not remember?” which has been previously translated by “Weet je dat niet meer?”
^9	  The expression “Ieder zijn kruis” is common in Dutch, so only the suffix “-je” has to be added to compensate for “little”.
^10	  The following part, until the “Long silence”, is written as a dialogue, but should be seen as the two complementing what the other says, like the conversation is a monologue performed by two characters. In the performance, it is likely that the two address the audience, instead of each other.
^11	  The following part, with certain interruptions (such as “That’s the idea, let’s contradict each other”, are again dialogues that are basically conversations to pass the time. They respond to each other with the sole goal to keep the conversation going. Because they are complementing each other, the sentences might not seem as fluent as a ‘regular’ conversation, because they are talking ‘at’ each other, rather that ‘with’ each other. This part lasts until they take off their hats to think.
^12	  The word “True” is repeated many time throughout the play and it is translated into “Juist” to maintain this repetition in the translation.
^13	  “Wat wil je?”
^14	  Estragon refers to the fast-paced dialogue they have just performed. A director should make sure that the reference to “rappe ritje” is not lost by having the actors play out the preceding dialogue too slowly, and should try to give the dialogue a fast-paced rhythm. 
^15	  “Compartiment” could be a false friend, but it is equally abstract in Dutch as it is in English. It is not really clear what Estragon means with this passage, and that is maintained in the translation.
^16	  “Mijne” is used to maintain the conciseness of the original phrase.
^17	  According to Fletcher, Estragon meant to say “lies” (66). The translation has been based on the fact that Estragon wants to say “leugens”. Additionally, Vladimir does not want to be confronted with the possibility that he has lied himself after all, and interrupt Estragon before he can say it.
^18	  The original is very concise, and in the translation that is achieved by not using “die van jouw”, but “de jouwe”, and not “die van hem”, but “de zijne”. Especially “jouwe” is quite informal, but the conciseness in this phrase is deemed more important. This strategy is applied consistently in the numerous instances of the use of “his” or “yours” and “mine” in this part of the play.
^19	  To maintain the rhyme of the original, there is a slight change in meaning from “occupation” to “vermaken”. While the translation is not an equivalent of the original with regard to meaning, it does fit the purpose of Vladimir and Estragon’s actions, as they are looking for ways to pass the time, and trying to make that as pleasant as possible.
^20	  “Juist” is again chosen here to maintain the repetition of the word “True”.
^21	  In the opening scene of Act 1, Estragon is described as sitting on a “low mound”.
^22	  Since they are overly polite towards each other, “u” seems more appropriate than “je/jij”
^23	  “I tell you” is a difficult sentence to translate, since it does not have a determined meaning, but merely strengthens Vladimir’s outcry verbally. An option would be to add “verdomme”, but that would also add (unwanted) strong language. Ultimately, “vervloekte” has been added, because it is weaker than “verdomme”.
^24	  Someone who is infected with cretinism. In the this case, the word “Kropmens” is more humorous in Dutch than “Cretin”, especially in such a verbal, insulting spree.
^25	  It is uncommon in Dutch, opposed to English, to use these words as nouns, such as “soepelheden” or “uitrekkingen”. That is why, also after consulting the German version, which adds “Übungen” to all the words, the word “oefeningen” was added to describe all the different exercises.
^26	  The translation of “low mound”, which is used more often in the play, is “hoopje aarde”, and by translating “heap” to “hoop”, the readers might be confused which “hoop” is meant. So, at the first mention of “heap” an addition is made in the form of “van mensen en bagage” to ensure the reader knows which “hoop” is meant. In subsequent translations, this addition is not added.
^27	  The phrase “get up” is repeated over and over in this scene, and therefore, in the translation, one phrase is also used: “overeind (komen)”. “Opstaan” would have also been an option, but this phrase cannot be used as a translation to Pozzo’s “Help me up!”, since “Help me (met) (eens) opstaan” is somewhat uncommon in Dutch, but also less concise.
^28	  “Kippenbot” is used because “Kip” cannot be used, because the bone is not a “Kipbot”, and “Kippen” cannot be used, because that word, firstly, sounds a bit awkward, and secondly, could imply the one bone is of multiple chickens.
^29	  The English original says “One hundred francs” and the French original says “Cent francs”. The play is set nowhere specific. There are some references to French, Spanish and Irish areas, but the setting of the tree and the road is not defined throughout the play. By translating to “Euro’s” or “Gulden”, or maintaining “Frank”, the setting becomes defined, and in case of “Gulden” would be Dutch, in case of “Euro” would be European, but that would also make the setting too modern, and using “Frank” would define the setting as French. To maintain the neutral setting of the location where Vladimir and Estragon are, “Muntstukken” is used. Additionally, “hundred” and “two hundred” coins, instead of paper money, seems like a lot of weight to carry around and that is why it is changed to “ten” and “twenty”.
^30	  “Mensen” in this case has a slightly deeper existential meaning than “mannen”.
^31	  “O” is added, because only “En?” could imply the common Dutch phrase “En wat dan nog?”, which would imply something else than what is meant here.
^32	  Again, a repetition of “True”.
^33	  “Memory of past happiness” (Fletcher, 69).
^34	  A pun on being on stage.
^35	  Another repetition of “True”.
^36	  “At a pinch” means that it is very difficult, but could be possible.
^37	  Harry Cockerham, a bilingual playwright, points out the greatest difficulty that arises when translating Lucky’s Think from French to English: “No doubt the most striking loss of this kind to the English reader is the humour Beckett derives from a mixture of real and invented proper names in Lucky’s speech in the French Waiting for Godot, where the punning is dazzlingly rich” (Par. 3). Even in the English version these puns were not (fully) maintained, which indicates that when translating from English to Dutch, most puns have been already lost before the translation occurs. So, even though the English is used as the source text for the Dutch translation, the French version could be used to strengthen the Dutch translation. It is possible that certain references could not be maintained in English, but can be maintained in Dutch. Nevertheless, the elaborate puns are very difficult to maintain wholly in a translation to Dutch due to their complex nature. Each pun or reference, and their possible translations, will be discussed in separate footnotes.Furthermore, it needs to be made clear that Lucky’s think has been translated to be readable as one very long sentence and can be considered as a ‘text-only’ version. On stage, however, it is impossible to perform this speech in one go. With regard to this, it is the task of the director to figure out how this ‘think’ will be performed. To create a dynamic, interesting performance, it is apparent there should be differences in speech with regard to speed (fast or slow), emphasis (loud and clear or mumbling), and the director should implement moments for the actor to breathe. To achieve this, the director should make some (minor) changes to the text, most likely by adding some (virtual) punctuation marks, and change the text where necessary to fit those pauses. 
^38	  “Poinçon” and “Wattman” in French, respectively refer to, according to Cockerham, “Ticket Puncher” and “Tramdriver” (par. 5.), but could also refer to fictional or real scholars. These complex references are very difficult to maintain in the translation. Firstly, it can be assumed that not many Dutch readers will understand that “Wattman” refers to “tramdriver”. The reference to ticket-puncher, however, can be maintained by translating to “Knipper”. Additionally, Wattman can be changed to “Stuurman”, to maintain the reference to “(tram)driver, but also the interrelation between the two names.
^39	  In the French version “étendue” is used, which means “bereik”.
^40	  According to Stephani Pofahl Smith, in an article on Existence in Waiting for Godot, these are “three words of Greek origin (apathie, athambie, aphasie)” (897). The Greek spelling is maintained here, because the Dutch does not have a word for “athambia”, and because “apathie” and “afasie” (the only difference will be the change from “ph” to “f”, which only readers will notice) are known words in Dutch.
^41	  The phrase “what is more” seems to be ungrammatical in this ‘sentence’ and it is difficult to understand what it means. The French version says “est pas moins”, which translates to “is not less”, but using that in Dutch (“is niet minder”) would still not make the sentence grammatical (or make much sense). The phrase is repeated many times, and could serve as a linker between the different subjects of the ‘think’, and therefore “desalniettemin” is used in the translation. This word does not only serve as a linker, but also fits the academic style and structure of the ‘think’.
^42	  “Als gevolg van” is also an option, but “Ten gevolge van” suits the academic style better.
^43	  “Essy” en “Possy” are English pronunciations of the latin verbs “Esse” and “Posse”, which mean “being” and “being able” (Butler, par. 16). Also, they are presented as a (fictional) place-name. In the translation, the Dutch pronunciation is used, which are also presented in a place-name which could exist in a Dutch setting.
^44	  “Testew and Cunard” refer, as do Puncher and Wattmann, to two fictional scholars. Additionally, according to Fletcher, these are also “invented names of vulgar origin”, namely “testicle” and the French “con”, which is slang for vagina (Cockerham, par. 6). In Dutch, the sound of these vulgar names is maintained by using “Testi” and “Koets” (to invoke the sounds of “Testikel” and “Kut”). The reference from “Koets” to “Kut” is quite subtle, but the original “Cunard” to the English “Cunt” is not so obvious as well.
^45	  Opposed to the previous names, “Fartov and Belcher” are much clearer references to vulgar words.
^46	  According to the Van Dale, “alimentation” can mean “voeding”, which would create a somewhat humorous opposition with “stoelgang”, especially with regard to the theme of the play regarding beginnings and endings. Additionally, “alimentation” in French means “voeding” as well.
^47	  According to Fletcher, this word is a philosophical reference and means “the act of willing and desiring” (63).
^48	  An Irish teamsport for ladies (http://www.camogie.ie/). Readers of the Dutch text can look up the word, and enjoy the mentioning of such a specific, unknown sport between well-known sports in retrospect. Spectators of the Dutch play, however, cannot and perhaps the use of a word that is less subtle, but instantly funny could serve as a golden mean. That is why the male variant, and slightly less unknown variant of the sport is chosen: Hurling (in the Dutch third person verb-form: “Hurlen”.
^49	  This enumeration of names refers to existing and fictional British geological area’s (Feckham is fictional, and the other three are districts in South London). In French, according to Penelope Merritt, the references are made by naming rivers that run through or close to Paris (Seine, Oise, Marne). The combination “Seine-et-Marne” is the only one that actually exists (par. 2). In Dutch, the area “Maas en Waal” is well-known, but combinations such as “Rijn en Maas” or “Waal en Rijn” are not. Using these combinations of names of Dutch rivers creates a similar enumerating effect in Lucky’s ‘think’, and the order of the French version is used (where only the third combination is real, and the first reference only reads “Seine”.
^50	  In the English version: “Bishop Berkeley”, and in the French version: “Voltaire”. According to Ackerley and Gowarski, Bishop Berkeley’s main theory was that objects only exist in the minds in which they are perceived (49), and furthermore, “The sense of being is sustained by being perceived” (49). In the play, there are some references that relate to certain ideas by Berkeley. Vladimir says for instance: “At me too someone is looking” (82), and therefore he exists. Voltaire was a “French writer and universal genius of the Enlightenment” (Ackerley and Gowarski, 618). Interestingly, Beckett “had deep rooted objections to Voltaire, particularly his … belief in progress” (618), which diametrically opposes “Lucky’s critique … that man was born to waste and pine” (618). So, “Voltaire” would be a great option for the Dutch translation, but a reference to someone who is Dutch could make the translation even stronger. Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) was a Dutch philosopher and writer. In the only work that was published (anonymously) by himself, Theological-Political Treaty, Spinoza argues that the work of God should not be for “certain chosen people”, but for all humanity (Störig, 349). This opinion “unleashed a storm” amongst the faiths (idem, 349). Spinoza questioned the authority of the prophets and apostels (idem, 349), quite similarly to Vladimir, who questions the authority of the Gospels in the first act of the play. Spinoza also defined God as “unlimited thinking” in his post-mortem published manuscript Ethica (idem, 352), which is in accordance to the form and style of Lucky’s ‘think’. An even stronger parallel to the play can be found in Spinoza’s idea that “Each creature strives to persevere in his existence” (my translation, idem, 352), strikingly similar to the theme of Waiting for Godot. Because of these parallels, “Spinoza” will be used in this translation.
^51	  A thinly populated area of nature in Ireland. A Dutch area that is somewhat equivalent is “De Veluwe”.
^52	  Both names pun on the word “stone”, “Stein” is German for stone, and Peter is Greek for stone (Fletcher, 63). The name “Peterman” does sound Dutch, but is not very common as a last name, so it has been changed to “Peters.”
^53	  The last part of Lucky’s think mainly consists of repetitions, with the exception of the words “abandoned” and “graver still”.
